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Chapter 1

Introduction

E F”It is the glory of geometry that from so few principles, fetched from
without, it is able to accomplish so much.”

- Isaac Newton

H G
IN the field of algorithmic automation, there are a number of different tasks,

many of which can benefit from techniques from computational geometry.
In order to design processes for these tasks, one has to precisely formulate
them in mathematical terms while taking their physics and environmental
restrictions into account. Although each of these problems is formalized in a
different way, they all have in common that they deal with parts. The shape
of these parts determines to a large extent how automation tasks are accom-
plished. As a result, geometry plays a major role in the design of plans for the
tasks. Computational geometry is about dealing with geometric problems
and designing provably efficient algorithms, so it can help to solve automa-
tion problems efficiently.

In the assembly process, one often needs to move parts from one orien-
tation to another. There are two basic approaches for ensuring that a part is
in some particular position and orientation. One is to use a vision system to
sense this information. Another approach is to use mechanical means. The
purpose is to act on the part in a manner that reduces uncertainty. Another
important task in manipulation and robotics is the process of learning the
shape and orientation of an unknown object using a simple measurement
device called probe. Manipulation tasks such as part orienting generally take

3



4 1.1. Orienting parts

Figure 1.1: The task is to grasp the cups in the same shape but arbitrary orientations
and put them on the table. (Digital image, OpenRAVE, web, <openrave.org>.)

place in structured environments where we cannot perform intricate mea-
surements on the parts. The RISC (Reduced Intricacy in Sensing and Control)
approach is an attempt to design cost effective and reliable systems which are
easy to set up and reconfigure [48].

Rather than using complex manipulators and sensors, RISC systems are
designed based on simple hardware components which are capable of per-
forming only simple physical actions or using sensors with low dimensional
output. In these systems, automation hardware such as parallel jaw grip-
pers might be used instead of multi fingered hands and optical beam sensors
rather than cameras.

The geometric shape of an object and its orientation are major parame-
ters in the design solutions for many automation tasks. See Figure 1.1. At
the intersection of automation and computational geometry, and in light of
the RISC approach, we have determined a collection of research problems
with immediate applications in automation (particularly in manufacturing
and metrology). This thesis has two main parts: the first part investigates
different problems related to orienting parts; in all these problems we as-
sume that the geometric shape of the parts is known; e.g. it is given as an
input. The second part discusses a novel type of probing which is used to
measure the shape of an unknown object.

1.1 Orienting parts

Robotic manipulation in industrial automation often deals with various part
handling problems. One such problem, which arises in automated assembly,
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is the so-called part feeding or orienting problem. Manufacturing processes
mostly produce a stream of parts that must be reoriented before assembly on
industrial production lines. A part feeder is a machine which takes a stream
of identical parts with arbitrary initial orientation or pose and orients them to
a unique final pose. (See Figure 1.2.)

Part feeders may rely solely on the geometry of specially designed fixtures
interacting with a part on a conveyor belt or in a gravity field, or specially
designed motions of generic surfaces or some combination of geometry, ma-
terials, and motion (open loop or sensor based) design [100]. In all cases, the
goal is to collapse the possible initial orientation of the part into a smaller set
(ideally a singleton).

Sensorless manipulation has received considerable attention over the past
two decades. More specifically, part feeders have been studied in the line
of thought of the RISC approach in which no sensory information, or low
dimensional output sensing are used to orient the part [15]. The shape of
the part is given as an input and and the output is a sequence of actions that
moves the part from an unknown initial pose into a unique final pose.

Two classes of orienting devices exist. There are devices which reject parts
which are incorrectly oriented; also there are devices which physically reori-
ent the parts in the desired manner. Current technology in part feeders relies
heavily on rejection techniques [130]. These techniques randomize the ori-
entation of the parts, mostly by shaking or dropping them, and then reject
all those parts which are not in the correct orientation. The rejected parts are
recirculated, and this process repeats indefinitely. Research into the proba-
bility distribution of stable part orientations suggests that for a typical part,
a minority of the parts will randomly assume the correct orientation. There-
fore, rejection-based methods are very inefficient [43]. In this subsection, we
overview some of the most important sensorless approaches for orienting
parts and then discuss the distribution of final orientations of a part being
dropped on a surface with random initial orientation.

Figure 1.2: A part feeder takes parts in initially arbitrary orientation and orients them
in a unique final orientation.
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1.1.1 Different approaches for part orienting

There is a rich literature on object orientation and a variety of sensorless part
feeders have been proposed. The first algorithm for orienting parts without
sensors was proposed by Erdmann and Mason [62]. Their approach was by
controlling the slip motion of a planar tray in a specific sequence of direc-
tions, causing a planar part to slide along walls and into corners in order to
reduce the number of possible orientations. They described critical tilting
directions and developed a complete algorithm to find tilt sequences. Later,
Natarjan [109] and also Erdmann et al. [63] focused on three-dimensional
polyhedral objects resting on a tiltable table and proposed a planner that de-
termines a sequence of wobbling operations designed to minimize the uncer-
tainty in the part’s orientation. Swanson et al. [130] proposed a flat vibratory
table as a means of orienting parts. They sought to design a table motion
which should work by bouncing parts gently on the table vertically while
inducing momentary horizontal forces at the contact points which cause a
torque to be applied to the center of mass.

Mason [101] was the first to identify the role of pushing and sliding as fun-
damental to manipulation. An elegant result of his analysis is that one can
determine a simple rule for the rotation of an object in contact with a point
pusher, using only the location of the object center of mass, the push direc-
tion, the contact point and normal, and the coefficient of friction between the
pusher and pushed object.

One of the most fundamental approaches to part orienting, which is also
partly our focus in this thesis, is through a sequence of push actions by means
of a single jaw [4, 99, 118]. Each push action is in a direction orthogonal
to the length of the jaw, and the orientation of the jaw between pushes is
independent of the orientation of the part.

Squeeze actions by a parallel jaw gripper have also been applied for ori-
enting a part. An action consists of orienting the gripper, closing the jaws
as far as possible when the object lies between them, and finally opening the
jaws again. Goldberg [70] showed that there always exists a plan (a sequence
of pushing and squeezing actions) for orienting a polygonal part using a fric-
tionless single jaw or parallel jaw gripper and proposed a greedy algorithm
for computing the shortest such plan in O(n2 log n) time where n is the num-
ber of vertices of the part. He was the first to present bounds on the num-
ber of actions. His algorithm requires O(n2) actions in the worst case. He
conjectured that the length of the shortest plan is linear in n. Chen and Ier-
ardi [50] proved Goldberg’s conjecture and also showed how to compute the
maximum radius of a disk inside which the vertices of a polygonal part can
vary such that a plan still exists. In addition, Goldberg [70] and Chen and
Ierardi [50] studied grasps in which one jaw first pushes the part and then
both jaws squeeze it. Van der Stappen et al. [133] showed that even though
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orienting parts require O(n) push actions, they deduce a new bound on the
length of the shortest push plan that depends on the thinness or eccentricity
of the part. The bound shows that only O(1) pushes are required for the large
class of parts with non-square minimum width bounding boxes. Berretty et
al. [16] showed that 3D (polyhedral) parts can be oriented by a sequence of
pushes by a perpendicular pair of planar jaws and gave an O(n3 log n) time
algorithm to find such a plan.

There are also approaches that are based on constrained forms of pushing.
A sequence of fences can be attached to a conveyor belt and parts slide along
these fences which are designed to passively reorient parts as they travel
down the belt. The motion of the belt effectively turns each slide into a push
action by the fence in the direction normal to the fence with the effect of align-
ing the parts. Note that it is because the system is assumed to be frictionless.
The problem of designing the fences is equivalent to computing push actions
with constraints on successive push directions. If the belt moves downward,
then any fence encountered by a part will effectively perform a push with
positive vertical component; thus, only half of the possible push directions
are available at a given time. It makes the problem more complicated, and
requires a different approach.

The fence design problem was first considered by Peshkin and Sander-
son [117]. Wiegley et al. [139] added curved tips to the fences to control the
way in which the part leaves the fence. They gave a complete algorithm to
compute the shortest sequence of fences. Their algorithm guarantees to find
a design if one exists and to terminate with a negative report otherwise. The
running time is exponential in the complexity of the part to be oriented. Also,
they conjectured that a polynomial time fence design algorithm exists for any
polygonal part. Berretty et al. [22], gave an O(n3 log n) time algorithm to find
such a sequence for any polygonal part with n vertices. Their time and com-
plexity bounds are similar to those for pure pushing. Gudmundsson and
Goldberg [73] used a queuing model to investigate optimal conveyor belt ve-
locities.

Parts on a conveyor belt can be oriented also by a single moving fence in-
stead of a sequence of stationary fences. Akella et al. [3] examined a one joint
robot which sweeps a planar fence over the conveyor belt.

A sequence of fixed horizontal pins suspended above the belt at different
heights can be used to topple a three-dimensional part as it moves on a con-
veyor belts. Zhan et al. presented an algorithm to design a sequence of pin
locations that will guarantee that the part will enter a unique final orientation
or to determine that no such sequence exists [141].

Parts can also be oriented by sequence of pulling actions. Berretty et
al. [18] investigated the problem of polygonal part feeding by pulling fin-
gers. A pulling finger is assumed to be a point contact inside a polygonal
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part pulling it outwards. They proposed an algorithm to find the shortest
sequence of pull actions for any asymmetric convex polygonal part that will
put it into a single final orientation.

Zumel and Erdmann showed that parts can also be oriented by sliding
and rolling between two low friction non-prehensile palms [142, 143]. The
palms are joined at a central hinge and support a part in a gravitational field.
The system computes and executes a sequence of palm motions designed to
reorient the part.

An alternative technique to part orienting is to use throwing and catching
(juggling). Lynch et al. [100] described a system with a one-joint planar arm
combined with a simple sensor which can be used to recognize when the part
has reached the goal orientation. This system can be used as a part feeder by
repeatedly throwing and catching parts on a surface. They showed that for
any planar parts, a proper choice of throw velocity and arm geometry, will
bring the part to the goal configuration.

Blind et al. [34] investigated an approach which drops polygonal parts on
a simple device consisting of a grid of retractable pins mounted on a vertical
plate. It is possible that a part dropped on this device comes to rest on the
actuated pins, bounces out, or falls through. The goal is to find a sequence of
pin actuations that will cause parts to emerge into a unique orientation after
a number of dropping actions.

Among the various sensorless part feeders used in industry, the most ver-
satile and still widely used method is the vibratory bowl feeder. One of the most
comprehensive works on the design of parts feeding and assembly design is
a book by Boothroyd et al. [38], which describes vibratory bowls as well as
non-vibratory parts feeders in detail. Parts in a bowl are gently shaken using
a rotary motion so that they climb a helical track. Traditional bowl feeders
rely heavily on rejection techniques. These techniques randomize the orien-
tation of the parts, often by shaking or dropping them, and then reject all
those parts which are not in the desired orientation. The rejected parts are
forced back to the bottom of the bowl to recirculate, and the process repeats
and parts will gradually be shaken so that finally they are all aligned, caused
by sequence of mechanical filter devices such as grooves, traps (gaps and
narrowed tracks), pins and wiper blades, in the track that are shaped to fit
the part [37, 97]. There is a wide range of various approaches for the design
of bowl feeder layouts. We will focus on some recent geometric approaches.

Traps are a class of vibratory bowl filters that are obtained by removing
sections from the track [1, 19–21, 132]. Berretty et al. [19–21], proposed several
classes of traps such as balconies, gaps, slots, canyons, and general polygo-
nal traps and gave algorithms for designing those traps. Agarwal et al. [1]
described the design of minimal traps to filter polygonal parts. Goemans et
al. [67, 69], introduced additional traps with specific guarantees (guillotine
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traps for polygonal parts and V-shaped traps for polyhedral parts) and also
proposed efficient algorithms that report the complete set of valid traps.

Another class of geometric filters of interest for vibratory tracks are blades.
A simple primitive, consisting of one horizontally mounted convex polygo-
nal metal blade, that can feed a broad class of three-dimensional parts has
been developed in [66, 68]. The proposed complete procedure identifies all
single blade solutions that feed any given 3D part.

Programmable force fields offer a different approach for a class of devices
for distributed, non-prehensile manipulation. A force field is a vector field
indicating the forces exerted by one object on another. Instead of handling
parts directly, one can be move them by inducing a force field on the surface
that supports the part. In a programmable force field, the forces generated at
each point of the field can be controlled independently. For a detailed review
see [29, 30, 88]. Unlike robot grippers, conveyor belts, or vibratory bowl feed-
ers, these devices generate force vector fields in which the parts move until
they may reach a stable orientation. Several devices have been introduced
that can implement programmable force fields. An example of those is ac-
tuator arrays which are able to create vector force fields using Micro Electro
Mechanical System (MEMS) technology [28]. Another example is a vibrating
plate system [26] which consists of an aluminum plate that is attached to an
electrodynamic vibration generator. The basic commonly used vector fields
are described in [64]. The uniform field moves an object linearly, the squeeze
field aligns it to a common edge of the surface elements, the radial field aligns
it to a common corner of several surface elements and the tangential field ro-
tates an object. Squeeze fields have been studied extensively as a strategy to
orient parts [23, 25, 31, 84]. Combinations of squeeze fields and radial fields
have been used to reduce the length of the sequence of vector fields required
for orienting the part [24, 27].

1.1.2 Pose statistics

Pose statistics is the analysis of the complex behavior of objects being dropped
on a surface. When an industrial part is dropped on a surface, it settles into
an orientation such that it does not topple over under the influence of grav-
ity; this is called a stable pose. Note that in the 2D case, we assume that planar
(slab-like) objects roll along their circumference. Pose statistics is the study
of identifying the stable poses of an object and estimating the likelihood that
the object will arrive in each of these poses, i.e. finding the distribution of
the final poses. Results from studying pose statistics are substantial for the
design of many automated tasks specially for the design of part feeders. Not
only a sequence of dropping actions is considered as an approach to orient
a part, but also we note that parts are usually dropped on a work-surface
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which can be a tray, a conveyor belt or a vibratory bowl feeder. Therefore,
it is useful to have an understanding of the ways and probabilities in which
parts will arrive on the supporting surface. For example, assume a particu-
lar part being dropped on a surface has two possible stable poses with high
probabilities. One pose feeds the part correctly while the other causes as-
sembly failure. Pose statistics approach computes these two poses and the
probabilties corresponding to these poses. When the approach is for exam-
ple using vibratory bowl feeder it can result in a faster and more effective
design of part orienting.

There are a number of works estimating the probability distribution over
a part’s stable poses where its initial orientation is uniformly at random and
the part falls on a flat work-surface in presence of gravity [71, 103, 140]. Both
theoretical and experimental methods are used for determining the likely sta-
ble state of parts with different shapes. Boothroyd et al. [39] have proposed
a method for rectangular prisms. The energy barrier method, proposed by
Boothroyd and Ho [40] considers the amount of kinetic energy a part may
have in a certain pose and also the amount of kinetic energy it needs to leave
that pose. The probability that a part will attain a particular stable pose was
determined to be a function of these two factors. This method was developed
for a selected class of parts consisting of both regular prismatic and cylindri-
cal geometries.

Extending Boothroyd’s work, Ngoi and Lim [112] presented the energy
envelope method which integrates the work done for moving a part in a sta-
ble pose to all possible landing positions. The probability that a part comes
to rest in a particular stable pose is proportional to the energy envelope of
that pose. The centroid solid angle method and displacement center of grav-
ity method are alternative methods proposed by Ngoi et al. [110, 111]. These
methods are based on the hypothesis that the probabilty of a component rest-
ing on a specific pose is directly proportional to the magnitude of the centroid
solid angle and inversely proportional to the height of its centroid from that
pose. Chua and Tay [51] proposed a mathematical model for predicting the
final poses for small parts with regular shapes. Their approach is based on
stability considerations.

There are also analyses on more general classes of parts. Wiegley et al. [140]
proposed an algorithm for estimating the distribution of stable poses of a
polyhedron under quasi-static conditions (i.e. without dynamics). Mirtich et
al. [71, 103] developed this algorithm further by considering a simple model
of dynamic stability. In addition to a result from a quasi-static approach,
they discussed the results from full dynamic Monte Carlo simulation and
they compared the algorithms to real data. Considering polyhedral parts as
well as curved parts, Kriegman [87] defined the notion of a capture region, the
region in configuration space in which any initial configuration will converge
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Figure 1.3: An example of two industrial parts with similar but not identical geomet-
ric shape. (Digital image, International Haas Automation Inc, web, <haascnc.com>.)

to a given final configuration. Moll and Erdmann [105, 106] studied the pose
distribution for an object being dropped on a sloped surface or into a curved
bowl. In particular, they showed that by controlling the height and initial
velocity of the part, and the shape of the bowl, it is possible to greatly reduce
uncertainty on the final orientation of the part. Suresh et al. [128] investi-
gated the most probable final pose of a part by dropping it from different
heights. The favorable orientation obtained through drop testing has been
compared with the likely orientations identified through theoretical meth-
ods identified in the literature. Recently, Várkonyi [134] created a large sim-
ulated data-set and evaluated the estimators proposed in the literature by
comparing their predictions to simulation results; he also proposed new esti-
mation algorithms. If an object has just one stable pose it is called monostatic.
Arnold [7] conjectured that there exist 3D homogeneous, convex monostatic
objects. Várkonyi and Domokos [135] proved this conjucture and called the
object Gömböc. However, in the 2D case, it has been shown that no monos-
tatic homogeneous planar objects exist [58]. This statement is equivalent to
the well-known Four-Vertex Theorem [12] in differential geometry.

1.2 Parts with shape variation

Most of the existing solutions in algorithmic automation assume a severely
idealized world in which parts are perfectly identical to their CAD model,
and manipulators and sensors are infinitely accurate. In real life, however,
industrial parts are manufactured to tolerances [121, 137] as no production
process is capable of delivering perfectly identical parts. Variations in part
shape [45], inaccurate sensors [90] and actuators [57] cause the aforemen-
tioned algorithms to fail when employed in practice. The challenge is there-
fore to design algorithms for planning manipulation tasks that explicitly take
into account manipulator (and sensor) inaccuracy and part imperfection, and
report solutions that work despite their presence. In this thesis we particu-
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Figure 1.4: Different geometric models for shape variation: vertices can vary inside a
convex region such as a (a) disk or (b) square, (c) edge variation is bounded by their
distance from the origin, It shows a particular instance of the part, the variational
parameters d1, ...., d6 and the extreme positions of the edgesupporting lines. (d) solid
offset: the boundary of object can vary within a given distance.

larly focus on shape variation of a part. Figure 1.3 illustrates an example of
shape variation for two instances of an industrial part. Note that variations in
shape and center of mass are not the only sources of uncertainty in robotics.
Additional uncertainty can result from the inaccuracy of the actuators and
manipulators [57] and sensors [90].

In order to conduct shape variation analysis, an appropriate model has
to be defined. In the current industrial practice, standards [9, 10] define di-
mensioning practices and provide mathematical tolerance zone definitions
for geometric features. Due to its complex nature, the standard has not indi-
cated yet how to model the variations.

Several geometric approaches and representations have been considered
to model variation in geometric data. The simplest way is to bound the point
variations by a region. The model of ε-geometry assumes that a point can
vary within a disk of radius ε [5, 75, 85] or a rectangle [49]. Region-based
models represent a point by any convex region [44, 54, 95]. Edge variations
can be bounded by their distance from the origin [78, 89]. Another approach
is offsetting the boundary of an object which is called solid offset. To solid
offset an object P by a positive distance ε one adds to the nominal object all
the points exterior to P that lie within a distance ε of the boundary of P. For a
negative solid offset, all the points of P within a distance ε from its boundary
are subtracted from the nominal object. See Fig 1.4.

In the aforementioned geometric models the only information that we use
is the region in which the points lie. These models are too restrictive if there
is more information available. For instance, in other approaches dependency
of the points’ position on a number of parameters [76, 81, 123] or probability
distribution of the location of the point [96] have been considered.
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There have been a few studies into part feeding in the context of parts
with shape variation. Generally, in all the models which have been consid-
ered each vertex is represented by a region in which it may vary. Akella et
al. [5] studied the problem of orienting convex polygons whose vertices and
center of mass lie inside a disk. They required that any variation keeps the
part convex. They proposed graph-based approaches for fence and push-
squeeze plans for parts that satisfy their assumptions. The problem of ori-
enting a part by fences by considering shape variation has been studied by
Chen et al. [46, 49]. They used a similar model for part shape variation by al-
lowing the vertices to vary inside disks and squares that are defined relative
to the center of mass. They proposed a method for computing the maximum
allowable disk or square for variation of each vertex such that the existing
plan still works.

Variation in the shape of a part also leads to variation in the location of its
center of mass. Due to the key role of the center of mass in many applications
such as pushing, grasping, or pulling, bounding the set of possible locations
of the center of mass for an imperfect part is an important problem. Bern et
al [13] studied the problem of centroid for a set of points with approximation
weights. Planning algorithms should take into account variation in shape as
well as the location of the center of mass to prevent failure when the resulting
plans are applied to manufactured incarnations of a model part. So, it is
important to study the relation between variation in part shape and variation
in the location of the center of mass for a part with uniform mass distribution.

Akella et al. [5] estimated the locus for a polygon under the ε-geometry
model. The problem of finding the locus of the center of mass of a part with
shape variation and uniformly distributed mass has been mentioned as an
open problem [5, 46].

In comparison with the aforementioned studies, we consider a more gen-
eral model for shape variation that allows to characterize variation along the
entire boundary instead of only at the vertices. The model assumes that any
valid instance of a part contains a given closed shape while it is contained in
another given closed shape. Our goal is to orient a part with shape variation,
that is, we want to find the sequence of pushes that puts all instances from
the shape family into the smallest possible interval of orientations. We also
study the problem of finding the locus of the center of mass for all instances
of a part satisfying our model for shape variations.

1.3 Probing objects for metrology

Metrology, the study of measurement, has applications in manufacturing, in-
spection, robotics, surveying, and healthcare [53, 60]. An important aspect of
metrology is the problem of how to most efficiently use a given measurement
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device to obtain a specific piece of complex information. There are differ-
ent approaches to measuring shape of an object such as virtual metrology
and statistical methods, high-dimensional output sensing (such as a cam-
era). If we use only low-dimensional output sensing which reports a low-
dimensional measurement (such as a distance or coordinate) then the ap-
proach is called probing. An example of a very well-known device for mea-
suring the physical geometrical characteristics of an object is the Coordinate
Measuring Machine (CMM). Measurements are defined by a probe attached to
the third moving axis of this machine.

When the measurement device and object of interest are geometric, the
problem of obtaining information about the object through repeated use of
the device is known as geometric probing. A common version of this problem
is to deduce the shape of an unknown object using as few probes as possible.

Efficient algorithms for probing convex polytopes have been the subject
of many papers, particularly the task of minimizing the complexity (in terms
of number of probes required for measuring the shape of the polytope). Ge-
ometric probing describes many mathematical and practical problems, and
has found applications in robotics, computational tomography, and medical
instrumentation [125, 126]. Thanks to its wide range of applications, it has
been extensively studied ever since it was first formally posed by Cole and
Yap [52]. The problem in general is interactive, where the probes are deter-
mined in sequence with each probe choice guided by the results of the previ-
ous probes. In a model-based testing problem, a finite set of objects is given,
and the problem is to find a number of probes to recognize which model from
the given set is presented.

Within geometric probing, a wide range of probes, geometric objects, and
objectives have been studied. In particular, the problem of probing convex
polytopes has been the subject of a wealth of research, starting with Dobkin et
al. [56], who studied the complexity (in terms of number of probes required)
of reconstructing a convex polytope for many different types of probes. These
include a point probe [79] which determines whether a given input point is in-
side or on the boundary of the object or not. A finger probe models a robotic
finger moving along a given input ray and measures the intersection point
with the boundary of the object to be probed. It has been shown by Cole and
Yap [52] that a convex polygon with n vertices can be deduced using no more
than 3n finger probes and 3n− 1 probes are sometimes necessary. Boisson-
nat and Yvinec [33] assumed a more general probe model which also returns
the normal at the contact point for non-convex polygons. They proved that
3n− 3 probes are sufficient under the assumption that there are no collinear
edges. For model-based testing, it has been shown that 2n + 1 finger probes
are sufficient to identify a convex polygon [14]. This result has been im-
proved to n + 4 and it was shown that n− 1 probes are necessary [80]. Guha
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and Khanh [74] proposed an approach which recognizes an object with high
probability from a given model set which uses a constant number of finger
probes.

Line probes (or hyperplane probes in higher dimensions) are another type of
probes which slide a line (or plane) in a particular direction until it intersects
the object. A variation on line probes is a half-line that pivots around a given
input point until it hits the object. A cone probe is the combination of two
half-line probes pivoting in opposite directions until they touch the object
on both sides. A projection probes is a mathematical projection of a planar
object onto a line; Li [92] showed that a convex polygon can be determined
with 3n line probes and 3n− 2 projection probes. Skiena [126] observed that
there is duality between finger and line probes, therefore there is a one-to-one
correspondence between algorithms that use finger probes and ones that use
line probes.

Rao and Goldberg [120] and Arkin et al. [6] studied diameter probes which
measure diameter using a parallel jaw gripper. They proved that it is possible
to recognize a shape in the case of model-based testing i.e. recognizing from
a set of known objects.

Another type of probe which is called X-ray probe gives the length of in-
tersection between a given line and the object. It was shown that 5n + O(1)
probes are sufficient for determining a convex polygon and (3n − 1)/2 are
necessary. Meijer and Skiena [102] also studied histogram probes which return
a histogram representing the length of intersection between the object and a
line at a given angle as the line is swept through the entire object.

Furthermore, half-plane probes through an object compute the area of in-
tersection between a half-plane and the object. Skiena [127] developed tech-
niques based on x-ray probing to determine convex n-gons using 7n + 7 half-
plane probes. He showed that there is a linear lower bound for determining
a convex polygon.

There are also studies which have looked at the problem of approximating
non-polygonal convex objects with respect to some metric [94, 122]. Linden-
baum and Bruckstein [94] raised this problem and in particular, they con-
sidered the problem of approximating an arbitrary bounded convex set from
hyper-plane probes, with respect to the Hausdorff metric (Hausdorff distance
is the greatest of all the distances from a point in one set to the closest point
in the other set).

Besides the application of probing in reconstructing the shape of an ob-
ject, probing has been extensively studied as a tool to learning smooth sur-
faces and also determining the physical properties at the nanoscale (see for
example [36, 82]). During microscale and nanoscale fabrication, it is similarly
necessary to determine the shape of planar structures. To this end, a variety
of techniques have been developed. Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a
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Figure 1.5: An unknown polygon P with proximity probes at x0, x1, x2

branch of microscopy that forms images of surfaces using a physical probe
that scans the specimen. A probe moves relative to the sample surface and
measures the interaction.

In this thesis, we introduce and study a novel type of probe called prox-
imity probe, for convex polygons. The proximity probe returns the distance
from a chosen point to the nearest point of the unknown polygon, provided
the chosen point does not lie in the interior of the polygon (if it does, it re-
turns error). This probe can be viewed as modeling a device which expands
a disk around the chosen point until it collides with the polygon and then
measures the final radius of the disk. For simplicity, and because it is not a
very restrictive assumption, we will assume that the unknown polygon lies
inside a known bounded region. Figure 1.5 shows the results of three dis-
tance probes x0, x1, x2 measuring the unknown polygon P. We then present
efficient algorithms using this probe both for the problem of reconstructing
P and the related problem of identifying P from a finite model set.

Our original inspiration for studying proximity probes is the basic con-
cept of sonar detection, in which the sensor emits a ping and listens for the
echo off of nearby objects. In the simplest case, the sensor merely registers the
first time it hears an echo, which can be converted into the distance (though
not the direction) between the sensor and the nearest object. Thus, this prob-
lem has potential applications in robotics, especially in cases where severe
power, size, weight, or cost constraints might require that a low-dimensional
output sensor be used rather than more sophisticated alternatives.

1.4 Contributions and outline of the thesis

In this thesis, detailed solutions are presented to several problems dealing
with geometric shape and orientation of an object in the field of robotics and
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automation. The solutions fit in the RISC framework in the sense that they
rely on simple actuators and sensors.

The remainder of the thesis consists of two main parts. In Part I, the prob-
lems related to orienting an industrial part are considered. In Chapter 2,
in comparison with the aforementioned studies we define a more general
model for shape variation that allows to characterize variation along the en-
tire boundary of the object instead of only at the vertices. This model for
shape variation assumes that every valid instance contains a shape PI while
it is contained in another shape PE such that PI ⊆ PE. The contained and con-
taining shapes we use bear resemblance to Requicha’s Least Material Con-
dition (LMC) and Maximum Material Condition (MMC), respectively, which
were defined by means of offset solids [121].

We study the problem of orienting a part with given admitted shape vari-
ations by means of pushing with a single frictionless jaw when PI and PE
are convex polygons. The problem that we solve is to determine, for a given
h, the sequence of h push actions that puts all valid instances of a part with
given shape variation into the smallest possible interval of final orientations.
The resulting algorithm runs in O(hn) time, where n = |PI |+ |PE|.

Chapter 2 is based on the following publications.

• F. Panahi, M. Davoodi, A. F. van der Stappen, Orienting parts with shape vari-
ation, Proc. of the 11th Workshop on the Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics,
pp. 479-496, 2014.

• F. Panahi, M. Davoodi, A. F. van der Stappen, Orienting parts with shape
variation, IEEE Transactions on Automation Science and Engineering, 2015,
to appear.

In Chapter 3, we consider the same model for shape variation and we
study the relation between variation in part shape and variation in the lo-
cation of the center of mass for a part with uniform mass distribution. We
characterize the worst-case displacement of the center of mass in a given di-
rection in terms of PI and PE. The corresponding displacement can be used
to obtain a k-facet outer approximation of the set of all possible loci of the
center of mass in O(kn log n) steps where n is the complexity of PI and PE.
It is shown that the worst-case displacement is small if PI is convex and fat
(that is, not long and thin) and the distance between the boundaries of PE and
PI is bounded. It presents a general approach to handle a broad class of both
two- and three-dimensional semi-algebraic parts.

Chapter 3 is based on the following publications.

• F. Panahi, A. F. van der Stappen, Bounding the locus of the center of mass for a
part with shape variation, Proc. of the Canadian Conference on Computational
Geometry, pp. 247-252, 2013.
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• F. Panahi, A. F. van der Stappen, On the location of the center of mass for
parts with shape variation, Proc. of the IEEE /RSJ International Conference
on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), pp. 4482-4488, 2014.

• F. Panahi, A. F. van der Stappen, Bounding the locus of the center of mass for
a part with shape variation, Computational Geometry: Theory and Applica-
tions, pp. 847-855, 2014.

• F. Panahi, A. F. van der Stappen, Reprint of: Bounding the locus of the center
of mass for a part with shape variation. Computational Geometry: Theory and
Applications 48(5), pp. 398-406, 2015.

In Chapter 4, we explore the pose statistics problem for a family of 3D
objects with initial pose uniformly at random. We assume that the object falls
onto a flat surface in presence of gravity under quasi-statics conditions. We
propose a novel type of geometric eccentricity for d-dimensional objects and
show that the final pose distribution for 3D eccentric object has a substantial
bias towards a small subset of poses. This result can be applied to part feed-
ing tasks to obtain a faster design for reducing the object pose uncertainty.
According to our proposed notion of eccentricity, for a given k, we have two
types of eccentricity in 3D: k-(1)-eccentric objects are k times bigger in one
dimension than the other two dimensions while k-(2)-eccentric objects are k
times larger in two dimensions than in the other dimension. We show that
for both types of eccentric objects, there is a small cluster of poses at which
the object always ends up. We show that there is a high probability of ending
up at a pose which is close to a specific plane for k-(1)-eccentric objects, and
close to a specific line for k-(2)-eccentric objects. In addition, we investigate
that for larger k, there is smaller range of poses (as a function of k) at which
the k-(1)-eccentric and k-(2)-eccentric objects end up with higher probability.

Chapter 4 is based on the following publication.

• F. Panahi, A. Adler, A. F. van der Stappen, Pose Statistics for Eccentric Parts,
Proc. of the IEEE Conference on Automation Science and Engineering, to
appear, 2015.

In Part III, we move away from orienting parts and consider problems re-
lated to probing an object to measure the shape and orientation of that when
it is unknown. In Chapter 5, we consider a proximity probe which, given a
point, returns the distance to the boundary of the nearest object. When there
is an unknown convex polygon P in the plane, the goal is to minimize the
number of probe measurements needed to exactly determine the shape and
location of P. We present an algorithm with upper bound of 3.5n + k + 2
probes, where n is the number of vertices and k ≤ 3 is the number of acute
angles of P. The algorithm requires constant time per probe, and hence O(n)
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time to determine P. We also address the related problem where the un-
known polygon is a member of a known finite set Γ and the goal is to effi-
ciently determine which polygon is present. When m is the size of Γ and n′

is the maximum number of vertices of any member of Γ, we present an al-
gorithm with an upper bound of 2n + 2 probes with O(1) computations per
probe and a O(n′m) preprocessing phase (depending only on Γ).

Chapter 5 is based on the following publications.

• F. Panahi, A. Adler, A. F. van der Stappen, K. Y. Goldberg, An efficient proxim-
ity probing algorithm for metrology, Proc. of the IEEE Conference on Automa-
tion Science and Engineering, pp. 342-349, 2013. Finalist for Best Student
Paper Award.

• A. Adler, F. Panahi, A. F. van der Stappen, K. Y. Goldberg, Efficient proximity
probing algorithms for metrology, IEEE Transactions on Automation Science
and Engineering 12(1), pp. 84-95, 2015.
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Chapter 2

Orienting parts with shape
variation

E F”As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain;
and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality.”

- Albert Einstein

H G
MANUFACTURED parts always have slight imperfections; hence, they are

designed up to certain tolerances. However, most of the existing solu-
tions for manipulation tasks are designed based on the assumption that the
shape of a part is exactly the same as its CAD model. It is unacceptable that
a plan for a manipulation task that was determined on the basis of a CAD
model of a part fails on some manufactured instance of that part, and there-
fore it is crucial that the admitted shape variations are systematically taken
into account during the planning of the task.

In Chapter 1 we have seen that there are only a few works that consider
shape variation for manufactured parts and all of them consider variations of
the vertices only. In this chapter, we define a more general model for shape
variation that allows variation along entire boundary of the part. We con-
sider this model for shape variation and focus on the problem of orienting a
part by a sequence of push actions. In the part orienting or feeding problem
a stream of parts are given in arbitrary initial orientation and the goal is to
find a sequence of actions that align the parts into a unique final orientation.
As it mentioned in Chapter 1 it has been shown that for perfectly identical

23
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pasts, there always exists a sequence of pushes which orient them into a spe-
cific orientation [70]. For the version of parts with shape variation we are
interested in finding the smallest set of final orientations. Our goal is to solve
the part feeding or orienting problem for the imperfect part, that is, we want
to find the sequence of pushes that puts all instances from the shape family
into the smallest possible interval of orientations. To this end we generalize
the notions of radius and push function [70] to families of shapes.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we
introduce our model for part shape variations and the relevant functions that
describe the shape and behavior of such parts. In Section 2.2 we define types
of orientations and their properties. In Section 2.3 we bound the final orienta-
tion of the part after a push action using the properties of the orientations. In
Section 2.4, we develop a greedy algorithm for reporting the smallest inter-
val of possible orientations for the entire shape family after a given number
h of pushes. In Section 2.5 we show that there exist imperfect parts for which
there always is a next push that shrinks the interval of possible orientations.
Finally we conclude in Section 2.6.

2.1 Preliminaries

In this section, we explain our assumptions and introduce the terminology
and notations used throughout this chapter. We first describe the problem
that we are going to study. Then, we will have a short review of the relevant
concepts from previous work and finally we define similar concepts for a part
with shape variation.

2.1.1 Shape variation model

We use a very general model for permitted shape variations that only re-
quires that any manufactured instance of a part PM contains a given inner
shape PI while it is contained in an outer shape PE. The objects PI and PE are
assumed to be closed semi-algebraic sets with a total of n boundary features
in Rd for some d ≥ 2. As a result, the set of acceptable instances of PM is a
family of shapes S(PI , PE) = {P ⊂ Rd|PI ⊆ P ⊆ PE} for given PI and PE
satisfying PI ⊆ PM ⊆ PE. In other words, ∂P the boundary of an instance
P ∈ S(PI , PE) should be entirely contained in Q = PE − int(PI) where int(P)
denotes the interior of the set P. The region Q is referred to as the tolerance
zone. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a planar model part PM, the inner and
outer envelopes PI and PE, and a valid instance P ∈ S(PI , PE). We will often
refer to a part with shape variation as an imperfect part.
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Figure 2.1: A family of shapes specified by an inner envelope PI and an outer enve-
lope PE of a model part PM, along with a valid instance P ∈ S(PI , PE).

2.1.2 Orienting parts with shape variation

We study the problem of orienting a part with shape variations by means of
pushing with a line-like friction-less single jaw [70]. See Figure 2.2. Pushing
is a mechanically simple type of manipulation and hence is fundamental to
many tasks in manipulation.

The basic action of pushing a part at the direction θ consists of placing
a single jaw in orientation θ and moving it in a direction perpendicular to
itself. When a part P is pushed, it will start a compliant motion (rotation),
during which it decreases the distance from its center of mass to the jaw. The
motion stops when the normal to the jaw passes through the center of mass
of the part. We refer to the corresponding direction of the contact normal as
an equilibrium orientation. An equilibrium orientation is a stable orientation if
an edge of the part’s convex hull is in contact with the jaw [101].

We define the problem of orienting an imperfect part to be that of finding the
sequence of push actions that orients the part to the smallest possible orienta-
tion set. This possible orientation set consists of disjoint intervals. However,
we do not exploit this fact and focus on finding the smallest single interval
that contains all possible orientations.

The objects PI and PE in this chapter are assumed to be convex and polyg-
onal with a total of n edges. The property of convexity helps us to compute
a tight bound on the final orientation of an imperfect part. Also, we assume
that the boundaries of PI and PE are disjoint.

When there is variation in part shape there will also be variation in the lo-
cation of the center of mass of the part. In general, the problem of finding the
exact locus of the center of mass for a polygon with shape variation is an open
problem in [3, 90]. An algorithm for computing a polygonal approximation
of the locus will be presened in Chapter 3 under the aforementioned shape
variation model. However, for now, we assume that all instances of an im-
perfect part have their center of mass at the origin. As a result, an instance P
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Figure 2.2: A single friction-less jaw can push a planar part resting on a flat surface.

belongs to S(PI , PE) if its boundary lies completely inside the tolerance zone
Q when its center of mass is placed at the origin.

2.1.3 Definitions for a part

Throughout this chapter, directions are relative to a fixed coordinate frame
attached to the origin, increasing in counterclockwise order. Let the set of
orientations of P be identified with points on the planar unit circle S1 : [0, 2π).
For any orientation θ, the supporting line at the direction θ is a supporting
line whose normal vector emanating from the origin has direction θ. See
Figure 2.3(b). Pushing P at the direction θ means aligning the jaw with the
supporting line at the direction θ. For an interval Θ, we let L(Θ) and U(Θ)
be the lower and upper bounds (left and right endpoints) of Θ, respectively,
and |Θ| be its length.

The radius function rP : S1 → R+ of a part P maps an angle θ onto the dis-
tance between the center of mass and the supporting line of P at the direction
θ [101]. The distance function δP : S1 → R+ of P maps an angle θ onto the dis-
tance between the center of mass and the intersection point of the boundary
∂P of P and the ray emanating from the center of mass at the direction θ [16].
Figure 2.4 depicts the radius functions of PI and PE and the distance function
of PE for the illustrated imperfect part. The radius and distance functions are
closely related; see Observation 2.1.1.

Observation 2.1.1. The local minima and maxima of rP and δP coincide; rP is
increasing (decreasing) if and only if δP is increasing (decreasing).
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Figure 2.3: A polygon P and its supporting line in the vertical downward direction;
when the single jaw moves upward, P rotates in counterclockwise direction.

The push function φP : S1 → S1 of P maps a push direction of the jaw rela-
tive to P in its reference orientation onto the orientation of P after alignment
with the jaw. It is well known [70] that the push function follows directly
from the radius function as it maps all orientations that are strictly between
two consecutive local maxima of the radius function onto the local minimum
that is enclosed by these local maxima; moreover, the push function maps
each local maximum of the radius function onto itself.

2.1.4 Definitions for a part with shape variation

In this subsection, we define the relevant concepts related to imperfect parts.
For simplicity, we use the abbreviations rI = rPI , rE = rPE , and δE = δPE .
Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of an imperfect part and the graph of rI , rE
and δE. The following lemma shows that rI and rE bound the radius function
of all instances of an imperfect part.

Lemma 2.1.2. rI ≤ rP ≤ rE for all P ∈ S(PI , PE).

Proof. We note that the supporting line of P at θ lies between the supporting
lines of PI and PE at the same direction. It implies that rI ≤ rP ≤ rE.

Pushing an imperfect part means pushing an unknown instance from a
shape family S(PI , PE). As a consequence, the outcome of such a push is the
set of all orientations that might result after pushing any shape P ∈ S(PI , PE).
To capture this behavior we define the generalized push function Φ∗ : S1 →
P(S1), where P(S1) denotes the power set of S1. This function maps an
angle θ onto the set of all possible orientations after a single push action in
the direction θ, so Φ∗(θ) = {φP(θ)|P ∈ S(PI , PE)}. As there are several ways
to enclose the sets Φ∗(θ) by a single interval (due to the cyclic nature of S1

we must be careful when defining these intervals to avoid ambiguity. To
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Figure 2.4: An example of an imperfect part, the corresponding graphs of rI , rE are
illustrated in black and the red graph depicts δE.

this end we introduce the lower push function and the upper push function in
Definition 2.1.1.

Definition 2.1.1. The lower push function Φ∗L : S1 → S1 and upper push
function Φ∗U : S1 → S1 are the functions that bound Φ∗ as follows. We consider
three cases based on the push direction θ.

(a) If all instances of S(PI , PE) rotate clockwise when pushed at θ then let α and
β be tight upper and lower bounds on the magnitude of the clockwise rotations,
respectively. Then Φ∗L(θ) = θ − α and Φ∗U(θ) = θ − β.

(b) If all instances of S(PI , PE) rotate counterclockwise when pushed at θ then let α
and β be tight lower and upper bounds on the magnitude of the counterclockwise
rotations, respectively. Then Φ∗L(θ) = θ + α and Φ∗U(θ) = θ + β.

(c) Otherwise let α and β be tight upper bounds on the magnitudes of the clock-
wise and counterclockwise rotations, respectively. Then Φ∗L(θ) = θ − α and
Φ∗U(θ) = θ + β.

Note that for each θ ∈ S1 the interval [Φ∗L(θ), Φ∗U(θ)] contains the set
Φ∗(θ). We will denote this interval by Φ(θ) and refer to it as the smallest
interval containing the set Φ∗(θ). Moreover, for an interval Θ ⊆ S1 we let
Φ(Θ) = [Φ∗L(L(Θ)), Φ∗U(U(Θ))]

We also note that Φ∗L and Φ∗U are monotone (non-decreasing), which ad-
mits a greedy approach to orient the imperfect part into the smallest pos-
sible range of angles. We start with the initial set of possible orientations
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Θ0 = [0, 2π) and repeatedly obtain Θi+1 by selecting it to be the shortest
image of any translate of Θi under Φ. The process continues as long as
|Θi+1| < |Θi|. To this end, we need to compute the functions Φ∗L and Φ∗U . For
different types of orientations, the values of these functions are computed
differently. These types of angles are defined in the next section.

Note that throughout this chapter, the term right refers to the counter-
clockwise direction and left refers to the clockwise direction.
Remark. Since range and domain of Φ∗L and Φ∗U are S1, it is possible that
Φ∗L(L(Θ)) > Φ∗U(U(Θ)). In this case, |Φ(Θ)| = 2π+Φ∗U(U(Θ))−Φ∗L(L(Θ)).

2.2 Types of orientations

The set of all orientations can be divided into five types based on the compu-
tation of their image under Φ∗L and Φ∗U . We distinguish two primary types
which consist of two and three subtypes respectively.

• An orientation θ is unstable if there is no P ∈ S(PI , PE) for which rP
has a local minimum at θ. Such an orientation can never be the final
orientation of the imperfect part after pushing. Unstable orientations
can be (i) clockwise unstable, or (ii) counterclockwise unstable.

• An orientation θ is potentially stable or p-stable if there exists an instance
P ∈ S(PI , PE) for which rP has a local minimum at θ. Such an ori-
entation can be a final orientation of the imperfect part after pushing.
Potentially-stable orientations can be (i) right type (R-type), or (ii) left type
(L-type), or (iii) neutral type (N-type).

In the following subsections we define the subtypes and properties of p-
stable and unstable orientations. The types of orientations divide S1 into
intervals of orientation of the same type. These intervals will be referred to as
critical intervals. The type of a critical interval equals the type of orientations
it contains.

2.2.1 Unstable intervals

Unstable intervals help to reduce the uncertainty in the orientation of an im-
perfect part as they can never appear in the set of possible orientations after
a push action. The following lemma describes how we can distinguish un-
stable angles.

Lemma 2.2.1. An orientation θ ∈ S1 is unstable if and only if δE(θ) < rI(θ).
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Figure 2.5: (a) θ is an angle such that δE(θ) ≥ rI(θ); then there is an instance P
such that θ is a local minimum for rP. (b) Clockwise and counterclockwise unstable
intervals can be computed by considering the discs which have a segment connecting
the center of mass and a vertex of PI as its diagonal.

Proof. We first prove the following statement. If δE(θ) < rI(θ), then θ is an
unstable angle. Assume for contradiction that θ is a p-stable angle such that
δE(θ) < rI(θ). Since θ is p-stable, then there is an instance P ∈ S(PI , PE) such
that θ is a local minimum for rP. According to Observation 2.1.1, δP(θ) =
rP(θ) and according to Lemma 2.1.2, rI(θ) ≤ rP(θ). Therefore, rI(θ) ≤ δP(θ).
We also note that δP(θ) ≤ δE(θ) implies rI(θ) ≤ δE(θ) which is a contradic-
tion.

To prove the reverse implication, let LI and LE be the two supporting lines
with direction θ of PI and PE, respectively. Also, let lθ be the ray emanating
from O in the direction θ. See Figure 2.5(a).

If δE(θ) ≥ rI(θ), then the intersection point of ∂PI and lθ lies on or between
LI and LE. So, there is a segment that lies in the tolerance zone which is
perpendicular to lθ . We construct an instance P ∈ S(PI , PE) containing this
segment. Since rP has a local minimum at θ, then θ is a p-stable angle.

Figure 2.4 shows several unstable intervals, in which the (red) graph of
δE lies below the (lower black) graph of rI . Lemma 2.2.1 shows that we can
determine the subdivision of S1 into unstable and p-stable intervals by com-
puting the intersection of δE and rI .

A geometric way to compute the unstable intervals is to consider the discs
that have a segment connecting the center of mass and a vertex of PI . For
any such disc that has at least two intersection points with PE (resulting in
an arc outside of PE), the angles between direction of the intersection points
are unstable. Therefore, any arc outside PE represents an unstable interval.
Figure 2.5(b) illustrates three unstable intervals on an imperfect part. Note
that the unstable intervals can be computed in O(n) time since the number
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Figure 2.6: The illustrated angles θR, θL and θN are R-type, L-type and N-type, respec-
tively; θm is both R-type and L-type. θcw is a clockwise and θcw is a counterclockwise
unstable angle. [θ′, θ) and (θ1, θ2) are N-type intervals.

of intersection points cannot exceed O(n).

Observation 2.2.2. Let Θ ⊂ S1 be an unstable interval. All instances P ∈
S(PI , PE) will rotate in the same direction, i.e., in either clockwise or counterclock-
wise direction, for all push directions θ ∈ Θ.

The above observation shows that there are clockwise and counterclock-
wise orientations and intervals. For any instance P ∈ S(PI , PE), rP is strictly
increasing in a clockwise unstable interval and strictly decreasing in a coun-
terclockwise unstable interval. In Figure 2.6, θcw and its containing inter-
val are clockwise unstable while θccw and its containing interval are counter-
clockwise unstable.

2.2.2 Potentially-stable intervals

According to Lemma 2.2.1 p-stable orientations are angles in which the graph
of δE lies above the graph of rI . Now consider the graph of δE. A p-stable an-
gle θ is called R-type if from the point (θ, δE(θ)) the graph of rI is horizontally
visible to the right. Similarly, it is called L-type if the graph of rI is horizon-
tally visible to the left. If there is no horizontal visibility of rI the p-stable
angle is referred to as N-type. In Figure 2.6 the angle θR is R-type because
the horizontal ray emanating from (θ, δE(θ)) to the right first hits rI ; θL is an
L-type angle as the horizontal ray emanating from (θ, δE(θ)) to the left hits
rI .
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The following definition describes the three types of angles more pre-
cisely.

Definition 2.2.1. Let θ ∈ S1 be a p-stable angle.

• θ is R-type if and only if there is no angle ξ such that θ < ξ < θ′ and
rE(ξ) = δE(θ), where θ′ > θ is the smallest angle such that rI(θ

′) = δE(θ).
The angle θ′ is called upper bound of θ denoted by BU(θ).

• θ is L-type if and only if there is no angle ξ such that θ′ < ξ < θ and
rE(ξ) = δE(θ), where θ′ < θ is the largest angle such that rI(θ

′) = δE(θ).
The angle θ′ is called lower bound of θ denoted by BL(θ).

• θ is N-type if it is neither R-type nor L-type.

The following observation can be made about rI and rE. See Figure 2.6.

Observation 2.2.3. Let θ ∈ S1 be R-type (L-type). Then rE is increasing (de-
creasing) in a sufficiently small right (left) neighborhood of θ and rI is increasing
(decreasing) in a sufficiently small left (right) neighborhood of BU(θ) (BL(θ)).

It is possible that an angle is both L-type and R-type. Lemma 2.2.4 shows
that such angles are local minima of rE.

Lemma 2.2.4. If θ ∈ S1 is R-type and L-type, then θ is a local minimum of
rE and for all instance P ∈ S(PI , PE), rP has a local minimum in the interval
[BL(θ), BR(θ)].

Proof. According to Observation 2.2.3 and considering symmetry, if θ is both
R-type and L-type, rE is increasing in the right neighborhood of θ and de-
creasing in its left neighborhood. Therefore, θ is a local minimum (like for ex-
ample θm in Figure 2.6). Based on lemma 2.1.2 for all instances P ∈ S(PI , PE),
rI ≤ rP ≤ rE. Therefore, the continuous function rP has two intersection
points with the horizontal segment tangent to the graph of rI at (θ, rI) with
endpoints on (θ, BL(θ)) and (θ, BR(θ)). According to Roll’s theorem, rP has
at least one local minimum in the interval [BL(θ), BR(θ)].

It is not difficult to see that each orientation is of one of the aforemen-
tioned types. Lemma 2.2.5 bounds the resulting number of critical intervals
and their computation time.

Lemma 2.2.5. There are O(n) critical intervals; they are computable in O(n) time.
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Proof. To compute the critical intervals, we explore all their potential end-
points. According to Lemma 2.2.1 the intersection points of rI and δE are the
open endpoints of clockwise and counterclockwise unstable intervals. The
other endpoints must be the critical points for R-type and L-type angles. Re-
call that by Observation 2.2.3 if θ is R-type (or L-type), then rE is increasing
(decreasing) in the right (left) neighborhood of θ and rI is increasing (decreas-
ing) in the left (right) neighborhood of BU(θ) (BL(θ)). We also note that if θ is
a local minimum or maximum of rE then rE(θ) = δE(θ), by Observation 2.1.1.
Therefore, the remaining endpoints of the critical intervals can be computed
by only considering the local minima of rE and all the local maxima of rI . We
consider the following cases for θ. See Figure 2.6.

• If θ is a local maximum of rI , then we check whether

– the horizontal rays emanating from (θ, rI(θ)) towards the left and
right first hit the graph of δE at two other angles θ1 and θ2, re-
spectively. In this case, θ1 is a closed right endpoint of an R-type
interval and θ2 is a closed left endpoint of an L-type interval. In
addition, θ1 and θ2 are the open left and right endpoint of an N-
type interval, respectively.

– Otherwise, θ does not induce any endpoints.

• If θ is a local minimum of rE, then we check whether

– θ is both L-type and R-type. In this case, θ is the closed right end-
point of an L-type interval and closed left endpoint of an R-type
interval.

– θ is only R-type (L-type). In this case, the horizontal ray emanat-
ing from (θ, rE(θ)) to the right (left) first hits the graph of δE at
some angle θ′. It can be observed that θ′ is the open right (left)
endpoint of an R-type (L-type) interval and θ is the closed right
(left) endpoint of an R-type (L-type) interval. Moreover, θ and θ′

are the two closed endpoints of an N-type interval.

– θ is N-type, then θ cannot be any endpoint.

Since the number of unstable intervals and the number of local minima
and maxima of rE and rI are O(n), the number of endpoints of critical inter-
vals cannot exceed O(n). Furthermore, all the endpoints can be computed by
a simultaneous walk along the graphs of rI , rE, and δE in O(n) time. There-
fore, the time complexity of computing the critical intervals is O(n).
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2.3 Computing the lower and upper push functions

To compute Φ∗L and Φ∗U , we need to find tight lower and upper bounds for
the amount of clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of an imperfect part.
(See Definition 2.1.1.) Recall that when a part is pushed, it rotates in the di-
rection in which the radius function decreases. As a result, we are interested
in the longest possible non-increasing curve (to the right as well as to the left)
that lies completely between rI and rE. We note that not every such a curve
corresponds to a valid part. Therefore, our strategy is to construct valid in-
stances which create these bounds for clockwise and counterclockwise rota-
tions when they are being pushed at θ.

We will focus on computing upper bounds, Φ∗U , with the understanding
that lower bounds, Φ∗L, can be computed similarly. In this section, we show
that if θ belongs to a clockwise unstable interval then Φ∗U(θ) equals the left
endpoint of that interval. If in the other hand, θ belongs to a counterclockwise
unstable or a p-stable (L-type, R-type or N-type) interval, then Φ∗U(θ) equals
the upper bound of some specific R-type angle.

First we assume that θ is a clockwise unstable angle. So, there is no in-
stance P ∈ S(PI , PE) that rotates counterclockwise. Therefore, the upper
bound cannot exceed the left endpoint of the unstable interval that contains
θ. This upper bound is easy to compute.

We now assume that θ is not a clockwise unstable angle, so it is a counter-
clockwise unstable or a p-stable angle. In this case, Φ∗U(θ) ≥ θ. We note that
if an instance P rotates counterclockwise, then rP has to be strictly decreasing
in a sufficiently small right neighborhood of θ. We define an instance whose
radius function is decreasing along the largest possible interval. We refer to
this instance as the upper critical instance at the direction θ. The critical in-
stance suggests us an approach to compute Φ∗U(θ). We present an algorithm
that constructs the upper critical instance for every θ. Then, we prove a the-
orem that helps to compute Φ∗U from these critical instances.

By definition, if P is an upper critical instance, then rP has to be decreasing
in the interval [θ, Φ∗U(θ)]. For angles at which rE is decreasing, the radius
function of PE is decreasing. So, for these angles, we use the corresponding
sections of PE to construct the critical instance. For the other angles we prove
the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3.1. Let θ ∈ S1 be an angle such that rE is increasing in a right neigh-
borhood of θ and let P ∈ S(PI , PE) be an instance that rotates counterclockwise after
a single push action at the direction θ. Then rP(θ) ≤ δE(θ).

Proof. Let lθ be a ray emanating from (the center of mass) O at the direction θ
and e be the edge of PE intersected by lθ . According to Observation 2.1.1, δE is
also increasing in the right neighborhood of θ. So, the angle between lθ and e,
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on the left side of lθ (when walking away from O) and inside PE is an obtuse
angle. See Figure 2.5(a). Let q be the contact point of the supporting line of
P at the direction θ. Note that q lies in the tolerance zone Q. Now, assume
for contradiction that rP(θ) ≥ δE(θ). So, q lies on the left side of lθ which
contradicts the assumption that P rotates in counterclockwise direction when
pushed at θ.

The next corollary follows from Lemma 2.3.1. Note that rE and δE are
increasing in a right neighborhood of an R-type angle.

Corollary 2.3.2. Let θ ∈ S1 be an R-type angle and P ∈ S(PI , PE) be its upper
critical instance. Then rP(θ) ≤ δE(θ).

Corollary 2.3.2 reveals that BU(θ) is an upper bound on Φ∗U(θ). Note that
by Observation 2.2.3 for an R-type angle θ, rI is increasing in the left neigh-
borhood of BU(θ). So, no decreasing curve starting in the right neighborhood
of θ can extend beyond BU(θ). The following lemma shows that BU(θ) is a
tight upper bound on Φ∗(θ).

Lemma 2.3.3. Let d > 0 be a constant and [θ1, θ2] ⊂ S1 be an interval such that for
all θ ∈ [θ1, θ2], rI(θ) ≤ d ≤ δE(θ). Then there is an instance P such that rP(θ) = d
for all θ ∈ [θ1, θ2].

Proof. Let ζ be a circular arc with radius of d centered at the center of mass
and lying between two rays emanating from the center of mass with direc-
tions θ1 and θ2. Let P be the object consisting of this circular arc, two line
segments tangent to PI from ζ, and the part of PI enclosed between them. To
show that P is inside the tolerance zone, we must show that ζ is inside the
tolerance zone or δI ≤ d ≤ δE. Since rI(θ) ≤ d ≤ δE(θ) and δI(θ) ≤ rI(θ) the
arc ζ lies inside the tolerance zone and rP(θ) = d for θ ∈ [θ1, θ2].

So far, we have discussed how to compute if θ is clockwise unstable or R-
type. For the remaining (counterclockwise unstable, L-type and N-type) an-
gles we claim that there is an instance P ∈ S(PI , PE) such that rP is decreasing
in [θ, BU(θm)], where θm is the closest R-type angle to θ in counterclockwise
direction. If such an angle does not exist, then the upper bound is 2π. The
following lemma shows that θm is a local minimum of rE.

Lemma 2.3.4. Φ∗U(θ) If θ is a counterclockwise unstable, L-type or N-type angle,
then the closest R-type angle to θ in counterclockwise direction is a local minimum
for rE.
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Proof. Let θm be the closest R-type angle to θ to the right. Based on Observa-
tion 2.2.3, rE is increasing in the right neighborhoods of θm and rI is increas-
ing in the left neighborhoods of BU(θm). Assume for contradiction that θm
is not a local minimum, rE has to be increasing in the left neighborhoods of
θm. Therefore, there exists a sufficiently small ε > 0 such that θ′m = θm − ε is
an R-type angle. It contradicts that θm is the closest angle to the right which
indicates that the lemma is true.

Algorithm 1creates the upper critical instance for an angle θ0 that is not
clockwise unstable. The key idea is that for such an angle θ0, there is an
instance P ∈ S(PI , PE) such that rP is decreasing in [θ0, BU(θm)] where θm is
the closest R-type angle to θ0 in counterclockwise direction.

If there is no such R-type angle, then there is an instance that can rotate
arbitrarily close to 2π.

We explain how to construct a decreasing function and then show that
this function is a part of the radius function of the instance reported by Al-
gorithm 1. Lemma 2.3.3 shows that any horizontal ray that lies above the
graph of rI and below the graph of δE lies on the radius function of some
instance. Note that according to Lemma 2.3.1 for any θ ∈ [θ0, BU(θm)] if rE is
increasing in the neighborhood of θ and P rotates in counterclockwise direc-
tion, then rP(θ) < δE(θ). Therefore, we construct a function for P by starting
from θ0 and follow the horizontal ray emanating from (θ0, δE(θ0)) as long
as it stays below δE and above rI . Here P satisfies rP(θ) = δE(θ0). If the
ray hits rI we are done. Alternatively, it hits δE at some angle θ′ at which
δE is decreasing in the right neighborhood of θ′. We continue by choosing
rP(θ) = δE(θ

′) cos(θ′− θ) (which corresponds to a part of the radius function
produced by a vertex on the boundary of PE) until we hit rE. Then we follow
rE until the closest local minimum and then again we use horizontal rays and
continue similarly. The blue graph in Figure 2.7 is an example of a function
that is created using this procedure.

Algorithm 1 constructs the corresponding instance which is also shown in
Figure 2.7. Note that in our approach we do not actually need to construct the
critical instances in order to compute a plan to orient a part. These instances
merely show us how to determine Φ∗U(θ) (and Φ∗L(θ)).

In Algorithm 1, P(θ1, θ2) stands for the part of P between two rays ema-
nating from the center of mass in directions θ1 and θ2, EI and EE are the sets
of edges of PI and PE respectively, and Dd is the boundary of a disc of radius
d centered at the center of mass.

The following lemmas provide the basis for the computation of φ∗U (and
φ∗L).

Lemma 2.3.5. Let θ ∈ S1 be R-type and satisfying θ = BU(θ). There is no instance
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Algorithm 1 Constructing the upper critical instance

1: procedure CONSTRUCT Q(θ0) . θ0 is not a clockwise unstable angle
2: Q← null . Initialization
3: Continue← True
4: d← δE(θ0)
5: if ∂Dd lies inside the tolerance zone then
6: Q← Dd . Upper critical instance is a disc
7: else
8: while (Continue)
9: d← δE(θ0)

10: θ1 ← closest angle to θ0 in counterclockwise
11: direction such that ∂Dd intersects the
12: segment s ∈ EI ∪ EE at direction θ1 6= θ0
13: if s ∈ EI then . θ0 is an R-type angle
14: e← segment on the tangent line of Dd and
15: PI lying between the touching points.
16: α← direction of the normal vector of e.
17: Q← Q ∪ Dd(θ0, α) ∪ e
18: Continue← False
19: else
20: if Dd(θ0, θ1) is inside the tolerance zone then
21: Q← Q ∪ Dd(θ0, θ1)
22: θ0 ← θ1
23: else
24: θm ← closest local minimum of rE
25: to θ0 in counterclockwise direction.
26: Q← Q ∪ PE(θ0, θm)
27: θ0 = θm
28: Construct the rest of P arbitrarily to make it a valid
29: instance.
30: end procedure
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of Algorithm 1 for an imperfect part. The critical instance
constructed for the given angle θ0 is shown in blue. The diagram on the right shows
that the corresponding radius function is decreasing; θm is the closest R-type angle in
counterclockwise direction from θ0 and θu = BU(θm).

P ∈ S(PI , PE) that rotates counterclockwise when pushed at θ.

Proof. From θ = BU(θ) it follows that δE(θ) = rI(θ). By Observation 2.2.3, rI
is increasing in the left neighborhood of θ. Assume for a contradiction that rI
is decreasing in the right neighborhood of θ. Then θ is a local maximum of
rI , which corresponds to a vertex. Since δE(θ) = rI(θ), a vertex of PI has to
lie on the boundary of PE which contradicts the assumption that ∂PI and ∂PE
are disjoint. So, rI must be increasing in the right neighborhood of θ. Since
rI ≤ rP, the function rP cannot be decreasing in right neighborhood of θ and
therefore P cannot rotate in counterclockwise direction.

Lemma 2.3.6. Assume that an imperfect part is pushed at direction θ0.

• If there exists an R-type θ 6= θ0, we consider the following cases for the upper
bound of the final orientation.

(a) If θ0 is a clockwise unstable angle, then the left endpoint θu of the con-
taining unstable interval is a tight closed upper bound.

(b) If θ0 is not a clockwise unstable angle, then θu = BU(θm), with θm being
the closest R-type angle to θ0 in counterclockwise direction, is a tight
open upper bound.

• If there is no R-type θ 6= θ0 then there is an instance in S(PI , PE) that rotates
arbitrarily close to 2π.
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Proof. Assume that there exists an R-type θ 6= θ0.

(a) θ0 is a clockwise unstable angle. According to Observation 2.2.2, all the
instances rotate in clockwise direction. Since θu is an upper bound for p-
stable angles to the left of θ0, there is no instance that can become stable
at any orientation larger than θu. Also we note that there is an instance
such that has a local minimum at θ0. So, θ0 is a tight closed upper bound.

(b) θ0 is not a clockwise unstable angle. Assume for contradiction θu is not an
upper bound for the final orientation after a push action. So, there is an
instance P such that rP is strictly decreasing in [θ0, θu]. Therefore, accord-
ing to Lemma 2.3.5, θm 6= BU(θm) which implies that rP(θu) < rP(θm).
According to Lemma 2.1.2, rI(θu) ≤ rP(θu). Therefore, rI(θu) < rP(θm)
which implies that δE(θm) < rP(θm). According to Lemma 2.3.1, P cannot
rotate in counterclockwise order at θm which is a contradiction. To show
that θu is open and tight, it is enough to show that for any ε > 0 if θu − ε
is not a clockwise unstable angle, there is an instance P whose final ori-
entation after a push action at the direction θ0 is θu − ε. We can construct
such an instance using the critical instance computed by Algorithm 1. In
Algorithm 1, we showed that there is a critical instance such that rP is (not
necessarily strictly) decreasing. It is not difficult to construct an instance
sufficiently close to the critical instance between θ0 and θu − ε such that
it lies inside the tolerance zone and does not have any local minimum
except at θu − ε. Therefore, θu is an open tight upper bound.

If there is no R-type θ 6= θ0, then according to Lemma 2.3.3 there is a disc
centered at O which lies completely in the tolerance zone. So, there is an
instance with an infinitely slowly decreasing radius function (almost equal
to a constant function). Such an instance rotates arbitrarily close to 2π when
is pushed at θ0

Proposition 2.3.7. The graph of upper push function i.e. Φ∗U curves upward in an
R-type interval and the graph of lower push function i.e. Φ∗L curves downward in an
L-type interval.

Proof. Note that rI(θ) = di cos(θ − θi) where di is the distance form O to the
vertex of PI which touches its supporting at the direction θ and θi is the con-
tact direction of that vertex. Also, δE(θ) = hi/ cos(θ − θ′i) where hi is the
distance from O to the line passing through the edge of PE which intersects
the ray emanating from O at the direction of θ and θ′i is the normal direction of
that edge. The graph of upper push function i.e. Φ∗U curves upward in an R-
type interval, if the second deravative of Φ∗U is possitive. Note that by defini-
tion for an R-type angle θ, rI(Φ∗U(θ)) = δE(θ). Let reverse function of f is de-
noted by f−1. Then, Φ∗U(θ) = r−1

I (δE(θ)) = (cos−1(hi/ cos(θ − θ′i)) + θi)/di
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for corresponding rang of δE and domain of r−1
I . It can be observed that the

second deravative of the computed reverse function is possitive. Therefore,
the upper push function curves upward in an R-type interval and by sym-
metry, the lower push function curves downward in an L-type interval.

We summarize the discussion of this section in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3.8. Φ∗L and Φ∗U can be computed in O(n) time.

Proof. Lemma 2.2.5 shows that the critical intervals can be computed in O(n).
For any θ belonging to a critical interval Θ, the function Φ∗U can be computed
by applying Lemma 2.3.6.

• If Θ is clockwise unstable, then Φ∗U(θ) = L(Θ).

• If Θ is R-type, then Φ∗U(θ) = BU(θ). Note that for an R-type angle θ,
rI(Φ∗U(θ)) = δE(θ). Then, Φ∗U(θ) = r−1

I (δE(θ)) for the corresponding
range of δE and domain of r−1

I .

• If Θ is counterclockwise unstable, L-type or N-type, then Φ∗U(θ) =
BU(θm) where θm is the closest R-type angle in counterclockwise direc-
tion. According to Lemma 2.3.4, θm is a local minimum of rE; therefore
it is sufficient to check only the local minima. Since the number of local
minima is linear and they occur in order, using a simple traversal of the
graphs all of them can be computed in a linear time.

The time complexity of computing Φ∗U is O(n). The same bound applies
to Φ∗L.

Figure 2.8(a) shows an example of an imperfect part. The corresponding
Φ∗L and Φ∗U are depicted by blue and black curves in Figure 2.8(c), respec-
tively. It can be observed that for unstable and N-type intervals, the graphs
of Φ∗L and Φ∗U are horizontal. For L-type intervals, the graph of Φ∗L curves
downward and the graph of Φ∗U is horizontal, while for R-type intervals the
graph of Φ∗U curves upward and the graph of Φ∗L is horizontal.

2.4 An algorithm for orienting an imperfect part

In this section we outline our algorithm for orienting an imperfect part and
apply to examples with varying amounts of shape variation.
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Figure 2.8: (a) an example of an imperfect part. (b) rI , rE (black) and δE (red). (c) Φ∗L
(blue) and Φ∗U (black).

2.4.1 A greedy algorithm

In the previous section we have shown how to compute Φ∗L and Φ∗U . The
monotonicity of these functions admits a greedy approach in the spirit of
Goldberg’s algorithm [70] to find, for a given integer h ≥ 0, the sequence
of h push actions that orients an imperfect part into the smallest possible
interval of orientations. Let Θi be the smallest interval containing all possible
orientations after i pushes. Obviously, Θ0 = S1, and after the first push the
part can only be in p-stable orientations, so Θ1 = S1 −Πmax, where Πmax is
the largest unstable interval. The interval Θi+1 can be obtained by computing
the shortest image of any translate of Θi under Φ. The process continues as
long as |Θi+1| < |Θi| and i < h. Lemma 2.4.2 helps us to discretize the search
for Θi+1 by showing that it suffices to consider only translates of Θi in which
one of its endpoints coincides with an endpoint of some unstable interval.
We first give an observation that is needed to prove Lemma 2.4.2. It says that
any p-stable angle θ appears in its own image under Φ∗ (and Φ), because, by
definition, there is an instance in S(PI , PE) that is stable after pushing at θ.

Observation 2.4.1. Φ∗L(θ) ≤ θ ≤ Φ∗U(θ) if and only if θ is a p-stable angle, for
any θ ∈ S1.

Lemma 2.4.2. Let Θ ⊂ S1 be an interval with the smallest image under Φ among
all the intervals with the length of a given value. If |Φ(Θ)| < |Θ|, then there exists
an interval Θ′ ⊂ S1 with |Φ(Θ)| = |Φ(Θ′)| such that L(Θ′) or U(Θ′) coincides
with an endpoint of an unstable interval.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that neither endpoints of Θ are unstable.
Since |Φ(Θ)| = |Φ∗U(U(Θ)) − Φ∗L(L(Θ))| and |Θ| = U(Θ) − L(θ), accord-
ing to observation 2.4.1, |Φ(Θ)| ≥ |Θ| which is a contradiction. Therefore, at
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least one of the endpoint of Θ is unstable. If this endpoint lies on an endpoint
of an unstable angle, then the lemma is true. Otherwise, the unstable end-
point of Θ lies on neither endpoints of the corresponding unstable interval.
We note that Φ∗L and Φ∗U are non-decreasing functions and for an unstable
interval they are constant. It means that by shifting the interval to one of the
endpoints of the unstable interval we can shrink its image which contradicts
the assumption that Θ has the smallest image length or get the same image
length.

Algorithm 2 computes the smallest possible interval of orientations for
an imperfect part after (at most) h push actions. Lemma 2.4.2 shows that
it suffices to repeatedly align the endpoints of the current smallest interval
Θi with each of the endpoints of the k unstable intervals Πj (1 ≤ j ≤ k) to
determine Θi+1.

Algorithm 2 Computing the smallest possible orientation set

1: procedure COMPUTE-THE-SMALLEST-INTERVAL(Φ∗L,Φ∗U ,Π ={Π1,Π2,...,
Πk},h)

2: i← 1, X1 ← 2π −max1≤j≤k{|Πj|} . Initialization
3: Continue← True
4: while (Continue) and i ≤ h
5: S← ∅
6: for j = 1 to k . For all unstable intervals
7: S← S ∪ {[L(Πj), L(Πj) + Xi]}∪
8: {[U(Πj)− Xi, U(Πj)]}
9: Θi ← Θ ∈ S such that

10: ∀Θ′ ∈ S, |Φ(Θ)| ≤ |Φ(Θ′)|
11: if (|Φ(Θi)| < Xi)
12: i← i + 1
13: Xi ← |Φ(Θi)|
14: else
15: Continue← False
16: return Θi, Xi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ h
17: end procedure

Theorem 2.4.3. Algorithm 2 finds the sequence of h ≥ 0 push actions that puts the
imperfect part given by S(PI , PE) in the smallest interval of possible orientations in
O(hn) time.
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of Algorithm 2 applied to the imperfect part of Figure 2.8(a),
showing the intervals Θi for i = 0, . . . , 8. The length of the image of any translate of
Θ8 will be at least as long as Θ8; as a result, no further reduction of the interval of
possible orientations is possible.

2.4.2 Applying the algorithm to examples of imperfect parts

In this subsection, we apply Algorithm 2 to several imperfect parts. We first
consider the imperfect part depicted in Fig. 2.8(a) and run Algorithm 2 with
h = 10. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the generalized push function along with the
shortest intervals Θi of possible orientations after consecutive push actions i.
Starting from Θ0 = S1, Algorithm 2 terminates after computing Θ6, which
has no translate with an image that is shorter than itself.

It is also interesting to see how different amounts of shape variation and
different numbers h of push actions affect the shortest attainable interval Θh
of possible orientations. We also want to see after how many push actions
no further reduction of the interval is possible anymore; we will refer to this
number as h∗. We study both phenomena in the context of uniform offsets.
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Figure 2.10: The radius and generalized push function for (a) the perfect part e.g.
σ = 0, (b) the imperfect part with variation σ = 0.01, (c) the imperfect part with
variation σ = 0.05.
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We take a polygonal shape PI of unit diameter and consider different versions
of PE that are obtained by taking the Minkowski sum of PI with disks of
increasing radii σ. More precisely, we let PE = PI ⊕ D(σ), where D(r) is the
disk of radius r centered at the origin and ⊕ denotes the Minkowski sum
operator defined by A⊕ B = {a + b|a ∈ A ∧ b ∈ B}. Notice that the shape of
PE does not differ too much from the shape of PI—as is normally the case in
practice. Fig. 2.10 shows the same PI and four versions of PE obtained σ = 0
(corresponding to a perfect part), σ = 0.01, σ = 0.02, and σ = 0.05 along with
the corresponding radius, distance, and upper and lower push functions. It
is clear that the size of the gap between Φ∗U and Φ∗L increases with the width
of the tolerance zone, or, in other words, the distance between the boundaries
of PI and PE.

Table 2.1: Length of the shortest interval of final orientations for different shape vari-
ation σ after applying h push actions.

Offset Number of push actions
σ h = 3 h = 6 h = 9 h = 12 h = 15 h∗

0.001 199.00◦ 0.02◦ 6
0.01 202.30◦ 2.45◦ 6
0.02 206.35◦ 66.15◦ 5.10◦ 8
0.03 211.25◦ 113.70◦ 7.60◦ 9
0.04 222.45◦ 120.90◦ 10.35◦ 9
0.05 271.00◦ 237.45◦ 153.50◦ 104.85◦ 13.15◦ 15
0.06 274.75◦ 3
0.07 278.05◦ 2
0.1 333.45◦ 1

We have run Algorithm 2 for σ = 0.001, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06,
0.07, 0.1 and h = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15. Table 2.1 displays the interval lengths |Θh|
obtained for different combinations of σ and h. Void entries indicate cases
in which the algorithm has terminated before h is reached; as a result, the
interval length for those entries corresponds the rightmost non-void entry in
the same row. The table also displays the number h∗ of push actions at which
no further reduction of the interval of possible orientations was possible. It
can be observed that—as expected—the uncertainty in the final orientation
grows if the amount of variation σ increases. The table also shows out that h∗

first increases and then decreases when σ increases. It would be interesting
to derive upper bounds on h∗ as a function of the amount of variation and
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the properties of PI and PE but it turns out that this is extremely hard, so we
pose this as an open problem.

2.5 Optimal orientation set

Instead of running Algorithm 2 for a given maximum number h of pushes,
we can also remove that bound and run it as long as the intervals Θi continue
to shrink, to obtain the largest possible reduction of the uncertainty in the
imperfect part’s pose. A natural question that arises is whether the algorithm
would terminate in that case and thus whether the maximum reduction of
pose uncertainty can be obtained after a finite number of pushes. It turns
out that it is not always the case. In fact, there are examples in which the
final orientation reduces endlessly by applying more number of push actions.
In these cases, one can only approach the optimal set of orientations even
using infinite pushes. We explore the parts for which the minimum pose
uncertainty cannot be obtained after a finite number of pushes. Moreover,
we show that for these parts, the optimal set of orientations that one can only
approach is computable.

Recall that Algorithm 2 repeatedly aligns the left or right endpoint of an
interval Θi with one of the O(n) endpoints of an unstable interval Γ. The
other endpoint of Θi then ends up in one of the O(n) critical intervals, say
Γ′. In order to obtain Ω(n2) iterations the endpoints of some interval Θj with
j > i should be able to return to the same pair of intervals consisting of Γ and
Γ′.

We assume without loss of generality that the left endpoint of Θi (and
the future interval Θj) coincides with an endpoint of an unstable interval
endpoint say ΓL. The following lemma shows that interval containing the
right endpoint(s) say ΓR must be R-type.

Lemma 2.5.1. Assume that the left endpoints of two intervals Θi and Θj in Algo-
rithm 2 for some j > i share the same endpoint of an unstable interval ΓL and their
right endpoints lie in the same critical interval ΓR. Then ΓR must be R-type.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that ΓR is not R-type. Therefore, Φ∗L and
Φ∗U are both constant functions in ΓL and ΓR. Therefore, the image of any
interval whose endpoints are in ΓL and ΓR is the same which implies that
|Φ(Θi)| = |Φ(Θj)|. It contradicts the fact that the intervals of the algorithm
are getting smaller in each iteration.

Lemma 2.5.2 helps us to determine the conditions for which the resulting
intervals of Algorithm 2 can be shrunk endlessly.

Lemma 2.5.2. Let d > 0 be a constant value and f be a continuous and non-
decreasing function which has a derivative at every point in its domain A ∈ R.
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Figure 2.11: (a) The sequence of xn+1 = f (xn)− d where lim
n→∞

xn = a. (b) L(Ψi) lies

on L(ΓL) and U(Ψi) lies in ΓR; |Φ(Ψi)| = |Ψi| − |ΓL|+ Φ∗U(U(Ψi))−U(Ψi).

Consider the recursive sequence with the general term xn+1 = f (xn)− d and the
first element x0 > 0. If this sequence is decreasing and converges to some limit
a ∈ A then

• f (x) < x + d, d f /dx > 1 where x ∈ [a, x0]

• f (a) = a + d

Proof. Let g(x) = x + d and h(x) = g(x) − f (x), therefore, xn+1 = xn −
h(xn) = x0 − Σn

i=0h(xi). Since the sequence is descending, for all xn > a,
h(xn) = g(xn)− f (xn) > 0 which implies that f (x) < x + d where x ∈ [a, x0].

Since lim
n→∞

xn = a, therefore Σn
i=0h(xn) must be convergent which implies

that lim
n→∞

h(xn) = 0. Since the sequence of xn is descending, the function h(x)

is ascending in [a, x0]. Therefore, dh
dx > 1, which implies that dh

dx = dg
dx −

d f
dx =

1 − d f
dx > 0. Therefore, d f

dx < 1. Finally, note that lim
n→∞

h(xn) = 0, hence

lim
n→∞

h(a) = g(a)− f (a) = 0. Therefore, f (a) = g(a) = a + d.

Let Ψi (i > 0) be the i-th interval that has its left endpoint in the unstable
interval ΓL and its right endpoint in the critical interval ΓR. If the number
of such intervals is more than one, then according to Lemma 2.5.1, ΓR is an
R-type interval. See Figure 2.11(b).

Considering the identity function and |Ψi+1| ≤ |Φ(Ψi)|, it can be ob-
served that |Ψi+1| ≤ Φ∗U(U(Ψi))−Φ∗L(L(Ψi)) = |Ψi| − |ΓL|+ [Φ∗U(U(Ψi))−
U(Ψi)]. Note that L(Ψi+1) = L(Ψi), therefore U(Ψi+1) ≤ Φ∗U(U(Ψi))− |ΓL|.
We also note that |ΓL| is a constant.
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Figure 2.12: An example of an imperfect part and its upper and lower push function.
By running the algorithm for i = 6, the endpoint of Θi lies on ΓL and ΓR. It can
be observed that Θ6 satisfies the two conditions. (1) The diagonal gray dashed-line
illustrates the graph of g(θ) = θ + |ΓL| which intersects the graph of Φ∗U in ΓR. (2)

Also, it can be observed that dΦ∗U
dθ < 1 from the intersection point to U(Θ6).

According to lemma 2.5.2 the smallest possible final orientation set can be
obtained after a finite number of iterations unless the following condition is
met.

There exists an angle α ∈ ΓR such that:

1. For θ ∈ [α, U(Ψi)] the graph of g(θ) = θ + |ΓL| lies above the graph of
Φ∗U and dΦ∗U/dθ < 1.

2. The graph of g(θ) = θ + |ΓL| intersects Φ∗U in α.

According to Lemma 2.5.2, if Ψi satisfies both conditions, then the right
endpoint of Ψi gets close to the intersection point of g(θ) = θ +(|ΓL| − L(Ψi))
and Φ∗U(θ). Therefore, lim

i→∞
|Ψi| = |α− L(ΓL)|. So, the final orientation set can

get arbitrarily close to this limit by increasing the number of push actions.
Recall that the symmetric case, where ΓL is L-type, is similar. There exist

imperfect parts that meet both of the above conditions for some Θi. Fig-
ure 2.12 illustrates an example of an imperfect part and its computed lower
and upper push function. Running a finite number of iterations of the al-
gorithm on this example cannot result in the optimal set. After 6 steps of
running the algorithm the aforementioned condition is met. The diagonal
gray dashed-line illustrates the graph of g(θ) = θ + |ΓL| which intersects the
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graph of Φ∗U in ΓR. It can be observed that dΦ∗U
dθ < 1 from the intersection

point to U(Θ6).

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered a model for shape variations and studied its
effects on orienting parts by pushing. The model allows variations along the
entire boundary of a part and between two given closed objects as its inner
and outer envelopes. We have proposed an algorithm that takes into account
these variations during planning and as such outputs a plan that simulta-
neously orients all instances satisfying the model into the smallest possible
interval of possible orientations after a given number of push actions. For
given h > 0 and convex polygonal envelopes with n edges in total, the algo-
rithm runs in O(nh) time. We also showed that if we remove the bound on
the number of push actions, there are cases that the final orientation set can
only approach the optimal set even as the number of pushes goes to infinity.
The special cases for which it happens and the optimal set for these cases are
computable.
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Chapter 3

Location of the center of mass
for a part with shape
variation

E F”The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking. It cannot
be changed without changing our thinking.

- Albert Einstein

H G
IN the previous chapter, we investigated the problem of orienting a part

with shape variation using a sequence of pushes. We saw that the shape
and the center of mass of a part are crucial parameters to design the algo-
rithms. For simplicity, we assumed that the center of mass is located at the
origin for all instances of a part under the proposed model for shape vari-
ation. However, the approach presented in the previous chapter can be ap-
plied for the case that the center of mass can vary inside a given disk. Note
that our approach was based on the radius functions of the inner and outer
envelopes and the distance function of the outer envelope. If the center of
mass is allowed to vary inside a disk, then the worst cases of these functions
can be computed by shifting them vertically by the radius of the disc. Con-
sidering the worst cases of the functions and applying the same approach,
we can compute an approximation of the smallest final orientation set. This
motivated us to study the problem of finding the locus of the center of mass

51
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for all instances of a part with shape variation.
In this chapter, we consider the same model for shape variation and study

the relation between variation in part shape and variation in the location of
the center of mass for a part with uniform mass distribution. The problem
of finding the exact locus of the center of mass is an open problem also for
the model that considers variations only in vertices [5, 46]. We determine a
polytopic outer approximation for the locus of the center of mass for both
two and three dimensional imperfect parts.

For given shpes PI and PE such that PI ⊆ PE we consider the family of
shapes P satisfying PI ⊆ P ⊆ PE. In the practical setting of toleranced parts
PI and PE (the inner and outer envelopes) will be fairly similar.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section,
we review the presented model and define the notions that we will use in
this chapter. We show in Section 3.2 that the valid instance that yields the
largest displacement of the center of mass in a given direction is a shape that
combines a part of inner envelope with a part of outer envelope. The corre-
sponding displacement is computable and it can be used to obtain an outer
approximation of the set of all possible loci of the center of mass. In Sec-
tion 3.3, we study the size of the set of possible center-of-mass loci. Fatness of
the objects under consideration has led to lower combinatorial complexities
and more efficient algorithms for various problems, including union com-
plexities [8], motion planning [131], hidden surface removal [83], and range
searching [115]. Here we show that fatness and convexity of PI together with
the assumption that no point in PE has a distance larger than a given value
ε > 0 to some point in PI leads to a bound on the distance between the cen-
ters of mass of any two valid instances of a part. This bound is proportional
to ε and the fatness of PI . We conclude the chapter in Section 3.4.

3.1 Preliminaries

We review the notion of a center of mass and introduce a few other concepts
that allow us to characterize the instances that maximize the displacement of
the center of mass. In the presented model in Section 2.1.1, for any manufac-
tured planar model part of PM, the set of acceptable instances is a family of
shapes S(PI , PE) = {P ⊂ Rd|PI ⊆ P ⊆ PE} where PI and PE are two given
closed objects in Rd satisfying PI ⊆ PM ⊆ PE. The closed region resulting
from subtracting the interior of PI from PE is referred to as the tolerance zone
and denoted by Q. See Figure 2.3(a). We denote by COM(PI , PE) the set of all
centers of mass of instances P ∈ S(PI , PE).

We let Xc(P) denote the x-coordinate of the center of mass and V(P) be
the volume of the object P, with the understanding that the volume of a two-
dimensional object is its area. The x-coordinate of the center of mass of an
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Figure 3.1: A minmax object

object with uniform mass distribution satisfies

Xc(P) =
1
V

∫
V

xdV, (3.1)

where V is the volume of the object. A similar equality holds for the other
coordinate(s) of the center of mass. In the case of uniform mass distribution
the center of mass corresponds to the centroid of the object. We will often
decompose an object P into sub-objects Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and then express its
center of mass as a function of the centers of mass of its constituents, through
the equation

Xc(P) = ∑n
i=1 Xc(Pi)V(Pi)

∑n
i=1 V(Pi)

. (3.2)

We conclude this section by defining several useful objects. Balls play
a prominent role in Section 3.3 of this chapter. We denote by B(p, r) the
closed d-dimensional ball with radius r centered at p, and use the abbrevi-
ation B(r) = B(O, r) where O is the origin.

For an object P and a value m we define its right portion P+[m] with re-
spect to m by P+[m] = {(x, y) ∈ P|x ≥ m}. Similarly, we define its left
portion P−[m] with respect to m by P−[m] = {(x, y) ∈ P|x ≤ m}. With these
portions we can define minmax objects, which allow us to capture the intu-
ition that the largest displacement of the center of mass in a given direction is
achieved by the object from S(PI , PE) that ’maximizes mass’ in that direction
and ’minimizes mass’ in the opposite direction. The minmax object P∗[m]
consists of a left portion of PI and a right portion of PE with respect to the
same m, so P∗[m] = P−I [m] ∪ P+

E [m] (see Figure 3.1). Note that an alternative
way to describe P∗[m] is by the equation P∗[m] = PI ∪Q+[m]
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3.2 Displacement of the center of mass

In this section, we find an upper bound on the displacement of the center of
mass in a given direction. The resulting bound allows us to determine a good
polytopic outer approximation of the set COM(PI , PE) of possible loci of the
center of mass.

3.2.1 Bounding the displacement in one direction

Without loss of generality we assume that PI and PE are positioned and ori-
ented in such a way that the center of mass of PI coincides with the origin (so
Xc(PI) = 0) and the direction in which we want to bound the displacement
aligns with the positive x-axis. Although we will bound the displacement
with respect to the center of mass of PI we observe that the result also in-
duces a bound with respect to the center of mass of PM as PM ∈ S(PI , PE) by
definition. We let Xr = max(x,y)∈PE

x.
Our first lemma establishes a connection between the minmax objects

P∗[x] for 0 ≤ x ≤ Xr and the location of their centers of mass.

Lemma 3.2.1. There is exactly one minmax object P∗[m] (0 ≤ m ≤ Xr) that
satisfies Xc(P∗[m]) = m. Moreover x < Xc(P∗[x]) ≤ m for all 0 ≤ x < m and
Xc(P∗[x]) < m for all m < x ≤ Xr.

Proof. From Xc(PI) = 0 and Xc(Q+[0]) ≥ 0 and the fact that P∗[0] = PI ∪
Q+[0] it follows that Xc(P∗[0]) ≥ 0; moreover, it is clear that Xc(P∗[Xr]) ≤
Xr. As the center of mass of P∗[x] moves continuously as x increases from
0 to Xr there must be at least one x such that Xc(P∗[x]) = x. It remains to
show that there is also at most one such x. Let m be such that Xc(P∗[m]) = m.
We consider a minmax object P∗[x] for x 6= m and distinguish two cases: (i)
0 ≤ x < m and (ii) m < x ≤ Xr.

Consider case (i). Using the notation Q′ = Q+[m] and Q′′ = P∗[x] −
P∗[m] = Q+[x]−Q+[m] we have that P∗[m] = PI ∪Q′ and P∗[x] = PI ∪Q′ ∪
Q′′. Note that Q′′ ⊂ [x, m]×R and thus

x ≤ Xc(Q′′) ≤ m.

As x < Xc(P∗[m]) = Xc(PI ∪ Q′) = m it follows from applying Equation 3.2
to P∗[m] = PI ∪Q′ that

x(V(PI) + V(Q′)) < Xc(Q′)V(Q′) = m(V(PI) + V(Q′)).

If we then apply Equation 3.2 to P∗[x] = PI ∪Q′ ∪Q′′ and use the aforemen-
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tioned equation and inequalities we obtain

Xc(P∗[x]) =
Xc(Q′)V(Q′) + Xc(Q′′)V(Q′′)

V(PI) + V(Q′) + V(Q′′)

>
x(V(PI) + V(Q′)) + xV(Q′′)

V(PI) + V(Q′) + V(Q′′)
= x

and

Xc(P∗[x]) =
Xc(Q′)V(Q′) + Xc(Q′′)V(Q′′)

V(PI) + V(Q′) + V(Q′′)

≤ m(V(PI) + V(Q′)) + mV(Q′′)
V(PI) + V(Q′) + V(Q′′)

= m.

Consider case (ii). Using the notation Q′ = Q+[x] and Q′′ = P∗[m] −
P∗[x] = Q+[m]−Q+[x] we have that P∗[x] = PI ∪Q′ and P∗[m] = PI ∪Q′ ∪
Q′′. Note that Q′′ ⊂ [m, x]×R and thus

m ≤ Xc(Q′′) ≤ x.

As Xc(P∗[m]) = Xc(PI ∪Q′ ∪Q′′) = m it follows from applying Equation 3.2
to P∗[m] = PI ∪Q′ ∪Q′′ that

Xc(Q′)V(Q′) = m(V(PI) + V(Q′)) + (m− Xc(Q′′))V(Q′′).

If we then apply Equation 3.2 to P∗[x] = PI ∪Q′ and use the above equations
and inequality we obtain

Xc(P∗[x]) =
Xc(Q′)V(Q′)

V(PI) + V(Q′)

≤ m(V(PI) + V(Q′))− (Xc(Q′′)−m)

V(PI) + V(Q′)

≤ m(V(PI) + V(Q′))
V(PI) + V(Q′)

= m < x.

Combining both cases we find that there is no x 6= m that satisfies Xc(P∗[x]) =
x.

In addition to the fact that there is only one minmax object P∗[m] that sat-
isfies Xc(P∗[m]) = m, Lemma 3.2.1 also reveals that Xc(P∗[x]) > x for x < m
and Xc(P∗[x]) < x for x > m. Moreover, it shows that Xc(P∗[x]) < m for
all x 6= m which means that the minmax object P∗[m] with Xc(P∗[m]) = m
achieves larger displacement of the center of mass in the direction of the pos-
itive x-axis than any other minmax object P∗[x] with x 6= m. The following
theorem shows that P∗[m] in fact achieves the largest displacement of the
center of mass among all objects in S(PI , PE).
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Theorem 3.2.2. Let P∗[m] (0 ≤ m ≤ Xr) be the unique minmax object that satis-
fies Xc(P∗[m]) = m. Then Xc(P) < Xc(P∗[m]) for all P ∈ S(PI , PE), P 6= P∗[m].

Proof. Let P ∈ S(PI , PE), P 6= P∗[m] be the object that yields the largest dis-
placement m′ ≥ m of the center of mass, so Xc(P) = m′. If P = P∗[m′]
then it follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.1 that m′ = m. Now assume
for a contradiction that P 6= P∗[m′] = P−I [m′] ∪ P+

E [m′] which implies that (i)
P+

E [m′]− P+[m′] 6= ∅ or (ii) P−[m′]− P−I [m′] 6= ∅.
Consider case (i) and let R be a closed connected subset with V(R) > 0 of

P+
E [m′]− P+[m′]. Observe that P ∪ R ∈ S(PI , PE). Note that R ⊂ (m′, ∞)×R

and thus Xc(R) > m′. We get

Xc(P ∪ R) =
Xc(P)V(P) + Xc(R)V(R)

V(P) + V(R)

>
m′V(P) + m′V(R)

V(P) + V(R)
= m′

which contradicts the assumption that P is the object in S(PI , PE) that achieves
the largest displacement of the center of mass.

Consider case (ii) and let R be a closed connected subset with V(R) > 0 of
P−[m′]− P−I [m′]. Observe that P− R ∈ S(PI , PE). Note that R ⊂ (−∞, m′)×
R and thus Xc(R) < m′. We get

Xc(P− R) =
Xc(P)V(P)− Xc(R)V(R)

V(P)−V(R)

>
m′V(P)−m′V(R)

V(P)−V(R)
= m

which again contradicts the assumption that P is the object in S(PI , PE) that
achieves the largest displacement of the center of mass. As a result we find
that P∗[m] with Xc(P∗[m]) = m is the unique object in S(PI , PE) that achieves
the largest displacement of the center of mass.

The theorem shows that the set COM(PI , PE) does not extend beyond the
plane or line x = m where m is such that Xc(P∗[m]) = m. The bound is tight
because P∗[m] ∈ S(PI , PE). In fact, the theorem shows that P∗[m] is the only
instance in S(PI , PE) that has its center of mass on that plane or line. Since
the result holds in any direction, this implies that COM(PI , PE) is convex.

3.2.2 A k-facet approximation for COM(PI , PE)

The results in the previous subsection suggest an easy approach to determine
an outer approximation of the set COM(PI , PE) of possible centers of mass
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of instances in S(PI , PE). If we select k different directions that positively
span the d-dimensional space (d = 2, 3) and apply Theorem 3.2.2 in each of
these directions then we obtain a bounded polytope with k facets enclosing
COM(PI , PE). Every facet of the polytope contains a point of the convex set
COM(PI , PE).

Our method to efficiently compute the largest displacement of the center
of mass in the positive x-direction relies on a covering PI and PE by O(n)
signed cones, following an idea by Lien and Kajiya [93]. To cover PI we pick
a point v on its boundary and decompose. We confine ourselves to the case
where PI and PE are convex as this allows us to efficiently decompose both
shapes into a O(n) convex pieces of constant complexity, e.g, by first subdi-
viding the boundary patches into constant-complexity subpatches and then
connecting all these subpatches to a single vertex. To find the largest displace-
ment of the center of mass in the positive x-direction, we sort the vertices of
PI and PE by x-coordinate and perform a binary search. For each x consid-
ered during this search we use the intersections of the constant-complexity
pieces of PI and PE with the respective half-planes defined by x to com-
pute Xc(P∗[x]) = Xc(P−I [x] ∪ P+

E [x]) in O(n) time, which is then compared
to x itself to determine how to continue the search. Once the m satisfying
Xc(P∗[m]) = m is found to lie between two consecutive vertices, its value
can be computed in O(n) time.

Theorem 3.2.3. A polytopic k-facet outer approximation of COM(PI , PE) can be
computed in O(kn log n) time if PI and PE are convex.

Figure 3.2 illustrates 4-, 8-, 16-, and 64-vertex outer approximations of
COM(PI , PE) for a given PI and PE. Recall that every edge of the polyg-
onal approximation contains one point of the convex set COM(PI , PE), so
COM(PI , PE) strongly resembles its approximation.

The examples in Figure 3.2 seem to suggest that the displacement of the
center of mass is proportional to the distance between the boundaries of PI
and PE and does not depend on the sizes of PI and PE themselves. In the next
section we will see that this is not true in general. We will derive a bound on
the size of COM(PI , PE) for a convex PI that depends on the distance between
the boundaries of PI and PE and the fatness of PI .

3.3 Bounding the size of COM(PI, PE)

The admitted shape variation for a manufactured part is usually small com-
pared to the dimensions of the part itself. As a result, the enclosed shape PI
and enclosing shape PE do not deviate much from the model shape PM, and
therefore also not from each other. To capture this similarity we will assume
that PI ⊆ PE ⊆ PI ⊕ B(ε), where ⊕ denotes the Minkowski sum. Note that
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Figure 3.2: Outer approximations of COM(PI , PE) with (a) 4, (b) 8, (c) 16, and (d) 64
vertices.

this means that every point in PE lies within a distance of at most ε from some
point in PI .

We must also assume that PI is convex and fat to obtain a bound on the
diameter of COM(PI , PE) that depends on ε and the fatness. There are many
different definitions of fatness and we will use the one by de Berg and van der
Stappen [55], which is based on a similar definition presented in the thesis of
van der Stappen [131].

Definition 3.3.1. Let P ⊆ Rd be an object and let β be a constant with 0 < β ≤ 1.
Define U(P) as the set of all balls centered inside P whose boundary intersects P. We
say that the object P is β-fat if for all balls B ∈ U(P) we have V(P∩ B) ≥ β ·V(B).
The fatness of P is defined as the maximal β for which P is β-fat.

For bounded objects the value of β is at most 1/2d; larger values only
occur for unbounded objects [131].

Two planar polygonal examples in Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 show that
both fatness and convexity of PI are necessary for a bound that is indepen-
dent of the size of PI (and PE). In Subsection 3.3.3 we derive a bound for the
case that both assumptions hold.

3.3.1 A thin convex part

When PI is a sufficiently long and narrow box the set S(PI , PE) contains
shapes whose centers of mass are a distance proportional to the diameter
of PI apart. Let L � ε and pick λ such that 0 < λ < 2ε2/(L− ε). We define
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Figure 3.3: (a) A thin convex part (b) A fat non-convex part

PI = [−L/2, L/2]× [−λ/2, λ/2] and PE = [−(L/2+ ε), L/2+ ε]× [−(λ/2+
ε), λ/2 + ε], and note that PE ⊆ PI ⊕ B(ε). See figure 3.3(a).

Now consider the object P∗[L/2] = P−I [L/2] ∪ P+
E [L/2] = PI ∪ P+

E [L/2].
We observe that V(PI) = λL, Xc(PI) = 0, V(P+

E [L/2]) = ε(2ε + λ), and
Xc(P+

E [L/2]) = L/2 + ε/2 > L/2. The upper bound on λ implies that
V(P+

E [L/2]) > V(PI). From Equation 3.2 it follows that Xc(P∗[L/2]) > L/4
showing that the diameter of COM(PI , PE) is not proportional to ε in this case.

3.3.2 A fat non-convex part

Let PE = [−L/2, L/2]× [−L/2, L/2], and consider a box [−L/2 + ε, L/2 +
ε] × [−L/2 + ε, L/2 + ε] and subdivide it both horizontally and vertically
into an odd number (≥ 5) of strips of width smaller than ε. We construct PI
by taking every second vertical strip, starting with the first and ending with
the last, and the bottommost horizontal strip. The union of all these strips is
a comb-shaped object that is known to be at least 1/4π-fat [131]. From the
symmetry of PI it is immediately clear that Xc(PI) = 0.

Now consider the object P∗[0] = PI ∪Q+[0]. It is clear from the construc-
tion that V(Q+[0]) > V(PI)/2. It is also easy to verify that Xc(Q+[0]) > L/4.
Combining the inequalities with Equation 3.2 yields that Xc(P∗[0]) > L/16
showing that the diameter of COM(PI , PE) is also not proportional to ε in this
case.

3.3.3 Fat convex parts

We turn our attention to the case that PI is both convex and β-fat (0 < β ≤
1), and recall that PE ⊆ PI ⊕ B(ε). The Steiner formula for convex bodies
(see e.g. [11, 107]) establishes a useful connection between the properties of
a convex object P and a value ε on the one hand and the volume of P⊕ B(ε)
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of Lemma 3.3.2.

on the other hand. Lemma 3.3.1 summarizes the formula for two- and three-
dimensional objects.

Lemma 3.3.1. Let P ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3) be a convex object. Then

• V(P⊕ B(ε)) = V(P)+ pε+πε2, where p is the perimeter of P, when d = 2,
and

• V(P ⊕ B(ε)) = V(P) + aε + 2πwε2 + 4
3 πε3, where a is the surface area

and w is the mean width1 of P, when d = 3.

The results will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.3.3 to bound the addi-
tional volume that any instance of S(PI , PE) can have in comparison to PI .

Lemma 3.3.2 is not strictly necessary yet it leads to a better bound in our
main theorem. The two-dimensional version of the lemma is based on a re-
sult by Hammer [77], which we will generalize to three-dimensional objects.

Lemma 3.3.2. Let P ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3) be a convex object with diameter δ. Then no
point in P has distance larger than δd

d+1 to the center of mass of P.

Proof. Hammer’s result [77] says that the center of mass of every planar con-
vex body divides every chord through it in a ratio less than or equal to 2/3,
meaning that the part of the chord on one side of the center of mass cannot

1In geometry, the mean width is a measure of for the size of a body. The width of a 3D object
in a given direction n̂ is the distance between the parallel planes with normal n̂ tangent to the
object. The mean width is the average of this width over all n̂ in S2 where S2 is the surface of a
3D sphere.
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be more than twice as long as the part on the other side of the center of mass.
The result then follows from the observation that no chord is longer than the
diameter δ.

We will extend Hammer’s construction to show that the center of mass
of every three-dimensional convex body divides every chord through it in a
ratio less than or equal to 3/4, which will then immediately imply the given
result. Let b1 and b2 be the endpoints of a chord through the center of mass of
P. See figure 3.4 Let Π1 be a plane tangent to P at b1, and let Π2 be the plane
parallel to Π1 at 3/4 the distance between b2 and Π1 from b2. The intersection
of P with the plane Π2 is a convex two-dimensional shape I. We create a
generalized cone C by taking the union of all half-lines emanating from b2
and passing through I and clipping the resulting shape with the plane Π1.
Application of Equation 3.1 to C reveals that its center of mass lies on Π2.

The plane Π2 cuts the objects P and C into two parts each. Let P1 and C1
be the parts of P and C respectively between Π1 and Π2; let P2 and C2 be the
parts of P and C respectively in the half-space bounded by Π2 an containing
b2. The convexity of P implies that P1 ⊆ C1 and P2 ⊇ C2; in other words, the
object P has less or equal mass than C beyond Π2, while it has more or equal
mass than C in front of Π2 (when viewed from b2). As a result, the object P
must have its center of mass on the part of the chord between b1 and b2 in
front of Π2, which proves the claim.

Lemma 3.3.2 shows that any convex object with diameter δ (and uniform
mass distribution) fits completely inside a ball with radius δd

d+1 centered at its
center of mass, which is a slightly stronger result than the obvious claim that
it fits inside a ball with radius δ.

We now have all the ingredients to prove our upper bound on the diam-
eter of COM(PI , PE).

Theorem 3.3.3. Let PI ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3) be a bounded convex β-fat object (0 < β ≤
1) and let PE ⊂ Rd be a bounded object satisfying PI ⊆ PE ⊆ PI ⊕ B(ε). Then the
diameter of COM(PI , PE) is bounded by 5

2 β−1ε if d = 2 and by 3β−1ε if d = 3.

Proof. We use δ to denote the diameter of PI and once again assume without
loss of generality that Xc(PI) = 0. Theorem 3.2.2 shows that it suffices to
consider objects P∗[m] to bound the size of COM(PI , PE). The assumption
Xc(PI) = 0 allows us to simplify Equation 3.2 for P∗[m] = PI ∪Q+[m] to

Xc(P∗[m]) =
Xc(Q+[m])V(Q+[m])

V(PI) + V(Q+[m])
. (3.3)

Lemma 3.3.2 says that PI lies completely inside B(δd/(d + 1)). As a conse-
quence, the object P∗[m] must lie entirely inside B(δd/(d + 1) + ε), which
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implies that Xc(P∗[m]), Xc(Q+[m]) ≤ (δd/(d + 1) + ε). We treat d = 2 and
d = 3 separately.

Consider d = 2. We distinguish two cases based on the ratio of ε and δ.
If ε ≥ δ/6 then Xc(P∗[m]) ≤ 2δ/3 + ε ≤ 5ε. Since P∗[m] is bounded we

know that β ≤ 1/4 and thus Xc(P∗[m]) ≤ 5ε ≤ 5β−1ε/4.
If ε ≤ δ/6 we use Equation 3.3 to obtain an upper bound Xc(P∗[m]) by

combining the upper bound Xc(Q+[m]) ≤ 2δ/3 + ε with a lower bound on
V(PI) and upper and lower bounds on V(Q+[m]). The lower bound on
V(PI) follows from the fatness of PI . As δ is the diameter of PI there must
be two points p1, p2 ∈ PI that are δ apart. The boundary of the ball B(p1, δ)
contains p2 and thus belongs to the set U(PI). The β-fatness of PI implies
that V(PI) ≥ β · V(B(p1, δ)) = βπδ2. It remains to bound V(Q+[m]). We
note that Q+[m] ⊆ Q ⊆ (PI ⊕ B(ε)) − int(PI), from which it follows that
V(Q+[m]) ≤ V(PI ⊕ B(ε))− V(PI). Lemma 3.3.1 says that V(PI ⊕ B(ε))−
V(PI) = pε + πε2, where p is the perimeter of P. As PI is contained in
B(2δ/3) we know that p ≤ 4πδ/3. Combining these observations with a
trivial lower bound on V(Q+[m]) we get 0 ≤ V(Q+[m]) ≤ 4πεδ/3 + πε2.

Plugging all the inequalities into Equation 3.3 and using ε/δ ≤ 1/6 yields

Xc(P∗[m]) =
Xc(Q+[m])V(Q+[m])

V(PI) + V(Q+[m])

≤
( 2

3 δ + ε)( 4
3 πδε + πε2)

βπδ2

= β−1ε( 8
9 + 2( ε

δ ) + ( ε
δ )

2)

≤ 5
4 β−1ε.

which shows COM(PI , PE) ⊆ B( 5
4 β−1ε) if d = 2.

Now consider d = 3, and again distinguish two cases based on the ratio
of ε and δ. 2

If ε ≥ 3δ/44 then Xc(P∗[m]) ≤ 3δ/4 + ε ≤ 12ε. As P∗[m] is bounded we
have that β ≤ 1/8 and thus Xc(P∗[m]) ≤ 12ε ≤ 3β−1ε/2.

If ε ≤ 3δ/44 we again derive a lower bound on V(PI) and upper and
lower bounds on V(Q+[m]), and then combine it with the upper bound
Xc(Q+[m]) ≤ 3δ/4 + ε. The lower bound on V(PI) follows from the fatness
of PI . If p1, p2 ∈ PI are δ apart, then the ball B(p1, δ) again belongs to the set
U(PI). The β-fatness of PI now implies that V(PI) ≥ β ·V(B(p1, δ)) = 4βπδ3.

2For reasons of simplicity of the final bound we have chosen the split at ε = δ/(44/3). The
optimal split would be at ε = δ/k where k equals the single positive real root of the equation
6k4 − 73k3 − 180k2 − 144k− 64 = 0, which yields

k = 3
√

977
8 +

√
654 + 3

√
977
8 +

√
654 + 9

2 .

A split at k leads to a marginally better bound on the radius of the disk containing COM(PI , PE).
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Now we bound V(Q+[m]) using V(Q+[m]) ≤ V(PI ⊕ B(ε)) − V(PI).
Lemma 3.3.1 says that V(PI ⊕ B(ε)) − V(PI) = aε + 2πwε2 + 4

3 πε3, where
a is the surface area and w is the mean width of P. As PI is contained in
B(3δ/4) we know that a ≤ 4π(3δ/4)2 = 9πδ2/4. Moreover, the mean width
w does not exceed the diameter of PI so w ≤ δ. Combining these obser-
vations with a trivial lower bound on V(Q+[m]) we get 0 ≤ V(Q+[m]) ≤
9πδ2ε/4 + 2πδε2 + 4πε3/3.

Plugging all the inequalities into Equation 3.3 and using ε/δ ≤ 3/44
yields

Xc(P∗[m]) =
Xc(Q+[m])V(Q+[m])

V(PI) + V(Q+[m])

≤
( 3

4 δ + ε)( 9
4 πδ2ε + 2πδε2 + 4

3 πε3)
4
3 βπδ3

= β−1ε( 81
64 + 45

16 (
ε
δ ) +

9
4 (

ε
δ )

2 + ( ε
δ )

3)

< 3
2 β−1ε.

which shows COM(PI , PE) ⊆ B( 3
2 β−1ε) if d = 3.

Theorem 3.3.3 confirms the intuition that the variation of the center of
mass of a convex part grows if the admitted shape variation increases or the
fatness decreases.

3.4 Conclusion

We have considered a general model for admitted shape variations of a model
part, based on an enclosed convex shape PI and an enclosing convex shape
PE in both two and three dimensional space. We have focused on two and
three dimensional space and identified the valid instance that maximizes the
displacement of the center of mass in a given direction. We used this result to
find a k-vertex polytopic outer approximation of the set of all possible center-
of-mass loci in O(kn) time, where n is the number of vertices of PI and PE. If
PI is β-fat and every point of PE is within a distance ε of PI then the diameter
of the set of all center-of-mass loci can be shown to be O(β−1ε).
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Chapter 4

Pose statistics for eccentric
parts

E F”The most important questions of life are indeed, for the most part, really
only problems of probability.”

- Pierre Simon Laplace

H G
FOR many automated manufacturing tasks such as part orienting, it is very

useful to have an estimate of the final orientation of a part which is
dropped onto a flat surface. The shape of a part is usually known, but its
starting orientation or location is not. As mentioned in Chapter 1 the basic
objective of part feeders is to minimize the uncertainty in the orientation of
the part before the next stage of the manufacturing process. This is often
achieved by applying a sequence of actions regardless of initial orientation.
In this chapter, we consider the final orientation of an object initially at a
random orientation, and show how the shape of the object relates to the dis-
tribution of its final orientation.

For some parts, it is possible to predict that the poses into which they
settle with high probability will be in a cluster of poses which are very close
together. Considering these poses as the most probable initial orientations
of the part for feeding allows faster design for part feeding tasks. Observing
the usefulness of bias in pose distribution for part feeding, we consider a
variant of the notion of geometric eccentricity for objects and show that there

65
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Figure 4.1: Examples of eccentric objects

is a high probability for an eccentric object being dropped on a flat surface
to come to rest in a small range of stable orientations. Broadly, eccentricity
is the degree to which a part deviates from being uniformly wide; generally,
eccentric objects are long and thin or wide and flat.

Figure 4.1 illustrates two 3D objects in the presence of gravity on top of
a flat surface which have the center of mass at their centroids. The pencil-
shape object is longer in one dimension, and the coin-shape object is longer
in two dimensions. It is easy to see that the pencil-shaped object is more
likely to rest at one of its long sides and the coin-shaped object will rest at
one of its two larger sides. Considering the set of final orientations where
these objects end up with high probability, they lie on a single plane (for
the pencil-shaped object) or on a single line (for the coin-shaped object). This
example reveals the intuition behind our definition for geometric eccentricity.
Using this definition in 3D, we show that for objects similar to pencil, there is
a plane for which the final orientation is, with high probability, going to end
up near; for objects similar to coin there is a line which the final orientation
is going to end up near as well.

A definition for the geometric eccentricity of a planar part based on the
aspect ratio of a distinguished bounding box was already shown to lead to
a remarkable upper bound on the number push or squeeze actions required
to orient a part with a parallel jaw gripper [133]. Here we propose a much
more general notion of geometry eccentricity that not only applies in any
dimension but also distinguishes between different types of object eccentric-
ity. Using the presented definition of eccentricity, we study the problem of
pose statistics for eccentric objects being dropped on a flat horizontal surface
where the only force acting on the object is gravity.

Fatness is a shape-related notion that has led to improved bounds or bet-
ter solutions to many problems in the field of computational geometry. There
are many different definitions for fatness. (A fairly recent survey of the re-
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Figure 4.2: (a) Sphere of orientations in 3D and two directions u0, u1, (b) A convex
3D object initially at the direction u0, (c) The same object at the direction u1.

sults can be found in [72].) Intuitively, a fat object is an object in two or more
dimensions, whose lengths in the different dimensions are similar. We note
that eccentricity can be regarded as the opposite (or lack) of fatness.

In Section 4.1, we introduce the basic notion of geometric object, the qua-
sistatic model and geometric eccentricity of the object; and in Section 4.2, we
will show how eccentricity relates to the object’s final pose distribution and
compute bounds on the distribution for eccentric objects. Finally, we con-
clude in Section 4.3.

4.1 Preliminaries

We assume that the object’s center of mass is given and assume without loss
of generality that it lies at the origin. Since the surface onto which the object
is dropped is flat, the computations can be equivalently performed on the
convex hull of the object. Therefore, we assume without loss of generality
that the object is convex.

4.1.1 Basic notation and definitions

We first establish some basic notation and definitions relating to the geomet-
ric properties of the convex object. We use Sd−1 to refer to the set of directions
in d-dimensional space, i.e. Sd−1 = {u ∈ Rd|‖u‖ = 1}. Figuer 4.2(a) illus-
trates orientations in S2 and two given directionsu0 and u1.

We now consider a convex (closed) object P ⊆ Rd with center-of-mass at
the origin O (where O ∈ P). The directions in Sd−1 are attached to the initial
pose of the object. We model the orientation of the object at any time as a
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vector u ∈ Sd−1; given the object in some orientation above a flat horizontal
surface, this vector is the direction of gravity, i.e. it is the unit vertical vector
from the origin toward to the surface. We refer to the surface as the floor.
Figuer 4.2(a) illustrates orientations in S2 and two given directions u0 and u1.
Figure 4.2(b) shows an example of an object in three dimensional, initially at
the orientation u0; in Figure 4.2(c) the object is at the orientation u1.

We can then define the radius function of P as the distance from the center-
of-mass to the floor of an object in a given orientation u (which is touching
the floor).

Definition 4.1.1 (Radius Function). Given a convex bounded set P ⊂ Rd con-
taining the origin, we define the radius function, rP : Sd−1 → R as

rP(u) = maxx∈P(x · u)

Finally, we define the contact set where an object in a given orientation u touches
the floor.

CP(u) = {x ∈ P|x · u = rP(u)}.

We also note that CP(u) is convex and closed (as the intersection of two
closed, convex sets, P and the plane representing the floor); thus there must
be a unique point of CP(u) which is closest to the center-of-mass. This allows
the following definition, which we refer to as the pivot point because (as we
will see) under the quasistatic motion model the object pivots about this point
if in orientation u.

Definition 4.1.2 (Pivot Point). Given object P containing O, and orientation u,
cP(u) = minx∈CP(u) ‖x‖.

Definition 4.1.3 (Probability of a Set of Poses). Let Θ be a set of orientations in
Sd−1. We define ρ as the probability that a uniformly randomly chosen unit vector is
in Θ. Mathematically, ρ(Θ) = volume(Θ)/volume(Sd−1), where volume refers
to the (d − 1)-dimensional volume. (This resembles a generalized notion of solid
angle in geometry.)

4.1.2 Quasistatic model

We assume that the only force acting on the object is gravity and for sim-
plicity we do not consider dynamics. When an object is dropped onto a flat
horizontal surface, it translates downward until it contacts the surface. If
the center-of-mass is not directly over a point where the object contacts the
surface then it will rotate so the center-of-mass descends as quickly as possi-
ble. The same quasistatic model has been considered in some previuse work
such as [140]. We refer to such an orientation as an unstable orientation. If the
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Figure 4.3: Examples of (a) an 8-(1)-eccentric object and (b) an 8-(2)-eccentric object.

center-of-mass is directly over a contact point then we have an equilibrium
orientation. These equilibria correspond to the local mimima and maxima of
the radius function. If no (local) rotation of the part will lead to a descent of
the center-of-mass then the equilibrium is stable.

4.1.3 Geometric eccentricity

The definition of eccentricity that we propose applies to d-dimensional ob-
jects and captures the property that an object is a considerable factor, say k,
bigger in b of its dimensions than in any of the remaining d− b dimensions. It
generalizes an earlier strictly 2D notion based on the aspect ratio of a bound-
ing box [133] and allows us to distinguish between 3D objects similar to the
pencil and similar to the coin in Figure 4.1.

Definition 4.1.4 ((b)-Eccentricity). Let P ⊂ Rd be a bounded convex set with
its center of mass at the origin O. For any 1 ≤ b < d, the set P is said to be
k-(b)-eccentric for some k ≥ 1 if there exists a scaled and rotated copy of P such
that

• the projection of P onto the subspace spanned by b of its orthogonal dimensions
contains the b-dimensional sphere of radius k centered at O, and

• the projection of P onto the subspace spanned by the remaining d− b orthog-
onal dimensions is contained in the (d− b)-dimensional sphere of unit radius
centered at O.

For brevity we will sometimes simply refer to an object that is (b)-eccentric for some
b as an eccentric object.

Although the definition of eccentricity applies to parts in any dimension,
our focus in this work is on three-dimensional (and to a lesser extent on two-
dimensional) objects. Three-dimensional eccentric objects can be (1)-eccentric
or (2)-eccentric: Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) show two 3D objects whose convex
hulls are 8-(1)-eccentric and 8-(2)-eccentric respectively. We observe that 3D
objects can be k-(1)-eccentric and k′-(2)-eccentric at the same time, for not
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necessarily equal k and k′. Two-dimensional objects can only be (1)-eccentric.
As a result, we will often refer to a k-(1)-eccentric 2D object as a k-eccentric
object. We note that a two-dimensional object that is k-eccentric according to
the definition in [133] is k + 1-eccentric according to our definition.

4.2 Pose and probabilities

In this section, we establish lower bounds on the probabilities of a 3D object
ending up in a bounded range of final poses when the initial pose is chosen
uniformly at random. We will first introduce three types of orientations, then
prove properties for each of these three types, and then use these properties
to deduce bounds that depend on the eccentricity parameter k.

In the remainder of this work we assume without loss of generality that

• a 3D k-(1)-eccentric object is oriented and scaled such that its projection
onto the x-axis contains the interval [−k, k] and its projection onto the
(y, z)-plane is contained in a unit disc centered at O, and

• a 3D k-(2)-eccentric object is oriented and scaled such that its projection
onto the (x, z)-plane contains a disc of radius k centered at O and its
projection onto the y-axis is contained in the interval [−1, 1], and

• a 2D k-eccentric object is oriented and scaled such that its projection
onto the x-axis contains the interval [−k, k] and its projection onto the
y-axis is contained in the interval [−1, 1].

4.2.1 Types of poses

We focus on 3D objects with eccentricity k > 2
√

2. It is not surprising that we
do not get results for parts with low eccentricity as such parts can have stable
poses scattered all over the sphere of directions.

We first decompose S1.

Definition 4.2.1 (Orientation Types in S1). For a given k > 2
√

2, let D be the disc
in R2 with diagonal OA1, where A1 = (k,−1) (see Figure 4.4). The boundary of the
disc D has two intersection points with y = 1 since k > 2

√
2. Let A2 and A3 be the

intersection points with the larger and smaller x-coordinates respectively. It follows
that A2 = ((k +

√
k2 − 8)/2, 1) and A3 = ((k−

√
k2 − 8)/2, 1). In addition, let

W = (0, 1) and V be the intersection of D with y = 0; note that V = (k, 0). The
orientations in [0, π/2], or, in other words, the directions between OV and OW, are
divided into three sectors by OA2 and OA3. Consider the orientations in S1 (which
correspond to rays emanating from the origin):
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Figure 4.4: Types of orientations

• The directions between OV and OA2 and their images after mirroring in x-
axis, y-axis, and O are type-1 orientations.

• The directions between OA2 and OA3 and their images after mirroring in
x-axis, y-axis, and O are type-2 orientations.

• The directions between OA3 and OW and their images after mirroring in x-
axis, y-axis, and O are type-3 orientations.

The type-1, type-2, and type-3 orientations will be displayed as blue, yel-
low, and green (respectively) in our figures.

The decomposition of S1 induces separate decompositions of S2 into ori-
entation types associated with (1)-eccentric and (2)-eccentric objects.

Definition 4.2.2 (Orientation Types in S2). Let k > 2
√

2.

• The orientation types in S2 associated with (1)-eccentric parts are obtained by
rotating the decomposition of S1 about the x-axis.

• The orientation types in S2 associated with (2)-eccentric parts are obtained by
rotating the decomposition of S1 about the y-axis.

Figure 4.5 shows both decompositions of S2.

The following property connects the eccentricity of 3D objects to the ec-
centricity of their 2D projections.

Property 4.2.1. Let P be a 3D object:

• The projection of P onto any plane containing the x-axis is a 2D k-eccentric
object if P is k-(1)-eccentric.
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Figure 4.5: (a)The three types of orientations in a xy+ plane for a k-eccentric 2D object.
(b) Representation of all orientations for a k-(1)-eccentric 3D object. (c) The three types
of orientations in a x+y plane for a k-eccentric 2D object. (d) Representation of all
orientations for a k-(2)-eccentric 3D object. Any k-(1)-eccentric or k-(2)-eccentric object
that is initially in a type-2 or type-3 orientation will end up at a type-3 orientation.

• The projection of P onto any plane containing the y-axis is a 2D k-eccentric
object if P is k-(2)-eccentric.

4.2.2 Properties of poses

In this subsection we will establish that a 3D object that is initially in a type-2
or type-3 pose must end up in a type-3 pose.

Lemma 4.2.2. Type-2 poses are unstable.

Proof. Let P ⊂ R3 be k-(1)-eccentric or k-(2)-eccentric and assume for contra-
diction that it has a type-2 stable pose θ in S2. Let Z be the tangent plane to
P perpendicular to θ. Since θ is stable, the point of contact between Z and P
must lie on θ. Now we rotate P, along with θ and Z, around the x-axis if P
is k-(1)-eccentric and around the y-axis if P is k-(2)-eccentric to get (without
changing the situation) θ to lie in the (x, y)-plane. Let Q be the projection
of P onto the (x, y)-plane. By Property 4.2.1, Q is a k-eccentric planar object.
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Note that within the (x, y)-plane the direction θ now corresponds to a type-2
pose in S1. If θ cannot be stable for Q then it cannot be stable for P since the
supporting line of Q perpendicular to θ equals the intersection of Z with the
(x, y)-plane. Therefore, it is enough to show that θ cannot correspond to a
stable pose for Q. Note that a tangent line of Q perpendicular to any stable
orientation, has a contact point at which the normal vector passes through the
center of mass. In addition, since Q is a k-eccentric planar object, it has a point
on x = k in the interval [−1, 1] for y. According to the definition of planar
type-2 orientations, θ lies between OA2 and OA3. For any stable orientation,
in this range (between OA2 and OA3) the perpendicular tangent line does not
intersect the line x = k in the interval [−1, 1] for y, which is in contradiction
with the assumption that Q is convex, thus proving the lemma.

Lemma 4.2.3. A k-(1)-eccentric or k-(2)-eccentric object P ⊂ R3 that is initially at
a type-2 or type-3 pose ends up at a type-3 pose.

Proof. We define the long axes as the x-axis in the k-(1)-eccentric case and the
(x, z)-plane in the k-(2)-eccentric case. For any orientation u, we define α(u)
to be the minimum angle between u and any orientation v contained in the
long axes. We note that trivially, α(u) is smaller for any type-1 orientation
than for any type-2 or type-3 orientation (i.e. if u1 is type-1 and u2 is not
type-1, then α(u1) < α(u2)).

What we now show is that as the part rotates, α(u) cannot decrease; this
means that if it starts in a type-2 or type-3 orientation, it cannot enter the
region of type-1 orientations since this would mean decreasing α(u). Thus,
it must settle on a non-type-1 stable pose; however, since there are no type-2
stable poses (by Lemma 4.2.2), this means that the final pose must be type-3.

We base our proof on the notation given in Figure 4.4. Suppose that the
current orientation u is type-2. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that u lies on the (x, y)-plane. Note that for a k-(1)-eccentric object it can be
rotated around x-axes and for a k-(2)-eccentric object the object can be rotated
around y-axes. Then, u corresponds to the yellow range in Figure 4.4. We
note that in this case, the pivot point cP(u) (see Definition 4.1.2) must be a
type-1 orientation (not necessarily in the (x, y)-plane) and therefore closer (in
angle) to V than u is to V; this is because the cP(u) must be between y = −1
and y = 1. Thus, if it weren’t closer to V then cP(u) · u is less than the distance
of any point on the far right side of x = k projected onto the line containing
u; but due to the object eccentricity there must be some point v there, and in
that case v · u > cP(u) · u. But this contradicts the definition of cP(u), thus
proving that

∠cP(u)OV < ∠uOV.

We now consider the direction which the object is rotating in when it is in
orientation u; this can be expressed by a unit vector δ(u) which is perpendic-
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ular to u, i.e. u · δ(u) = 0. Note that δ(u) is in the plane passing through u,
cP(u) and the origin. Suppose we are rotating in such a way as to get closer
to cP(u), i.e. if δ(u) · (cP(u)− u) > 0; this will cause the radius to increase
(i.e. the center of mass to rise). This is impossible, so δ(u) · (cP(u)− u) ≤ 0.
But since cP(u) is closer in angle to V than u is,

δ(u) · (cP(u)− u) ≤ 0 =⇒ δ(u) · (V − u) ≤ 0.

Thus, the angle between the current pose u and V (the long axis in Figure 4.4)
is never increasing as long as u is type-2. Thus, starting from a type-2 or
type-3 orientation cannot lead to a type-1 final orientation, completing the
proof.

Lemma 4.2.2 shows that type-2 orientations are unstable. The remaining
orientations are potentially stable orientations. The stable orientations in type-
1 have radii larger than |OA2| the stable orientations in type-3 have radii
smaller than |OA3|.

Lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 and the trivial fact that a part cannot settle in an
unstable orientation reveal that objects that are initially in a type-2 or type-3
orientation will end up in type-3 orientation and objects that are initially in
a type-1 orientation will end up in a type-1 or type-3 orientation. In other
words, objects in yellow or green poses in Fiure. 4.5 will end up in a green
final pose and objects in a blue pose will end up in blue or green final pose.
The following theorem summarizes the former (non-trivial) part of this con-
clusion in terms of probabilities.

Theorem 4.2.4. Let P ⊂ R3 be a k-(1)-eccentric or k-(2)-eccentric object (k > 2
√

2)
in a uniformly random initial orientation. The probability of P ending up at type-3
orientations is at least ρ(Θ) where Θ is the union of the set of type-2 and type-3
orientations.

We observe that the final orientations lie in the proximity of a plane, the
(y, z)-plane if P is k-(1)-eccentric and the (x, z)-plane if P is k-(2)-eccentric,
and the proximity of a line, the x-axis if P is k-(1)-eccentric the y-axis if P is
k-(2)-eccentric. Theorem 4.2.4 gives a lower bound on the probability for (or
bias towards) the plane if P is k-(1)-eccentric and the line if P is k-(2)-eccentric.
In the next subsection we will see that lower bounds as well as the sizes of
the proximities depends on k.

4.2.3 Computing the probabilities

In this subsection we will obtain an upper bound on the size of the set of type-
3 orientations in which the part will settle with a probability that equals at
least the fraction of S2 covered by type-2 and type-3 orientations. We will also
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derive an upper bound on the size of the set of type-1 and type-3 orientations
in which the object is guaranteed to settle. Although similar bounds for 2D
objects are easy to obtain we focus solely on 3D objects. We define Φ(i)

k , Θ(i)
k ,

and Ψ(i)
k (with i = 1, 2) to be the sets of all type-3, union of type-2 and type-3,

and type-1 orientations in S2 for a k-(i)-eccentric object, respectively.
We recall Definition 4.2.1 and let θk = ]A2OW and φk = ]A3OW. Note

that θk and φk are the angles in S1 relative to the y-axis that mark the bound-
aries between type-1 and type-2 orientations and between type-2 and type-3
orientations respectively. By Definition 4.2.2 these angles also determine the
boundaries between the corresponding types of orientations in S2. (See Fig-
ure. 4.4.) From Definition 4.2.1 it follows that

θk = arctan (
k +
√

k2 − 8
2

) (4.1)

φk = arctan (
k−
√

k2 − 8
2

) (4.2)

Using the well-known fact that the surface area of a segment or cap of
height h of the unit sphere equals 2πh and observing that Φ(i)

k , Θ(i)
k , and Ψ(i)

k
can all be regarded as unions of two segments or caps we obtain

ρ(Θ(1)
k ) =

2
4π

(2π sin θk) = sin θk

ρ(Φ(1)
k ) =

2
4π

(2π sin φk) = sin φk

ρ(Ψ(1)
k ) =

2
4π

(2π(1− sin θk)) = 1− sin θk,

(4.3)

and we also have

ρ(Θ(2)
k ) =

2
4π

(2π(1− cos θk)) = 1− cos θk

ρ(Φ(2)
k ) =

2
4π

(2π(1− cos φk)) = 1− cos φk

ρ(Ψ(2)
k ) =

2
4π

(2π cos θk)) = cos θk.

(4.4)

We can now use these equations, Theorem 4.2.4, and the observation that
no part can settle in a type-2 pose to formulate our main result.

Theorem 4.2.5. Let P ⊂ R3 be a k-(1)-eccentric or k-(2)-eccentric object (k > 2
√

2)
in a uniformly random initial orientation, and let θk = arctan ((k +

√
k2 − 8)/2)

and φk = arctan ((k−
√

k2 − 8)/2). If P is k-(1)-eccentric then it settles
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Figure 4.6: The graph of ρ(Θ(1)
k ), ρ(Φ(1)

k ), and ρ(Φ(1)
k ∪ Ψ(1)

k ) illustrated in black,
green, and red, respectively for a k-(1)-eccentric object.

• with probability at least sin θk in a spherical segment of orientations symmet-
rically surrounding a plane that covers a fraction sin φk of S2,

• and in one of two antipodal spherical caps of orientations surrounding a line
that jointly cover a fraction 1− sin θk of S2 otherwise.

If P is k-(2)-eccentric then it settles

• with probability at least 1− cos θk in one of two antipodal spherical caps of
orientations surrounding a line that jointly cover a fraction 1− cos φk of S2

• and in one spherical segment of orientations symmetrically surrounding a
plane that covers a fraction cos θk of S2 otherwise.

The theorem shows that the sizes of the caps and segment in which P
is guaranteed to settle shrink if k increases, so the uncertainty about the fi-
nal pose decreases. Moreover, it shows that the bias towards the segment
(or plane) if P is k-(1)-eccentric and towards the caps (or line) if P is k-(2)-
eccentric increases if k increases (at the cost of the caps and segment respec-
tively). Another way of stating the theorem is as follows; for k-(1)-eccentric
objects, with probability sinθk, the final orientation has at most φk distance
from a plane and for k-(2)-eccentric objects, with probability 1 − cosθk, the
final orientation has at most π/2− θk distance from a line. Figure 4.6 and 4.7
provide insight into how the sizes of the sets and the probabilities vary as a
function of k.

Figure 4.6 shows that a 8-(1)-eccentric part always settles in a region con-
taining less than 26% of the orientations and with a probability that is close
to 99% in a region containing less than 25% of the orientations. Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.7: The graph of ρ(Θ(2)
k ) and ρ(Φ(2)

k ), and ρ(Φ(2)
k ∪Ψ(2)

k ) illustrated in black,
green, and red, respectively for a k-(2)-eccentric object.

shows that a 8-(2)-eccentric part always settles in a region of less than 15% of
the orientations and with a probability that is close to 89% in less than 4% of
the orientations. It can be observed that for larger k, there is a smaller range
of poses that the object always can settle in and there is a higher probability
for the object to settle in again smaller range of poses.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied the pose statistics problem for a family of 3D ob-
jects with initial pose, uniformly at random. We assumed that the object falls
onto a flat surface in the presence of gravity under the quasi-static conditions.
We proposed a novel type of geometric eccentricity for d-dimensional objects
for which the final distribution of 3D objects have a substantial bias towards
a small range of poses when they come to rest. This result can be applied
to part feeding tasks to obtain a faster design for reducing the object pose
uncertainty.

According to our proposed notion of eccentricity, for a given k, we have
two types of eccentricity in 3D: k-(1)-eccentric objects are k times bigger in one
dimension than the other two dimensions while k-(2)-eccentric objects are k
times bigger in two dimensions than the other dimension. We showed that
for both types of eccentric objects there is a small cluster of poses at which the
object always ends up. We showed that there is a high probability of ending
up at a pose which is close to a specific plane for k-(1)-eccentric objects, and
close to a specific line for k-(2)-eccentric objects. In addition, we showed that
for larger k, there is smaller range of poses (which are close together) at which
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the k-(1)-eccentric and k-(2)-eccentric objects end up with higher probability.
We defined a notion of geometric eccentricity for d-dimensional objects,

which takes into account both its shape and its center-of-mass. We show that
under quasi-static conditions, the pose into which eccentric objects settle will
be with high probability in a cluster of poses which are very close together.
Furthermore, the probability of ending up in this range of poses increases,
and the size of the range decreases, as the object gets more eccentric. Our ap-
proach can be applied for planar parts as well as parts with shape variation
under the proposed model in Chapter 1.

Our computation has been simplified by the quasi-static assumption. How-
ever, it is has been shown that under a more realistic model a better re-
sult (higher probability to end up in a smaller range of poses) is expected
[71, 134]. It implies that our bounds hold in practice. To rigorously show
this, in future work, the model incorporating the dynamics can be explored.

Our approach to analyzing the distribution of the final orientations works
based on the assumption that the object is k-(1)-eccentric or k-(2)-eccentric.
Therefore, finding the largest k such that the object is k-(1)-eccentric/k-(2)-
eccentric remains is an interesting area for future research.
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Chapter 5

Proximity probing
algorithms for metrology

E F”The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but
in having new eyes.”

- Marcel Proust

H G
METROLOGY is the theoretical and practical study of measurement. One

of the important aspects of metrology which has applications in ma-
nipulation and robotics is the process of learning the shape and orientation
of an unknown object using a simple measurement device called probe. When
the measurements relate to geometric properties such as a distance from an
object or the diameter of the object, then the approach is called geometric prob-
ing. Geometric probing is a useful technique in any situation where a com-
plex property is being studied with a sensing device which is not powerful
enough to determine the desired information without multiple uses; such a
situation often arises when cost, robustness, or feasibility constraints prevent
more complex sensors from being used, and occurs in fields such as robotics.

There are different types of geometric probing which have been reviewed
in Chapter 1. In this chapter, we study a type of proximity probing related
to the class of geometric probing in literature. Given a point, it returns the
distance to the boundary of the nearest object. See Figure 5.1. This type of
probe is particularly interesting when one needs to sense the object without

81
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Figure 5.1: An unknown polygon P with proximity probes at x0, x1, x2

providing any directional information.
When there is an unknown convex polygon P in the plane, the goal is to

minimize the number of probe measurements needed to exactly determine
the shape and location of P. We refer to this as Problem 1 and present an algo-
rithm to solve it, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. In many cases, the object is not
known while a set of finite possible objects is given. This paper also includes
an algorithm and analysis of Problem 2: identifying a convex polygon from a
known set.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we
introduce Problem 1 and the definitions necessary for the algorithms. In Sec-
tion 5.2, we present our algorithm for Problem 1 and analyze its complexity
per probe; we also present a complete example of the algorithm for a sim-
ple polygon P. In Section 5.3 we present an upper bound on the number of
probes needed by the algorithm. Section 5.4 deals with Problem 2, presenting
and analyzing an algorithm aiming to minimize the number of probes nec-
essary to identify P from the set. Finally, in Section 5.5, we summarize our
results and discuss future work.

5.1 Preliminaries

We assume that all points and objects lie in the plane and that all positioning
and measurements are exact.

For any two points or closed sets of points a, b, dist(a, b) denotes the Eu-
clidean distance between a and b; for a closed subset S of the plane, ∂(S)
denotes its boundary, Int(S) denotes its interior, S denotes the closure of its
complement (so both S and S contain ∂(S)), and Conv(S) denotes its convex
hull. We also define zero-disk to mean a disk containing only its center.

In addition, for any disk of positive radius C and point z on its boundary,
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we define L(C, z) to be the line tangent to C at z. We also define H(C, z) to be
the half-plane bordered by L(C, z) which contains C.

5.1.1 Problem 1: Formulation and definitions

Let P be an unknown convex polygon with n vertices and edges contained in
a known disk D, and let the probing function fP be defined over the plane as

fP(x) =
{

dist(x, P) : x 6∈ Int(P)
−1 : x ∈ Int(P)

The probing algorithm is not explicitly given this function, but is allowed
to call it as many times as necessary to find P exactly; the goal of this work
is to find an algorithm which minimizes the upper bound of probes neces-
sary (and allows the next probe to be efficiently computed at each step). The
points x for which it calls the function fP are the probes, and the disks of ra-
dius fP(x) centered at these points are the probe disks, abbreviated as p-disks
(by convention, if fP(x) = −1 then no disk is produced). Every p-disk is by
definition incident to P at exactly one point.

5.1.2 Condensed probe disks

In order to properly describe how our algorithm uses these p-disks to extract
the shape of the object P, we first must discuss an especially important con-
figuration of p-disks in which we can simplify the situation. In the case where
one p-disk contains another, we can conceptually replace both of them with
a zero-disk and an associated line and half-plane with an operation we refer
to as condensation. We refer to these zero-disks and their associated lines and
half-planes as condensed probe disks or cp-disks. Our algorithm automatically
performs this operation whenever it can, and thus explicitly uses cp-disks in
its main steps.

Suppose we have two (distinct) p-disks Ca, Cb such that Ca ⊂ Cb. Since
they both must be incident to P at exactly one point, they must be inci-
dent to P at the same point (otherwise it is impossible for one to contain
the other); this point will by definition be the only point in ∂(Ca) ∩ ∂(Cb),
which we call pa,b. Furthermore, P must be interior disjoint with the half-
plane H(Cb, pa,b) since P is convex, pa,b ∈ Cb, P, and Cb is not a zero-disk
(because ∅ 6= Ca ⊂ Cb). The condense operation on Ca, Cb is thus defined
as the function which outputs pa,b as a zero-disk and associates with it the
half-plane H(Cb, pa,b). Furthermore, any p-disks which neither contain nor
are contained by other p-disks (and so cannot be used by the condense op-
eration) are also considered to be cp-disks. Note that cp-disks, like p-disks,
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must have exactly one intersection point with P (since cp-disks are either p-
disks or zero-disks produced by the condense operation). If C∗ is a cp-disk
produced by the condense operation (and hence C∗ is a point), we let H(C∗)
be its associated half-plane and L(C∗) be the line bordering H(C∗).

Remark: It is possible for a p-disk Ca to be contained in several other
p-disks, none of which are contained in each other; however, this can only
happen when Ca is a zero-disk and also at a vertex of P. In these cases, Ca
will be condensed with every disk containing it to produce multiple cp-disks.

5.1.3 Shadow sets

In order to effectively choose the next point to probe from, at each step our
algorithm computes the infeasible region, a region of the plane which cannot
contain any point of the polygon P. The infeasible region increases at each
step until all the edges and vertices of P are determined. See Figure 5.3. This
is done primarily by using the convexity of the polygon, along with the fact
that it must be incident to (but not present in the interior of) each cp-disk.
Thus, if we select a point such that there is a cp-disk such that every line
from the point to the cp-disk passes through the interior of another cp-disk,
this point cannot be part of P (since in order to contain this point and be
incident to both cp-disks, P would have to be nonconvex). We refer to the
sets of these points as shadow sets because if we treat any cp-disk as a light
source, they would be the shadows cast by the other p-disks. The infeasible
region is then the union of these shadow sets, with certain gaps filled in as
well (as we will describe later).

Suppose we have two cp-disks C∗i , C∗j ; for both we define a counterclock-
wise direction on their boundary. We define the lines Li,j and L′i,j to be the
lines tangent to both C∗i and C∗j such that

• for both lines, C∗i and C∗j lie on the same side

• Li,j is given a direction coinciding with the counterclockwise direction
imposed on the two cp-disks, while L′i,j is given a direction opposing
the counterclockwise direction

• Both lines, intersect C∗i before C∗j , by considering the directions of them.

Note that Li,j is the same line as L′j,i but with the opposite direction im-
posed on it.

We now define the rays li,j, l′i,j to be the rays respectively lying on Li,j, L′i,j
with their sources at the respective points of tangency with C∗j . For a ray l,
we define Hright(l) to be the quarter plane lying directly to the right of the
ray, and Hle f t(l) is analogously defined.
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The shadow set cast by C∗j on C∗i is then

Si(j) = C∗j ∪ (Hle f t(li,j) ∩ Hright(l′i,j))

This set cannot contain any point of Int(P), since P cannot have any point
in Int(C∗j ), must be incident to C∗i , and is convex; similarly, P cannot contain
any point of Int(Si(j)). Figure 5.2 illustrates shadow sets for three consecu-
tive cp-disks.

Note that the boundary of C∗j is partly on the boundary of Si(j) and partly
in its interior; since P cannot contain any point of Int(Si(j)), its point of in-
tersection with C∗j must be on the part of ∂(C∗j ) which is also on ∂(Si(j)). We
call this the feasible arc C∗i imposes on C∗j and denote it ζi(j).

5.1.4 Clockwise ordering of cp-disks

One of the main advantages of our algorithm over less intricate alternatives
is that it provides for a constant-time computation for each probe; in order to
achieve this, it must find a way to avoid explicitly computing all the shadow
sets produced with each new cp-disk, as this would lead to geometric growth
of the necessary computation as the algorithm continues. We do this by spec-
ifying a circular ordering on the cp-disks and then showing that the feasible
region can be computed using only the shadow sets cast by neighbors in this
ordering. Thus, in order to update our representation of the infeasible re-
gion after the insertion or alteration of any cp-disk in the ordering, only the
shadow sets involving the inserted or altered cp-disk and its neighbors must
be computed.

For any cp-disk C∗, let p(C∗) be its intersection point with P. We note
that by imposing a clockwise direction on the boundary of P, we can impose
a clockwise order on the set of p(C∗) for all cp-disks C∗ (it is possible for two
cp-disks to have the same contact point on P; but this can only happen on
vertices of P). This then imposes a clockwise (cyclic) ordering on the set of cp-
disks, where if multiple cp-disks happen to have the same contact point with
P, they can be ordered by the lines tangent to them at the common contact
point (a zero-disk C∗zero produced by the condense operation is considered
to have the line L(C∗zero) as its tangent; a zero-radius cp-disk not produced
by the condense operation cannot share a contact point with another p-disk
or cp-disk since it would be contained by the other disk and hence not be a
cp-disk).

From now on we will attach indices to the cp-disks indicating their order.
Specifically, we will let Sdisks be the ordered set of cp-disks, and implicitly
label the disks in Sdisks as C∗1 , C∗2 , ..., C∗α . Since the ordering of cp-disks is cyclic,
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Figure 5.2: An example of three consecutive cp-disks, which shows the shadow sets
of C∗i−1, C∗i+1 with respect to C∗i and the neighbor-shadow set of C∗i .

we assume that additions and subtractions on indices are performed modulo
the number of disks.

Remark: It should be noted that in general, given an arbitrarily probed set
of cp-disks, prior knowledge of P might be necessary to deduce their exact
ordering by the above criteria, and thus the ordering cannot be used by the
algorithm. However, we will show that our algorithm chooses probes in such
a way that this labeling can always be determined exactly without any prior
knowledge of P.

5.1.5 The infeasible region

We first define the set Si−1(i)∪ Si+1(i) to be the neighbor-shadow set of C∗i (ab-
breviated as ns-set), denoted as S(i) for convenience (Figure 5.2). Similarly,
we define the set ζi−1(i) ∩ ζi+1(i) to be the neighbor-feasible arc of C∗i , abbre-
viated as nf-arc; we denote it as ζ(i) for convenience. The nf-arc essentially
denotes, for any cp-disk, the arc of the disk where its intersection with P can
occur (so that it is consistent with the neighboring cp-disks).

For cp-disks produced by the condense operation, we instead use S(i) to
refer to the half-plane H(C∗i ). Note that since no cp-disk can be contained in
Int(H(C∗i )), H(C∗i ) is a superset of Si−1(i) ∪ Si+1(i) for these cp-disks.

The infeasible region R can now be defined as

R =
m⋃

i=1

S(i) ∪ D

Intuitively, for each C∗i , we simply take the ns-set of C∗i , the half-planes as-
sociated with all cp-disks generated by the condense function, and the com-
plement of D (the disk which we were initially given as containing P). Since
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R is composed of these pieces, P must be entirely contained in (the closure
of) the complement of R.

We will show later that our algorithm behaves in such a way that the
complement of R (the neighbor-feasible region) is a single connected piece; we
therefore will assume it to be the case now. The boundary of R will then be
split into the following two basic types of pieces, which we call sections:

1. arcs of the boundary of D,

2. connected subsets of the boundaries of the sets S(i); we denote ∂(S(i)) ∩
∂(R) as ∂R(S(i)).

Note that the second type of section has two possibilities:

a) if C∗i was not produced through the condense operation, ∂R(S(i)) is nat-
urally split into at most three pieces, namely

• the nf-arc ζ(i),

• a segment of the ray li−1(i) (which we will denote l(i) for conve-
nience),

• a segment of the ray l′i+1(i) (which we will denote l′(i) for conve-
nience).

We note that the other two pieces of the boundary of S(i), namely l′i−1(i)
and li+1(i) cannot lie on ∂(R) = ∂(R) because P in that case would im-
pose the wrong ordering of the cp-disks.

b) if C∗i was produced through the condense operation, ∂R(S(i)) is just L(C∗i )

Remark: Although the infeasible set R is interior disjoint with P by defi-
nition, it is not necessarily the case that it is the full set of all infeasible points,
i.e., the points which, given the p-disks, can’t be contained in P.

5.1.6 Confirmation of vertices and edges, and the query set

We say a point v is confirmed if by considering Sdisks = {C∗1 , C∗2 , ..., C∗α} it can
be shown that v is a vertex of P, and we say a line L is confirmed if by consid-
ering Sdisks it can be shown that l contains an edge of P; an edge e of P is also
referred to as confirmed if the line extending it is confirmed. Any vertices or
edges of P which are not confirmed are called unconfirmed. The list of con-
firmed vertices is denoted by Vc and the list of confirmed edges is denoted by
Ec. Our algorithm determines P by systematically confirming its edges and
vertices.
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Now we consider ∂(R), as described above as a collection of pieces of the
boundaries of the S(i) and D. Since ∂(R) is continuous, there will be points
which lie on more than one of the specified sections. Some of these points
will lie on confirmed vertices or edges of P. The ones which do not will be
called the query set Q, from which we will always probe (except for the very
first probe). Furthermore, we define the preferred query set Q∗ to be the subset
of Q which does not contain any intersection points between two p-disks.

To confirm a vertex or line, we need to count how many p-disks are inci-
dent to it; an easy way to compute this from the set of cp-disks is to count the
number of cp-disks tangent to L, double-counting those produced by the con-
dense operation (since they correspond to two p-disks). Note that this means
the number of cp-disks involved is at most the number of p-disks involved.

Furthermore, note that the set of all cp-disks passing through a point or
tangent to a line must be consecutive.

We can confirm a point v as a vertex of P in these cases:

• if 3 p-disks pass through v,

• if v is probed and fP(v) = 0 (this implies that v ∈ ∂(P); the fact that
v was in Q, which is a necessary condition for being probed by the
algorithm, means that v sits in a corner of R and thus cannot be in the
middle of an edge of P, meaning it must be a vertex of P),

• if a segment of (confirmed or unconfirmed) line L on ∂(R) and two p-
disks touch v,

• if segments of (confirmed or unconfirmed) lines L, L′ on ∂(R) and one
p-disk touch v.

If we confirm a vertex on a previously unconfirmed line, we can automat-
ically confirm the line as well.

Additionally, we can confirm a line L as containing an edge of P in these
cases:

• if L is tangent to three p-disks.

The cp-disks representing these three p-disks will necessarily be con-
secutive in Sdisks because they all have contact points with P on the
same edge (and no other cp-disks will have contact points in the interior
of this edge, since in that case L would have been confirmed earlier),
and so given a cp-disk C∗i we just need to check the three consecutive
triples containing it.

• if line L is tangent to two p-disks and passes through the intersection
point v of the boundaries of two other p-disks, then both L and v can
be confirmed.
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• if L is tangent to a p-disk and goes through the intersections of the
boundaries of two different pairs of p-disks (call these points v1, v2),
we can confirm v1, v2 and L.

Whenever a vertex v is confirmed, it automatically implies that probing v
would return fP(v) = 0; this means we can place a p-disk there without ex-
plicitly probing it, and perform the condense operation with any existing p-
disks which happen to contain v. Since they all have the same contact point v
with P, they will be consecutive in Sdisks, and later on we will show that there
cannot be more than 3 such disks for any v, so this process takes constant
time.

Similarly, whenever a line L is confirmed, we always have at least one,
and often more than one, cp-disks tangent to L; at each tangent point x we
know that fP(x) = 0 so we may place a p-disk there without actually execut-
ing the probe function, and perform the condense operation with the original
tangent p-disk to create a new cp-disk. Since an edge is always confirmed if
it is incident to 3 cp-disks, the number of condense operations we need to
perform is at most 3 for each confirmed line; thus this process takes constant
time.

Remark: Thanks to the fact that we use the condense operation when we
confirm vertices and edges (without requiring new probes), the lines corre-
sponding to these condense operations are automatically incorporated into
∂(R).

5.2 Algorithm

We now present an efficient algorithm for solving the probing problem de-
scribed in Section II. The general strategy is to start by probing from some
specific points arbitrarily until a first edge is confirmed (e1 in Figure 5.3).
Then, the algorithm tries to confirm the next edges in clockwise order (e2, e3, e4
in Figure 5.3). The algorithm maintains the circular ordered list of cp-disks,
Sdisks, sorted in clockwise order of their intersection point with P around
∂(P), an algebraic representation of the infeasible region R, lists of the con-
firmed vertices (Vc) and edges (Ec) of P, and representations of the query
set Q and preferred query set Q∗. We present it in two parts: the first deal-
ing with how to generate the next probe given Sdisks, R, Vc, Ec, Q, and Q∗,
and the second dealing with how to update these objects given a new probe
result. The algorithm terminates once (a) at least one vertex and edge have
been confirmed and (b) every confirmed vertex is on two confirmed lines and
every confirmed line contains two confirmed vertices.

In addition, some extra information and pointers will be stored in these
lists in order to allow the algorithm to execute all the steps in constant time,
most notably pointers in Q for each element which point to its neighbors (in
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both Sdisks and Q); however, we omit the exact details.

5.2.1 Algorithm for generating new probes

The algorithm for generating new probes is divided into two distinct phases
(preceded by a one-probe initialization): in Phase 1, we probe arbitrarily from
the preferred query set Q∗ when possible; when it is not, we choose instead
from Q (both Q∗ and Q are by definition a subset of the boundary of R) until
some edge is confirmed; in Phase 2 (once an edge is confirmed), we probe
points designed to confirm the vertices and edges of P in (roughly) clockwise
order.

We also add the following definitions for reference in the algorithm:

• the first edge of P to be confirmed is denoted e1 (i.e., the edge contained
by the first line confirmed),

• the edges and vertices of P in clockwise order are e1, v1, e2, v2, ..., en, vn,

• for any edge ei, we let L∗i be the line containing ei; note that it is the
lines, not the edges themselves, which are directly confirmed by the
algorithm,

• at any given step of the algorithm, we let t be the largest index such
that e1, v1, e2, v2, ..., et−1 are all confirmed (we can determine t from Ec
and Vc without any extra direct knowledge of P),

• l is a ray originating on some point on et−1 which we know is in P (for
all t > 2, we use vt−2; otherwise we use the contact point of some p-
disk with the confirmed line containing et−1) and extending et−1 in the
direction coinciding with the clockwise direction around the boundary
of P (this direction is also determinable from Ec and Sdisks without any
extra knowledge of P),

• for any set S and ray γ, let ρ(γ, S) be the furthest point along γ which
is also in S.

At the start, X, Vc, Ec, Q, Q∗ are empty and R = D, so we simply probe
from an arbitrary point on the boundary of D. Because P ⊂ Int(D), this disk
will have positive radius; because it is the first p-disk, it cannot be condensed
and is thus also a cp-disk. In addition, it will not have any neighbors in Sdisks
since it is the only disk in Sdisks, so its shadow set is by convention defined
to be itself. Thus, R is simply the union of this disk and the complement of
D, and the boundary of R will consist of an arc of this disk plus an arc of D.
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Hence, by definition, Q consists of the two points of intersection between the
boundaries of D and the first cp-disk.

Algorithm Steps:

1. While no line has been confirmed, at each step we check if Q∗ has at
least one element. If it does, we choose an arbitrary point x ∈ Q∗ and
probe it; if not, we choose an arbitrary point x ∈ Q and probe it.

2. Once a line has been confirmed, we let the edges and vertices of P, the
index t, and the ray l be defined as above. We repeat the following step
until both et and vt−1 are confirmed (at which point, by definition, the
index t increases, and we start Phase 2 again; we terminate once vt is
confirmed on e1).

Let x = ρ(l, R); an intuitive idea of x is that it is the furthest clockwise
point on the confirmed line containing et−1 which is not in the infeasible
region R. We note then that since x is the furthest point on l ⊂ L∗t−1, it
must also be on some other object on the boundary of R; hence, either
x ∈ Vc (if x happens to be vt−1 and is already confirmed) or x ∈ Q.

If x ∈ Q then it must be both on L∗t−1 and some other piece of the
boundary of R. In particular, it can be on any of the following pieces:

• an nf-arc ζ(i) of some cp-disk C∗i ,

• another confirmed line,

• an unconfirmed line, either corresponding to the output of a con-
dense function or incident to two (consecutive) cp-disks,

• the boundary of D.

We then do the following:

(a) if x ∈ Vc, call Next Edge,

(b) if x ∈ Q and x 6∈ ζ(i) for all i, probe x,

(c) if x ∈ Q and x ∈ ζ(i) for some i, then it is one endpoint of the arc
ζ(i) ∩ ∂(R); let x′ be the other endpoint. This point by definition
will either be x’s neighbor in Q or will be an endpoint of ζ(i), and
hence is retrievable in constant time.

Remark: Although in Phase 1 we are allowed to probe any x ∈ Q∗ (or, if
Q∗ is empty, any z ∈ Q) at each step, if we wish to minimize the time com-
plexity of choosing the next probe at each step, we need a retrieval method
which produces a member of Q∗ or Q in constant time; having either a stack
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or a queue as an additional data structure for Q∗ and Q are the most natural
ways of achieving this.

The Next Edge Procedure

This procedure is called when et−1 and vt−1 are both confirmed but et
is not confirmed and the procedure aims to confirm it. Let us consider the
set of cp-disks incident to vt−1; they will be consecutive in Sdisks, and will
have been produced by the condense function (at the moment that vt−1 was
confirmed). Let C∗i be the last cp-disk among them; let NQ(C∗i ) be C∗i ’s next
neighbor (in the clockwise direction) in Q. We then probe NQ(C∗i ) (updating
the maintained information as we go so i and NQ(C∗i ) can change after each
probe) until the next edge is confirmed, at which point t can be updated and
we return to the main loop of Phase 2. We note that NQ(C∗i ) is actually the
point on L(C∗i ) furthest from vt−1.

The Pseudocode

For the pseudocode, we introduce some extra notation and functions (and
show, where necessary, that these functions can be computed efficiently). We
define the sets E∗c , V∗c to be respectively the subset of Ec consisting of those
lines which do not contain two points from Vc, and the subset of Vc consisting
of those points which are not contained by two lines from Ec. Intuitively, E∗c
and V∗c consist of the confirmed lines and vertices whose adjacent vertices
and lines, respectively, have not been confirmed yet. These sets are easy to
maintain with flags attached to both Ec and Vc.

For the case (c) of Phase 2, if x ∈ ζ(i), then we denote the other endpoint
of the arc ζ(i) ∩ ∂(R) as q(x).

For any x ∈ Q, we note that since we can retrieve its neighbors in Sdisks
in constant time, we can determine whether it is on some nf-arc in constant
time; we will treat this as a binary valued funtion nf(x) which is true when x
is on some nf-arc, and f alse otherwise.

The RandomElement function refers to random or arbitrary choice of some
element from a set; the Probe function refers to the full update algorithm (de-
scribed in Section IIIB), which uses and modifies all the objects in the pro-
gram. Most object updates occur within the Probe function.

Note that by the time Phase 2 starts, by definition, we will have at least
one member of Ec; note also that maintaining Q∗ is only necessary for Phase 1.

5.2.2 Algorithm for handling a new probe

The algorithm for updating the maintained information (Sdisks, R, Ec, Vc, Q,
Q∗) is relatively simple since we usually probe from the set Q (since Q∗ ⊂
Q). To update Sdisks in this case, we merely note that each point x ∈ Q is
specifically linked to two consecutive ‘neighbors’ in Sdisks.
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Algorithm 3 Identifying P using proximity probes

1: procedure DETERMINEP(D)
2: Vc, Ec ← null . Initialization
3: ∂(R)← ∂(D)
4: x ← RandomElement(∂(D))
5: run Probe(x)
6: while Ec = null do . Phase 1
7: if Q∗ 6= null then
8: x ← RandomElement(Q∗)
9: else

10: x ← RandomElement(Q)
11: run Probe(x)
12: while E∗c 6= null and V∗c 6= null . Phase 2
13: x ← ρ(L, R)
14: if x ∈ Vc then . Case a:
15: run NextEdge(x) . x = vt−1
16: else if nf(x) = f alse then . Case b:
17: run Probe(x) . x is not on an nf-arc
18: else . Case c:
19: x′ ← q(x) . x is on an nf-arc
20: run Probe(x′)
21: return Vc . Return P as a set of vertices
22: end procedure

23: procedure NEXTEDGE(x)
24: while ¬∃e ∈ (Ec\et−1)|x ∈ e
25: x′ ← NQ(C∗i )
26: run Probe(x′)
27: end procedure
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If the new p-disk contains or is contained by one or both of the ’neighbor’
cp-disks of its center, we perform the condense operation; this check trivially
takes constant time since it has only two neighbors. It cannot contain or be
contained by any non-neighboring cp-disks, and therefore checking whether
the condense operation has to be used has constant time complexity per step.

The only case where we do not probe from Q is in Phase 2, when line L∗t−1
containing edge et−1 meets ζ(i) (by definition at an endpoint of ζ(i) ∩ ∂(R))
and, in addition, the other endpoint of ζ(i)∩ ∂(R) is not in Q. Even if we can-
not determine it from our observations alone, our original definition of the
ordering (depending on P) is still valid; because the new disk has its center
on the neighbor-feasible arc of C∗i , it must be a neighbor of C∗i . Furthermore,
since it is the other (further clockwise around the boundary of R) endpoint
of ζ(i) ∩ ∂(R), the remaining set of points at which C∗i can be incident to P,
which is a subset of ζ(i) ∩ ∂(R), is counterclockwise from all points of the
new disk (around the boundary of R). Hence, the new disk cannot be be-
tween C∗i−1, C∗i and can be inserted between C∗i , C∗i+1.

The remainder of the updates involve updating Vc and Ec, and in turn
updating Q to not include confirmed vertices or edges; as any vertex or line is
automatically confirmed when three p-disks are tangent to it, and thus these
checks remain in constant time. Updating the relevant stored information
is constant for each element of R, Q, Q∗, Vc, Ec and Sdisks we update, and for
each set only a bounded number of elements (the neighbors of the probed
point) are updated, so the total updating time has complexity O(1) per probe.

5.2.3 Example

These concepts are shown in Figure 5.3. The vertices of the polygon are la-
beled in clockwise order, with v1 being the acute angle vertex; the edges are
labeled in clockwise order as specified previously. The main features are rep-
resented as follows: cp-disks are shown by blue circles, and p-disks which
have been condensed are shown by yellow circles; the infeasible region R is
green;

The panels show: (a) P and D before any probes; (b) the initial probe x0 on
the boundary of D and x1 is one of the intersection points of the disk resulting
from probing x0 and ∂(D); (c) illustration of all but one of the probes chosen
during Phase 1 of the algorithm; (d) after 7 probes the edge e1 of P is confirmed
by the algorithm, and the disks incident to it are condensed; (e) in Phase 2,
case (c) of the algorithm occurs, resulting in a probe at x7. This confirms v1,
and therefore we condense the disks which are incident to it (centered at x2
and x7); (f) after 14 probes, all the edges and vertices are confirmed, and so P
has been determined.
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of Algorithm 3 probing to determine the shape and location
of a polygon with n = 4 vertices and k = 1 acute angle. This instance is solved with
14 (≤ 3.5n + k + 2) probes.
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Figure 5.4: If v is a confirmed vertex and the disk resulting from x ∈ R is tangent to
v, then ∠P(v) is acute while ∠R(v) is not acute.

5.3 Complexity bounds on the algorithm

We first establish the following notation. Let v be a vertex of P; we then write
∠P(v) to refer to the angle of P at v. If v is confirmed, we note that this means
the algorithm would have condensed the disks incident to v, so that R would
have an angle at v; we write ∠R(v) to refer to this angle.

Note that ∠P(v) is always contained in ∠R(v) and that ∠R(v) never in-
creases as the algorithm goes on.

5.3.1 Preliminary lemmas

We present four preliminary geometric results, which we will be using to
show our main theorems.

Lemma 5.3.1. Assume that v is the intersection point on ∂(R) of the boundaries of
two p-disks Ci and Cj, neither of which contains the other. If we probe from x ∈ R
such that x 6= v, the resulting p-disk C cannot pass through v unless ∠P(v) is acute.
If ∠P(v) is acute and C passes through v, then ∠R(v) becomes acute.

Lemma 5.3.2. Let v be a confirmed vertex of P, and let x ∈ R be the next probed
point which produces a disk C Note that v is already confirmed, so x 6= v since we
don’t probe confirmed vertices. Then C can be incident to v only if ∠P(v) is acute,
∠R(v) is not acute; furthermore, afterwards, ∠R(v) will be acute (so no new p-disk
can be incident to v).

Corollary 5.3.3. Let v be a vertex of P such that when v is confirmed, it is not by
being probed directly. Then,
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• if ∠P(v) is not acute, when the algorithm finishes the number of p-disks inci-
dent to it is at most 2

• if ∠P(v) is acute, when the algorithm finishes the number of p-disks incident
to it as at most 3

This corollary follows directly from the preceding lemma.

Lemma 5.3.4. Let e be a confirmed edge and v be one of its endpoints. Let x ∈ R
such that x doesn’t lie on the line extending e. If we probe from x, the resulting disk
cannot be incident to v unless v is an acute angle vertex of P.

We also note that as long as we only probe from points in ∂(R) which
are not confirmed vertices or in the interior of any line segment on ∂(R)
contained by a confirmed line, we will never create a p-disk which will be
incident to the interior of any previously confirmed edge.

5.3.2 Undesirable confirmations

The bounds derived in the previous section are only violated (by 1) if v is con-
firmed while incident to three p-disks, one of which is the zero-disk centered
at v itself (this applies regardless of whether ∠P(v) is acute). However, we
note that if one of the two non-zero p-disks is also tangent to one of the edges
of P adjacent to v, we may associate it with that edge instead (so that the
bound is not considered violated), and hence need only worry about the pos-
sibility that neither of the non-zero p-disks are tangent to an adjacent edge.
We call such cases undesirable confirmations, as each occurrence increases our
bound on the number of probes needed to confirm P.

Lemma 5.3.5. Let C be a disk centered at x and v be a point. Let lx be the ray with
source at v and passing through x. Let y be the first intersection point of L and ∂(C).
In addition, let l be the ray with source at v and tangent to C lying to the left of lx,
and let z be the point where l is tangent to C. Finally, let x′ be any point on the arc
of ∂(C), and C′ be a disk centered at x′. Then the ray l′ with source at v and tangent
to C′ (such that C′ is to the right of l′, as in Figure 5.5) is tangent to C′ outside C.

Proof. Let ux and u′ be the intersection points of L(C, x′) with lx and l′, re-
spectively. If we consider the triangle with vertices at v, ux, u′, it is clear that
the inner angle of ∠u is obtuse, and hence the inner angle of ∠u′ is acute.
Therefore, the perpendicular line from x′ to l′ intersects l′ outside of C, i.e.,
the tangent point of l′ to C′ lies outside of C.

Lemma 5.3.6. In Phase 2 of Algorithm 3, if at any step our probe was from case
(b) (where the ray l intersects some other straight-line piece L of the boundary of R),
where the angle between L and l is is not acute, and the probe does not confirm a
vertex, our next probe will also be of case (b), and also with a non-acute angle.
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Figure 5.5: The ray l′ with source at v and tangent to C′ cannot be tangent to C′ inside
of C, where C′ is a disk centered at an arbitrary point lying on ∂(C) and between y
and z.

Proof. Case (b) of Phase 2 of the algorithm concerns the case where the ray l
on the current ‘last’ edge et intersects some (confirmed or unconfirmed) line L
on the boundary of R. We let C∗i be the first cp-disks, in the clockwise order,
on L; then C∗i has L on the boundary of its neighbor-shadow set. We then
note that C∗i−1 is a condensed disks which is by definition the last point, in
the clockwise order, which we know exists on the edge et. Let x be, as in the
algorithm, the intersection point of L and l which we are probing, and let C
be the disk which is produced from probing x.

We now consider the line Li−1,i; suppose that C is not interior-disjoint with
Li−1,i. In that case, we have a contradiction as no convex P can be incident
to C∗i−1 and C∗i without passing through the interior of C. Therefore, C must
be interior-disjoint with Li−1,i and can be inserted into the ordered list Sdisks
between C∗i−1 and C∗i ; but then this means that the ns-set of C has a ray of
its boundary which intersects l before C does (since the angle between l and
L is not acute, the ray on the boundary of the ns-set intersects l rather than
simply lying entirely on one side of l). Thus, unless our algorithm passes to
case (a) or updates t (which both require confirming a new vertex), the next
probe will be of case (b) (and also with a non-acute angle, since the angle in
this case is strictly increasing).

We note that an easy corollary of this lemma is that if case (b) occurs
at a non-acute angle, it will continue until a new vertex is confirmed; since
undesirable confirmations by definition cannot happen in case (b), the next
confirmed vertex cannot be undesirable. We may now use this to present a
bound on the number of undesirable confirmations.
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Lemma 5.3.7. At most one undesirable confirmation occurs during Phase 1.

Proof. First, since we only probe from Q during Phase 1, any probe which
returns a zero-disk must confirm a vertex, as no point in Q can correspond
to the interior of an edge of P. In this case, by definition, an undesirable
confirmation occurs if and only if we probe from a point x which is in the
intersection of two p-disks and receive fP(x) = 0; therefore, by definition, if
we probe from Q∗ we will not get an undesirable confirmation.

Suppose that we have one undesirable confirmation so far, for vertex v of
P, and suppose we are still in Phase 1; therefore, Ec is empty. In particular,
this means that segments of the lines produced by the condense operation on
disks incident to v are on the boundary of R. Given one of these segments, we
see that one endpoint will be v and the other endpoint cannot be a confirmed
vertex (since otherwise we could confirm the line and go to Phase 2); fur-
thermore, the other endpoint cannot be incident to two p-disks either since
we would still be able to confirm the line in question. Therefore, the other
endpoint will be in Q∗, so Q∗ will not be empty. Therefore, once one unde-
sirable confirmation occurs in Phase 1, there cannot be another until Phase 2
begins.

Lemma 5.3.8. Let m be the number of undesirable confirmations which occur over
the course of the algorithm. Then m ≤ n/2 + 1.

Proof. We first wish to show that in Phase 2 only every other confirmed vertex
can be an undesirable case. More specifically, we assume v is confirmed by
an undesirable confirmation, and show that the next vertex to be confirmed
cannot be an undesirable confirmation. We let l and et be defined as in the
algorithm. We also assume to the contrary that the next vertex confirmation
after v is undesirable.

Since v is an undesirable confirmation, it must have been confirmed in
case (c), where the endpoint of l on the boundary of R falls on the intersection
of the boundaries of two cp-disks. When v is confirmed, these two cp-disks
are condensed, and the next probe must be of case (b), at the intersection be-
tween l and one of the lines L produced through v by the condense operation.
We let this intersection be xi and the resulting cp-disk be C∗i (Figure 5.6).

If any probe afterwards (before the confirmation of the next vertex, which
we have assumed to be undesirable) falls on l, it cannot be of case (c) and
cannot be the assumed undesirable next confirmation; therefore, it was gen-
erated by case (b), as the intersection of l and a line on ∂(R) tangent to C∗i .
However, since the center of C∗i is on l, the angle at this intersection cannot
be acute (Figure 5.6(a)), and therefore by Lemma 5.3.6, the next confirmed
vertex cannot be an undesirable case, thus producing a contradiction.

Therefore, we may assume that xi is the last probe to fall on l before the
next vertex is confirmed; thus, every probe between xi and the next confir-
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Figure 5.6: v is the vertex identified by an undesirable confirmation and C∗i is the
p-disk generated by the subsequent probe. (a) Any probe which falls on l before the
next undesirable confirmation of a vertex must be the intersection of l and a line on
∂(R) where the angle at the intersection is not acute, and must be the result of case
(b) of Algorithm 3. (b) Any probe after xi which is the last probe lying on l falls on
the intersection of ζi and a tangent line.

mation is of case (c) (since an occurrence of case (a) would require the next
confirmation to happen first, and case (b) by definition always falls on l). It
is clear by a simple inductive argument that every probe between xi and the
new undesirably-confirmed vertex falls on the boundary of C∗i : in case (c),
the next probed point will be on the other endpoint of the nf-arc ζ(i). If the
resulting p-disk intersects l outside of C∗i , then we have a contradiction as C∗i
can immediately be shown to be disjoint with P, which by definition is not
possible, so C∗i must remain the cp-disk l intersects; but then, since we have
assumed that every probe until the next vertex confirmation is of case (c), it
must remain on the boundary of C∗i until the next vertex is confirmed.

We now note that each new probe which does not confirm a new vertex
decreases ζ(i). We note as well that because xi is located where one of the
lines associated with v (when it is confirmed) intersects l, ζ(i) by definition is
initially the arc between l and the line joining v and xi (Figure 5.6(b)); we let
this arc of C∗i be called ζ∗.

We now consider the probe immediately preceding the probe which re-
sults in the undesirable confirmation. By the above, this must occur on ζ∗;
but then by Lemma 5.3.5, after this probe neither of ζ(i)’s endpoints are in-
tersections of the boundaries of two cp-disks. But this immediately implies
that the next probe, which is at an endpoint of ζ(i), cannot be an undesirable
confirmation. Hence, since none of these probes can be an undesirable con-
firmation, the next vertex confirmation will not be undesirable, contradicting
our assumption that it is.
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Thus, we have proved that in Phase 2, whenever an undesirable confir-
mation occurs, the next vertex to be confirmed cannot be an undesirable con-
firmation. Since we have already proved that in Phase 1 there can be at most
one undesirable confirmation, there are in total at most n/2 + 1.

5.3.3 Bounding the number of probes used

We now wish to find an upper bound for the number of probes used by Al-
gorithm 3; this is achieved by analyzing the number of p-disks that can be
incident to any edge or vertex of P when it is confirmed. We now assume
that no undesirable confirmation occurs; we will then note that since each
undesirable confirmation adds at most one probe, and by Lemma 5.3.8 there
are at most n/2 + 1, we can add this to the bound we derived to obtain the
true bound.

At any given step in the algorithm, let φ(e) and φ(v) denote the number
of p-disks incident to unconfirmed edge e and unconfirmed vertex v respec-
tively; and let ω(e) and ω(v) denote the number of p-disks which are incident
to confirmed edge e and confirmed vertex v, respectively.

We first consider the number of p-disks any object can have adjacent to it
at the moment it is first confirmed; by convention, if a p-disk is incident to
both some confirmed vertex and some confirmed line, we associate it with
the vertex only. We perform this analysis on the two basic phases of the
algorithm.

For Phase 1 (i.e., confirming the first edge), there are two possible cases
for the number of probes which will suffice to confirm the first edge e1 with
clockwise endpoint v1:

• If φ(v1) ≤ 1 three disks are sufficient to confirm e1.

• If v1 is confirmed or φ(v1) = 2, then two disks are sufficient to confirm
e1.

We will conduct the same analysis for Phase 2 by computing the possible
values of ω(vi−1) and ω(ei) when they are first confirmed (which depends
on whether vi−1 is acute or not) for 1 < i ≤ n. We note that no vertex can be
confirmed on ∂(D) because P ∈ Int(D).
Case 1: vi−1 is not confirmed and φ(vi) ≤ 1. Since vi−1 is not confirmed but
ei−1 is confirmed, φ(vi−1) ≤ 1. We consider the two possible sub-cases: either
vi−1 is not an acute angle vertex of P, or it is.

• Suppose vi−1 is not an acute angle vertex. It could either have been
confirmed by case (b) or case (c) from Phase 2 of the algorithm.
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– Suppose it was confirmed by case (b); let x be the point probed.
For case (b) of the algorithm to confirm a vertex, the result of the
probe must be 0 (i.e., fP(x) = 0), and this new zero-disk is the
only disk incident to vi−1; thus ω(vi−1) = 1. In this case, x (which
is actually vi−1) cannot lie on the boundary of D (as in this case
x ∈ P ⊂ Int(D)), so x is on a segment of an (confirmed or uncon-
firmed) line L on ∂(R); this line will then be confirmed as ei with
ω(ei) = 2.

– Suppose it was confirmed by case (c). By Lemma 5.3.4, the new
p-disk cannot pass through vi−1, so ω(vi−1) = 1. We observe that
to confirm vi−1, the new p-disk must reduce the feasible arc of
the previous p-disk containing vi−1 to a single point; to do this, it
must confirm ei. Hence, since ω(vi−1) = 1 and φ(vi) ≤ 1, we get
ω(ei) = 2.

Therefore, in all cases, ω(vi−1) = 1 and ω(ei) = 2.

• If vi−1 is an acute angle vertex. This is similar to the above case, except
that as Lemma 5.3.4 doesn’t hold for acute angles, we include the pos-
sibility that in case (c) the resulting p-disk will pass through vi−1. If so,
vi−1 is confirmed, and the next iteration of the algorithm will be case
(a). As φ(vi) ≤ 1, ω(ei) = 2, and when vi−1 is confirmed in the next
iteration ω(vi−1) ≤ 2.

Case 2: vi−1 is not confirmed and either φ(vi) = 2 or vi is confirmed. This
case is similar to case 1, except that because φ(vi) = 2 (or vi is confirmed), ei is
incident to at most one disk, and vi−1 will be confirmed immediately after ei
is confirmed. So, ω(ei) = 1 and ω(vi−1) ≤ 2, if vi−1 is acute and ω(vi−1) = 1
if it is not.
Case 3: vi−1 is confirmed and 0 ≤ φ(vi) ≤ 1. We consider the two possible
sub-cases: either vi−1 is not an acute angle vertex of P, or it is.

• vi−1 is not an acute angle vertex. Since vi−1 is confirmed before ei and
vi−1 is not an acute angle, by Lemma 5.3.4, ω(vi−1) = 2, and case (a)
will immediately follow in the algorithm. The next edge ei will be con-
firmed by two incident disks since φ(vi) ≤ 1, so ω(ei) = 2.

• vi−1 is an acute angle vertex. According to Lemma 5.3.4, it is possible
that vi−1 has been confirmed with three disks as vi−1 is an acute angle.
Therefore, ω(vi−1) ≤ 3. As in the previous case, ω(ei) = 2.

Case 4: vi−1 is confirmed and either φ(vi) = 2 or vi is confirmed. We again
consider the same two possible sub-cases as in the above cases.
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• vi−1 is not an acute angle vertex. As in case 3, ω(vi−1) = 2, but the next
edge will be confirmed with one incident disks since vi is incident to
more than one disk (or already confirmed), so ω(ei) = 1

• vi−1 is an acute angle vertex. As in case 3, ω(vi−1) ≤ 3, and ω(ei) = 1
since vi is incident to multiple disks (or already confirmed).

Finally, it is clear that vn will be confirmed with one disk. Table 5.1 sum-
marizes the result for the above four cases.

Theorem 5.3.9. Our algorithm uses at most 3n+m+ k+ 1 ≤ 3.5n+ k+ 2 probes
to find P, where k ≤ 3 is the number of acute angles of P; each probe is computed in
O(1) time, thus leading to an overall time complexity of O(n).

Table 5.1: the number of incident p-disks to vi−1, ei for (1 < i ≤ n)

vi−1: Not acute vi−1: acute

Case vi−1 vi ω(vi−1), ω(ei) ω(vi−1), ω(ei)

1 NC NC, φ(vi) ≤ 1 1, 2 ≤ 2, 2
2 NC C or φ(vi) = 2 1, 1 ≤ 2, 1
3 C NC, φ(vi) ≤ 1 2, 2 ≤ 3, 2
4 C C or φ(vi) = 2 2, 1 ≤ 3, 1

Proof. We note that no p-disk generated at any point by the algorithm can be
incident to a previously-confirmed edge or to a previously-confirmed non-
acute angle vertex once both edges adjacent to it have been confirmed. Note
also that since the algorithm never probes from the interior of R, the algo-
rithm never uses a probe which returns −1. Therefore, the number of probes
needed is equal to the sum of the number of p-disks incident to each edge
and vertex of P when they are confirmed, with the possible additional k for
the acute angles already taken care of by assuming the worst case at time
of confirmation. Let nj be the number of times case j occurs, and k j be the
number of times case j occurs with an acute vertex; then ∑4

j=1 nj = n− 1 and

∑4
j=1 k j ≤ k since the cases begin once e1 is confirmed.

We now consider the number of p-disks incident to each edge and vertex
of P when they are confirmed, assuming no undesirable confirmations:

• e1 is incident to at most 3 p-disks when it is confirmed
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• For j = 1, 4, by Table 5.1 we note that ω(vi−1) + ω(ei) ≤ 4 if vi−1 is
acute, and ω(vi−1) + ω(ei) = 3; hence at most 3nj + k j probes were
used.

• For j = 2, by Table 5.1 we note that ω(vi−1) + ω(ei) ≤ 3 if vi−1 is acute,
and ω(vi−1) + ω(ei) = 2; hence at most 2n2 + k2 probes were used

• For j = 3, by Table 5.1 we note that ω(vi−1) + ω(ei) ≤ 5 if vi−1 is acute,
and ω(vi−1) + ω(ei) = 4; hence at most 4n3 + k3 probes were used

Consider what happens in case 3 (with vertex vi−1 and edge ei); it occurs
when vi−1 is incident to two disks (or is confirmed) before ei is confirmed.
If i = 2, then e1 must have been adjacent to 2 p-disks. If i > 2, then case 3
was preceded by either case 2 or case 4; if it was case 4, then since vi−1 was
already confirmed, ei−1 must have been confirmed with one fewer p-disk
than our above bounds.

Thus, every instance of case 3 (which requires one more probe per vertex-
edge pair than cases 1 or 4), there is a corresponding instance either of case
2 (which requires one fewer probe per vertex-edge pair than cases 1 or 4) or
of case 4 (or the base case) in which at least one fewer probe was used than
the bound above. So, since case 3 is the only case in which more probes are
required than cases 1 and 4, and since we showed that every instance of case
3 is ‘offset’, we can bound the total number of probes needed by the number
needed if only cases 1 and 4 occurred.

Thus, the pairs (v1, e2), ..., (vn−1, en) plus e1 require at most 3n + k probes
to confirm; the final vertex vn requires one more, giving an upper bound
of 3n + k + 1 probes with the assumption that no undesirable confirmations
occurred. Each undesirable case increases the upper bound by at most 1,
and the number of such cases (by Lemma 5.3.8) is m ≤ n/2 + 1. Hence, we
compute our true upper bound as 3n + m + k + 1 ≤ 3.5n + k + 2 probes.
Finally, we note that in Section III(B) we showed that each probe requires
O(1) computations, and therefore the total time required by the algorithm is
O(n).

5.4 Problem 2: Identifying a convex polygon from
a known set

We now consider the problem of identifying a convex polygon P with n ver-
tices from a known finite set. Let Γ be a (known) finite set of convex polygons
and D be a (known) disk. We are now asked to identify P using as few probes
as possible, knowing that P ⊂ Int(D) and that P ∈ Γ (where a polygon is
considered a member of Γ if it can be rotated and translated to match an el-
ement of Γ). Let m = |Γ| and n′ be the maximal number of vertices on any
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Figure 5.7: The partitioning of the exterior of a polygon. Any probes in the same part
are incident to a common vertex or edge.

polygon in Γ. We show that 2n + 2 probes are sufficient to find P with a time-
complexity of O(1) per probe once a O(n′m) pre-processing phase has been
completed; this allows the algorithm to find efficient use if many polygons
P must be identified from the same Γ in addition to reducing the number of
probes.

Remark: Since our algorithm will proceed by confirming the edges of
P in counterclockwise order, P is not considered to be in Γ if a reflection is
required to produce a match to an element. However, if we wish to include
reflections, we can run our algorithm on an augmented set consisting of Γ
plus the reflections of all elements of Γ; this does not increase the number of
probes needed to find P by the result above, but it doubles the computation
time needed for the algorithm.

Let emin and emax be the minimum and maximum, respectively, over lengths
of all edges in Γ, and ψmax be the maximum over all angles, of the polygons
in Γ.

Lemma 5.4.1. Let x0 /∈ D be a point and C0 be the p-disk (of radius r0 > 0)
generated by probing x0. Let x1 be another point such that dist(x1, x0) < d where
d = min{emin, r0 sin(π−ψmax

2 )}. Let C1 be the p-disk generated by probing x1.
Then:

• If C0 is incident to an edge, C1 will be incident to the same edge or one of its
endpoints.

• If C0 is incident to a vertex, C1 will be incident to the same vertex or one of its
adjacent edges.

Proof. Consider all the perpendicular half-lines of the edges of P rooted at its
vertices and contained in the exterior of P. These lines partition the exterior
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of P to 2n regions. Note that if we probe from any point inside one of these
regions, the resulting p-disk hits the edge or vertex bordering the region (Fig-
ure 5.7). After probing from x0, if we choose x1 inside the disk centered at x0
with radius d, it is easy to see that x1 lies in the same region that x0 lies in, or
in an adjacent region.

Lemma 5.4.2. Let C0 and C1 be two intersecting disks centered at x0 and x1, re-
spectively. Let p0,1 be an intersection point of their boundaries . If there are two
intersection points, let p0,1 be the one closer to L0,1. For i = 0, 1, let pi be the point
where L0,1 is tangent to Ci. Then, dist(p0, p0,1) < dist(x0, x1).

Proof. Let ∠p0x0 p0,1 = α and let ∠p1x1 p0,1 = β where p1 is the tangent
point of L0,1 on C∗1 . It is clear that α + β ≤ π. (Note that α + β = π
when there is only one intersection point.) ∠p0 p0,1 p1 = π − (α + β)/2 ≥
π/2. Thus, the triangle p0,1 p0 p1 is obtuse and dist(p0, p0,1) < dist(p0, p1).
Since dist(p0, p1) ≤ dist(x0, x1) (since p0, p1 are projections of x0, x1 on L0,1),
dist(p0, p0,1) < dist(x0, x1).

We now present an algorithm as a series of lemmas. Our algorithm main-
tains a list of vertices and edges confirmed, as well as a point on e1 (after
it is confirmed). At each step (after initialization, which confirms the first
edge), we then take the last vertex or edge confirmed (in clockwise order)
and show that it is possible to determine the next edge or vertex with a sin-
gle probe. This allows us to uniquely determine P using 2n + 2 probes (one
probe per vertex or edge, plus initialization cost of 2 probes). Lemma 5.4.3
shows that either the first edge can be confirmed with 3 probes, or the first
edge and first vertex can be confirmed with 4 probes; Lemma 5.4.4 shows
that afterwards, the next edge or vertex can be determined using only one
probe. Theorem 5.4.5 then puts them together to obtain our upper bound on
the number of probes needed.

Lemma 5.4.3. There is an approach that can find either the first edge of P with three
disks or find the first edge and one of its endpoints using 4 probes.

Proof. For any point xi, let Ci be the p-disk (with radius ri) generated by prob-
ing it. First we probe from a point x0 ∈ ∂(D). Choose x1 ∈ ∂(D) such that
dist(x1, x0) < d where d = min{emin, r0 sin(π−ψmax

2 )}. By Lemma 5.4.1, if we
probe from x1, C1 and C0 are incident with the same edge, the same vertex
or an edge and its endpoint. Since d ≤ r0, the resulting disks are not disjoint.
Let p0,1 be the intersection of ζ0 and ζ1. Without loss of generality, assume
that r0 ≤ r1. We note that it is not possible for C1 to contain C0 completely
(if C0 ⊂ C1, then x0, x1 and p0,1 become collinear while p0,1 has to be a point
of P; however, since x0 and x1 lie on ∂(D), p0,1 lies outside of D which is not
possible and thus produces a contradiction). Thus, we can choose x2 to be
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Figure 5.8: The third probe from x2 results in the disk C2. There are three possible
cases: (a) If C2 is a zero disk, then three probes are sufficient to confirm the first
edge. (b) If ∂(C2) intersects the intersection of ∂(C0), ∂(C1), the intersection point is
confirmed as a vertex and probing from x3 will be tangent to the adjacent edge. (c)
Otherwise, probing from x3 (the intersection point of ∂(C0), ∂(C1)) will confirm an
edge and one of its endpoints.

the intersection of L0,1 and C1. Note that the intersection of ∂(C1) and ∂(C2)
has to lie on ζ1.

• If r2 = 0, then L0,1 is confirmed as an edge (Figure 5.8(a)).

• If r2 = dist(x2, p0,1) then p0,1 is confirmed as a vertex. Call this con-
firmed vertex v. Choose x3 ∈ ∂(R) on L2(v) such that dist(x3, v) < emin.
Note that it is not possible for C3 to intersect v. The tangent line of C3
from v is confirmed as the first edge (Figure 5.8(b)).

• If 0 < r2 < dist(x2, p0,1), then we choose x3 on p0,1. Note that according
to Lemma 5.4.2, dist(x2, x3) < d (Figure 5.8(c)).

– If r3 = 0, p0,1 is confirmed as a vertex. By Lemma 5.4.1, the tangent
line of C2 from v is confirmed as its incident edge.

– If r3 > 0 then C3 must be tangent to L1,2. Then, L1,2 is confirmed
as a line and its intersection with C0 is confirmed as its endpoint.

Lemma 5.4.4. Let e1, ..., en be the edges of P in counterclockwise order. Suppose we
have a line passing through e1 and a point p lying on the interior of e1. Let vn and
v1 be the unknown endpoints of e1. We can find v1 using a single probe.

Proof. Without loss of generality assume that the given line is horizontal and
vn is the left endpoint of e1. First, suppose that vn is given. Based on the edge
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Figure 5.9: The intersection of the corresponding regions to all candidate vertices.

lengths in Γ, there are a finite number of candidate vertices for v1. Each of
the candidate vertices is associated with a region (determined by the polygon
which the candidate is based on) from which a p-disk will pass through it. If
we probe from a point which in the intersection of all these regions, the disk
will hit v1. This intersection is not empty and is formed by the vertical line
which passes through the rightmost candidate vertex and the perpendicular
line to its next incident edge which has the lowest intersection point with the
rightmost vertical line (Figure 5.9).

Consider the case in which vn is not given; we bound its location on the
given line. Note that |e1| ≤ emax, so vn lies between p and p′ where p′ ∈ D
is the leftmost point such that dist(p, p′) ≤ emax. Again, we aim to find a
region which is the intersection of all regions for the candidate vertices when
v1 can lie between p and p′. This region is encompassed between two lines.
One is the vertical line that passes through the rightmost candidate vertex,
assuming that v1 lies on p. The other is the line perpendicular to the next
incident edge of e1 which has the lowest intersection point with this vertical
line assuming that vn lies on p′ (Figure 5.9).

Theorem 5.4.5. 2n + 2 probes are sufficient to determine a convex polygon P from
a set of models Γ, with O(n′m) time complexity for preprocessing and O(1) for each
probe.

Proof. By Lemma 5.4.3, to determine the first edge and a point on it, either
3 probes are sufficient or 4 probes are used and one of its endpoints is con-
firmed as well. By Lemma 5.4.4, the endpoint of the edge can be determined
by a single probe. To find the next edge incident to the endpoint, a single
probe can be used from a point which lies on the extension of the current
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edge from its determined endpoint with the distance less than emin. The p-
disk generated by this probe will be guaranteed to hit the next edge. Using
this strategy, we need 3 + n + (n− 1) probes to identify P.

In order to do this, we must first compute and the emax, emin and ψmax,
as well as the region, which requires O(n′m) time. Finding the shape of the
region to probe from in the proof of Lemma 5.4.4 (relative to an arbitrary
line) requires computing the lowest intersection point of O(n′m) lines with
a vertical line; once this is done, finding our next probe point at each step
can be achieved in constant time. The incident edge of a vertex can be de-
termined in O(1). Thus, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n′m) for
the preprocessing of Γ, O(1) for each probe and the complexity of a query is
O(n).

5.5 Conclusion

In this work, we addressed geometric probing with a type of proximity probe
and presented algorithms to solve two associated variations of the related
problems. Algorithm 3 determines the shape an unknown convex polygon
P (with n vertices, k ≤ 3 of which are acute angle vertices) requiring at most
3.5n + k + 2 probes, with the position of each probe requiring O(1) time to
compute. It can be seen that O(n) probes with O(1) computations per probe
is optimal, and thus any improvements to our algorithm must focus purely
on reducing the constants and overhead costs.

We addressed the problem introduced in [120] to identify P from among
a finite set Γ, and solved it using at most 2n + 2 probes and constant compu-
tations per probe once an O(n′m) preprocessing routine is completed, where
m is the size of Γ and n′ is the maximal size of the polygons in Γ. Thus, while
Algorithm 3 focused on reducing both the number of probes and the amount
of computation needed per probe, the algorithm uses the extra information
provided by Γ primarily to optimize the number of probes. However, if the
problem is repeated for many P and one Γ, the algorithm benefits from only
needing to preprocess Γ once.

There are many intriguing directions for future foundational work ex-
panding on these results. For example, although our algorithms have op-
timal order of growth and a reasonable coefficient for the number of probes,
it would be interesting to determine the true minimum number of probes
needed to determine that an n-sided convex polygon P. Another very im-
portant question, particularly for applications, is how to model and develop
algorithms for the case where probe measurements contain errors or noise;
instead of precisely identifying the unknown polygon, the goal here would
be to give a sufficiently accurate approximation of it. Finally, it is natural to
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ask whether our methods could be extended to higher dimensions or for non-
convex polygons (as Boissonnat and Yvinec’s work did for finger probes [33]).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

E F”We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that
needs to be done.”

- Alan Turing

H G
THIS final chapter summarizes the main results of the thesis and describes

possible ways that our results can be extended or improved in future
work. In this thesis, we have seen how approaches from computational ge-
ometry can be applied to a variety of research problems in the field of robotics
and automation. We have focused on two topics in this field: orienting and
probing. The first problem investigates how to orient industrial parts of the
same geometry into a unique final orientation when the initial orientation is
not known. The probing problem tries to measure the geometric shape and
orientation of an unknown object.

6.1 Orienting parts

In Part II of this thesis, we have discussed the problem of orienting (or feed-
ing) parts. From a practical point of view, orienting parts is a crucial task for
the throughput of an assembly line. In this work, we have focused on three
questions related to part orienting which are described in this section.

Existing theoretical research on the problem of part orienting from a com-
putational geometric point of view, considers abstract and restricted instances
of the orienting problem such as planar, convex, polygonal and perfect parts

113
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without any shape variation. The work does not also consider the dynamics
of friction and collisions. Although there has been a great deal of research
into these problems, the various complex physical aspects which arise in
practice mean that there remain many challenges and open questions. A ma-
jor direction of our work and of future work on the topic is the use of more
realistic assumptions, so that the resulting algorithms and designs are more
reliable in practice.

One of the assumptions in many of the proposed designs for part orient-
ing is that the parts are considered to be perfectly identical. However, while
convenient, this is not realistic; manufacturing and assembly processes pro-
duce parts that vary in size and form which result in slight imperfections in
their geometric shape. The few papers that assume imperfect parts gener-
ally assume a very restrictive model for shape variations. In these models,
parts are often considered as a convex polygon whose vertices are known
to be within given circles or rectangles. In this thesis, we have considered a
more general model for shape variations that allows variation along entire
boundary of an object, both in two and three dimensional space. Based on
this model of shape variation, we have studied the problem of orienting pla-
nar parts. Our proposed model considers a family of parts defined by an
outer and an inner envelope whose set difference contains the boundary of
the nominal part. These envelopes are assumed to be closed semi-algebraic
sets with a total of n boundary features. This model for shape variation can
be studied for different approaches of part feeding such as fence/trap design
as well as other manipulation tasks. Another intriguing direction for future
work is to consider this model of shape variation not only for the part but also
for the actuators which are used to apply actions on parts such as a pusher.

Orienting parts with shape variation. In Chapter 2, we have focused on
orienting a planar imperfect part with pushing by placing a single friction-
less jaw in different orientations where the envelopes are convex polygonal
objects. This is the first work which considers shape variation along the en-
tire boundary of an object for parts orienting approach. We then have shown
how the family of possible parts defined by this model can be simultaneously
oriented into the smallest possible interval of final orientations after applying
a bounded predetermined number of pushes denoted by h > 0. The compu-
tational time complexity of the proposed method is O(hn). We have also con-
sidered the question of how many pushes are needed to reduce the interval
of possible final orientations as much as possible. In many cases, additional
pushes above some upper bound for h are superfluous in the sense that they
cannot shrink the interval of possible orientations any further. However, we
also showed that there are cases where one can only approach the optimal in-
terval even with infinitly many pushes. We explored the conditions under
which a finite number of pushes results in the smallest possible interval of
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possible orientations. For the family of imperfect parts satisfying these con-
ditions, exploring the relationship between the inner and outer envelopes
and this upper bound on h is an interesting direction for future work.

We note that the final possible orientation set consists of disjoint inter-
vals. Although our approach is able to compute this set of disjoint intervals,
we did not exploit this information and focused on finding the smallest sin-
gle interval that contains all these possible orientations. The location of the
center of mass plays a key role in how a part settles upon being pushed. Our
work assumes that though the shape is not known, center of mass is located
at a given point. Our approach can be extended to the version in which the
location of the center of mass can vary arbitrarily inside a disc to compute
an approximation of the minimum set of final possible orientations. Another
possible extension concerns the optimal solution in the case where the loca-
tion of the center of mass is also allowed to vary.

Bounding the locus of the center of mass for parts with shape variation.
In Chapter 3, we have studied the location of the center of mass for imper-
fect parts with uniform mass distribution under the same model. We have
bounded the location of the center of mass for both two and three dimen-
sional cases. We have identified the valid instance that maximizes the dis-
placement of the center of mass in a given direction, and used this result to
find a k-vertex polytopic outer approximation of the set of all possible center-
of-mass loci in O(kn) time, where n is the total number of the envelopes’
vertices. Then, we turned our attention to the case that the outer envelope is
within a distance of the inner envelope; this case is realistic, as the admitted
shape variation for a manufactured part is usually small compared to the di-
mensions of the part itself. Then, we assumed that the inner envelope is both
convex and β-fat by definition of fatness proposed by de Berg and van der
Stappen [55]. We have shown that the diameter of the set of all possible lo-
cations of the center-of-mass is proportional to the maximum distance of the
two envelopes and inversely proportional to β . It is interesting to see under
which circumstances these results can be extended to parts with non-uniform
mass distribution and also non-convex parts.

Pose statistics for eccentric parts. Pose statistics is a fundamental topic
related to part orienting. In Chapter 4, we have studied the pose statistics
problem for a family of 3D objects whose initial pose is uniformly random.
Our approach can also be applied to parts in 2D and parts with shape vari-
ation. Since the goal of part orienting is to reduce the uncertainty in the
orientation of a part, in many cases it is important to know the probability
of resting in different poses when it is dropped on a surface. We assumed
that the object falls onto a flat surface in presence of gravity under quasi-
static conditions. We defined a type of geometric eccentricity that not only
applies in any dimension but also distinguishes between different types of
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object eccentricity. We focused on 3D eccentric objects which have two types
of eccentricities. For a given k > 1, an eccentric 3D object is thin and long i.e.
k times bigger in one dimension than the other dimensions or wide and flat
i.e. k times bigger in two dimensions than the other dimension. For eccentric
objects, we have shown that the object with high probability rests at a pose
which is close to a specific plane or specific line.

These results show the relation between the part eccentricity and the max-
imum distance of the final pose to a unique plane or a line as well as its prob-
ability. We saw that for larger k, there is a smaller range of poses at which the
eccentric objects end up with higher probability.

Our results are based on the quasi-static assumption. The work by Gold-
berg et al. [71] and Várkonyi [134] suggests that our results are therefore con-
servative because more realistic part behavior models tend to lead to even
larger biases towards even smaller ranges of poses. To rigorously show this,
it is interesting to explore a model incorporating the dynamics of collisions
and friction.

Our analysis of pose statistics for eccentric parts departs from the assump-
tion that the object at hand is known to be eccentric. It is therefore natural
to consider how k can be computed for a given object P as a future work. In
particular, to obtain the strongest possible bounds on the bias towards certain
poses it is desirable to find the largest k for which P is eccentric.

6.2 Proximity probing

Part III of this thesis has investigated a novel type of geometric probing. Ge-
ometric probing is an area of research with various applications in robotics
and automated manufacturing. The goal is to interactively determine geo-
metric shape and orientation of an unknown objects by using special mea-
surements. Existing approaches to shape measurement generally use sensors
with high-dimensional output, such as cameras, or use low-dimensional sen-
sors to measure fixed points, such as with Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM).
It is shown here that by employing an algorithm that uses the results of previ-
ous measurements to determine how the next measurement is taken, a non-
directional range sensor can be used to efficiently and exactly determine the
shape of a convex polygon. This suggests an alternative approach to obtain-
ing information on the shape of an object in cases where low-dimensional
sensors are more accurate, faster, or cheaper than their counterparts.

Proximity probing algorithms for metrology. In Chapter 5, we have de-
fined a type of proximity probing which returns the distance to the boundary
of the object in question. This work has concentrated on the case where the
object is a convex polygon P in the plane which has n vertices, k ≤ 3 of which
are acute angle vertices. The goal is to find an upper bound on the number
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of measurements required to exactly determine P. We have proposed an al-
gorithm requiring at most 3.5n + k + 2 probes. Furthermore, our method is
computationally very efficient, requiring only constant computation time per
probe, for a total time complexity of O(n).

We also considered the same task of using these proximity probes to iden-
tify P, but from a finite set of convex polygons. In many applications, the
object is unknown but the set of possible objects is known. Given a set of
m convex polygons each of which has at most n′ edges, we presented an al-
gorithm achieving this using at most 2n + 2 probes. The time complexity of
each object query is linear in the size of the object and the prepossessing time
is O(n′m).

An interesting extension would be to find lower bounds for the number of
probes needed by any algorithm, which would allow us to measure the per-
formance of our algorithm (and any future algorithms) against a hypothetical
optimal solution. Another important avenue for future work is to study the
case where the probe measurements are not precise and instead lie within
some known bounds of the true value. Instead of precisely identifying the
unknown polygon, it is useful to give an approximation of it. This extension
is particularly relevant as real measurements are never completely precise.
Other possibilities include extending these results to higher dimensions and
also to non-convex objects. Studying the problem for the non-convex objects
is inspired by the approach that Boissonnat and Yvinec [33] developed to
extend finger probes to non-convex polyhedra. Another version of the prob-
lem is using proximity probes from inside the polygon. It is also interesting
to consider the use of parallel probes rather than sequential ones where we
need a faster procedure for deducing the object of interest. In this version,
at each step we specify multiple probes, rather than a single probe; this will
decrease the number of steps but increase the total number of probes needed.

To summarize in a sentence, we have proposed geometric paradigms and
algorithmic solutions for different tasks in the field of automation. I hope
that this thesis motivates researchers to further explore the field so that the
geometric designs are more reliable in practice.
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Samenvatting

In de robotica en automatisering komen veel taken voor die kunnen worden
opgelost met behulp van technieken uit de computationele geometrie. In dit
proefschrift hebben we laten zien hoe computationele geometrie kan worden
toegepast op verscheidene onderzoeksproblemen in dit gebied. Onze nadruk
lag op twee onderwerpen: oriënteren (orienting) en aftasten (probing). Het
doel van oriënteren is om een industrieel onderdeel zo te draaien dat het een
unieke gewenste oriëntatie bereikt, zonder dat de initiële oriëntatie van het
onderdeel van tevoren bekend is. Het doel van aftasten is om de geometrie
en oriëntatie van een onbekend object zo goed mogelijk te meten.

We hebben ons gericht op drie problemen op het gebied van oriënteren:

• Eerst hebben we een algemeen model ontwikkeld voor variaties in vor-
men om de onvolmaaktheid van geproduceerde onderdelen te model-
leren. Ons model staat variaties toe op de gehele rand van een on-
derdeel. De mogelijke variaties zijn begrensd zijn door twee gegeven
gesloten vormen: een binnenste en een buitenste grens.

Ons model is toepasbaar op zowel tweedimensionale als driedimen-
sionale objecten. Vervolgens hebben we gekeken naar het oriënteren
van een tweedimensionaal onvolmaakt onderdeel door het vanuit ver-
schillende oriëntaties te duwen met een balk zonder wrijving, onder de
aanname dat de twee grenzen convexe polygonen zijn.

We hebben laten zien hoe alle mogelijke variaties van dit onderdeel
in een zo klein mogelijk interval van eindoriëntaties kan worden ge-
bracht met een vooraf bepaald aantal duwbewegingen. Ook hebben
we bestudeerd hoeveel bewegingen nodig zijn om dit interval zo klein
mogelijk te maken. Verder hebben we gevallen aangetoond waarin het
kleinst mogelijke interval niet kan worden bereikt met een eindig aan-
tal bewegingen. In deze gevallen kan het optimale interval zelfs met
willekeurig veel bewegingen hooguit benaderd worden. We kunnen
wel van elke instantie berekenen wat het optimale interval is.
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• Met behulp van hetzelfde variatiemodel hebben we onderzocht waar
het zwaartepunt van een onvolmaakt onderdeel kan liggen. We hebben
de verzameling van alle mogelijke zwaartepunten begrensd voor zowel
twee- als driedimensionale onderdelen met een uniforme massaverde-
ling. We kunnen de instantie van een onderdeel vinden waarmee het
zwaartepunt maximaal wordt verplaatst in een gegeven richting. Hier-
mee kunnen we de verzameling zwaartepunten van buiten benaderen
met een polytoop van k hoekpunten in O(kn) tijd, waarin n het totale
aantal hoekpunten is op de binnengrens en buitengrens van het on-
volmaakte onderdeel. Vervolgens hebben we ons gericht op gevallen
waarin de buitengrens een beperkte afstand tot de binnengrens heeft.
We hebben aangenomen dat de binnengrens convex en β-fat is volgens
de definitie van fatness gegeven door De Berg en Van der Stappen [55].

We hebben bewezen dat de diameter van de verzameling mogelijke
zwaartepunten proportioneel is aan de maximale afstand tussen de bin-
nen- en buitengrens, en omgekeerd proportioneel aan β.

• We hebben onderzoek gedaan naar pose statistics, een fundamenteel be-
grip voor de oriëntatie van onderdelen. Om de onzekerheid over de
oriëntatie van een onderdeel te verminderen is het vaak belangrijk om
te weten met welke kansen het onderdeel in bepaalde orien̈taties kan
belanden wanneer het op een oppervlak valt. We hebben ons gericht
op 3D-onderdelen waarvan de initiële orien̈tatie uniform willekeurig
verdeeld is. Onze aanpak is ook van toepassing op 2D-onderdelen
en onderdelen met vormvariatie. We hebben aangenomen dat het on-
derdeel op een plat oppervlak valt onder invloed van zwaartekracht
onder quasi-statische aannamen.

Eerst hebben we een type geometrische excentriciteit (eccentricity) ge-
definieerd die toepasbaar is in elke dimensie en waarvan verschillende
soorten bestaan.

Onze focus lag op 3D-objecten met twee soorten excentriciteit: objecten
die in een dimensie veel groter zijn dan in de andere twee (en dus dun
en lang zijn) en objecten die in twee dimensies veel groter zijn dan in de
derde (en dus breed en plat zijn). Voor deze objecten hebben we aange-
toond dat ze met grote waarschijnlijkheid in een orien̈tatie belanden die
dichtbij een specifiek vlak of specifieke lijn ligt.

Deze resultaten tonen de relatie aan tussen excentriciteit en de maxi-
male afstand van de uiteindelijke orien̈tatie tot een uniek vlak of unieke
lijn, evenals de kans waarmee dit vlak of deze lijn benaderd wordt. Hoe
groter de excentriciteit, hoe groter de waarschijnlijkheid dat het object
terechtkomt in een kleine verzameling orien̈taties.
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Het tweede onderwerp van dit proefschrift is aftasten, een onderzoeksge-
bied met veel toepassingen in robotica en automatische productie. Bij aftas-
ten proberen we de vorm en orien̈tatie van een onbekend onderdeel interac-
tief te bepalen met speciale meettechnieken.

• We hebben een type aftasting (proximity probing) gedefinieerd dat de
afstand tot de rand van een onderdeel kan bepalen. Hierbij richtten
we ons op het geval waarin het onderdeel een convexe veelhoek P is
in het platte vlak, met n hoekpunten waarvan er k ≤ 3 een scherpe
hoek maken. Het doel is om een bovengrens te vinden op het aantal
afstandsmetingen (probes) om de vorm van P exact mee te bepalen. We
hebben een algoritme ontwikkeld dat hooguit 3.5n + k + 2 metingen
gebruikt. Bovendien gebruikt onze meetmethode slechts constante tijd
per meting, waardoor de totale looptijd van het algoritme O(n) is.

• Daarnaast hebben we dezelfde taak bestudeerd waarbij P een convexe
veelhoek is uit een eindige verzameling bekende convexe veelhoeken.
In veel toepassingen is het onderdeel zelf onbekend, maar zijn alle mo-
gelijkheden wel bekend. Voor een verzameling van m convexe veel-
hoeken hebben we een algoritme ontworpen dat met hooguit 2n + 2
metingen bepaalt welk element P is. De querytijd per onderdeel in de
verzameling is lineair in het aantal hoekpunten van het onderdeel.
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